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COURT OF PERUGIA - Court of Assizes 
  

Criminal proceeding No. 8/08 - Audience 23/04/2009 
  

Dr. Massei      President 
Dr. Christian     Judge assessors
Dr. Comodi      Prosecutor 
Dr. Mignini     Prosecutor 
  
Bertini S.     Chancellor 
Rodrigo del Fresno   Auxiliary Technical 
  

 

PROCEEDINGS AGAINST - AMANDA MARIE KNOX + 1 - 

  
PRESIDENT - At 9.40 am is called the process of the Court of 

Assizes, the hearing on April 23 2009, are present for the 

office of the prosecutor Dr Mignini and Dr. Comodi. Also 

found both defendants assisted by their lawyers, the 

lawyers in place Rocchi Bongiorno Advocate and Advocate 

Maori for Raffaele Sollecito, and Dalla Vedova Ghirga 

Lawyers for Amanda Knox. It is this also the 

interpreter.Parties are also incorporated in the person of 

the Civil defense, the lawyers Perna, even in place of 

Advocate Maresca, the lawyer instead Bartolucci Advocate 

Pacelli as delegation and the Attorney Magnini. 

  

It is acknowledged that it received a note from the instance. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - I have already given copies to both the 

prosecution and to civil parties that their colleagues. 

PRESIDENT - The injury was known to the defense of Raffaele 

Sollecito on the intercepted conversations. 

CIVIL PARTY - President, excuse me, in opening, as I  early, I 

wanted to renew the request for release of the house on 

Via Della Pergola, was completed the survey, the reasons 

are the ones I already mentioned in the previous 
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application received. 

PRESIDENT - This instance of release from seizure? 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The prosecutor at this point, expressing 

a favorable opinion. 

PRESIDENT - The other parts? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - We abide by the decision of the Court. 

  

DECISION
  
The Court of Assizes on the application for release from seizure, 

taking into account the work undertaken and the evidence 

collected, noted the favorable opinion from the office of 

the prosecutor, also took note of the points deducted is 

in today's hearing that previously defended by the 

accused; no longer viewed as necessary to the seizure of 

the Via Della Pergola 7, and the objects that are still in 

it, has the release from seizure and restitution of the 

property to the beneficiaries and the objects found there. 

Delegated the enforcement personnel who have custody of 

the property and the objects known. 

PRESIDENT - The prosecutor wanted to ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Excuse me President, before he takes the 

word to the Public Ministry, I would just like to point 

out who is here with us also our consultant, Dr. Adriano 

Tagliabracci, forensic genetic counselor. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - So the prosecution produced as by order 

of this Court at the last hearing, the booklets relating 

to requests, authorizations and extensions to the decrees 

of the wiretaps and the inherent environmental RIT  of 

which was sought transcription. 

PRESIDENT - Okay. Such acts are acquired for the purposes already 

simplified the previous decision concerning the request 
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for transcripts of conversations and are available to the 

parties.The Court reserves the right to determine on 

request (deregistration) to the next hearing scheduled for 

May 1'8, it also meets the requirement of being in a 

petition filed in Court on 22 April 2009 by the Defense 

Raffaele Sollecito.We give the first heads. 

  

DESPOSITION OF THE WITNESS - INTINI ALBERTO - 

  

THE WITNESS, a warning under ART. 497 CODE OF PROCEDURE 

CRIMINAL, THE LAW OF RITUAL FORMULA. 

GENERAL: Alberto Intini, head of the State Police, currently 

Director of Scientific Police of the State Police.Born 

August 29, 1956 in Rome.  

PRESIDENT - Please prosecutor. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI

QUESTION - You said that it is Director of the Scientific Police 

in Rome and was also at the time of the murder of which we 

are concerned? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - So that was invested in its quality of investigations 

into the murder itself. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Do you want to report to the Court, making a picture 

beforehand of what is precisely the service of the 

Scientific Police, the sectors that make up and then the 

mode of your presentation, either generally or in this 

case, also with reference to the relationship between 

Local Police Science, and Perugia, and your department. 

ANSWER - The Scientific Police is a branch of the State Police 

that historically, more than one hundred years, is 

occupied with say technical - related scientific 
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investigation.The structure that I lead is a national 

organization that has a joint hierarchical regional and 

provincial level.The Scientific Police Service, as I said, 

is based in Rome, is inserted in the direction of the 

central crime of the State Police, the Department of 

Public Safely, so it is a joint central department, but 

unlike any other, has also an operational value because 

the Inside has four thematic divisions and a number of 

sections in the various aspects of criminology, and 

various fields of chemistry, physics, biology, ballistics, 

fingerprinting, etc.., obviously with the laboratory 

specialists from all sectors.So besides having 

coordination tasks of the Scientific Police nationwide, 

has its own autonomy technical - scientific, therefore, to 

give support at the national level in all the activities 

because those are the ones operating in the territory at 

the provincial and regional level . Every province, every 

police station there is a toilet Provincial Police 

Science, precisely as in Perugia, and the provincial 

cabinet in a region are coordinated by the respective 

regional toilets, which are 14, and the joints that are 

most relevant.So to summarize this discussion, the 

immediate response is made plain by the provincial 

cabinets at each location where in fact the investigation 

office moves to activities of the Judicial Police, where 

there are more demands, not so much professionalism as 

well as equipment support staff number of involved regional 

toilets.The central service areas where it will carry on 

activities that are more specialized, just the service, 

where there are some cases even more relevant at the 

national level.In this case only the personnel of the 

Provincial Cabinet of Perugia, who spoke and did all the 
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technical activities - scientific, the intervention of the 

service was determined on the basis of precisely this 

function.Since 2005 within the service has been established 

the ERT, we called this symbol with a structure that is a 

team of research experiments traces.Basically because of 

the high professionalism, but as I said, especially for 

equipment which is fitted superspecialistiche service, 

this team is made up of all sectors ... in theory by all 

sectors involved in the practical skills needed by the 

individual case.This team of experts obviously composed of 

specialists in various fields has already occurred since 

2005 in various parts of Italy, in various situations in 

which criminal acts of some importance in fact showed the 

appropriateness of intervention by higher level and more 

specialist.On this occasion, I remember there was, as we 

are informed at the center of all significant events in 

which the scientific police action, then I come to know 

directly, I and my staff, and then again when it did, when 

it was discovered the murder issue, the service of the 

Scientific Police was informed.In particular, if I remember 

correctly, it was the province of Perugia's cabinet 

colleagues, given the importance of the case that showed 

the seriousness of the crime, the brutality of the crime, 

and also a number of elements that were perceived the 

crime scene, have the opportunity to undergo an operation 

in more than just the service and help was given that it 

involved the ERT that occasion, just attagliata type of 

murder, provided the ad hoc profiles.For example, the 

ballistics expert was not sent because it looked like a 

murder committed with firearms and not so the team was 

composed, was composed and was sent with the ad hoc 

profiles with ecperi of inspection equipment and capable 
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of performing the inspection also in terms of technology 

and then use the results and appropriate tools, a 

biologist, doctor of biology, a chemist, a doctor in 

chemistry for the exaltation of the fingerprints, then 

later for the reconstruction of a physical dynamic.That is 

not normal and you know this because I want to say about 

the organic structure is obviously an organic standard, 

which can not be numerically and qualitatively the same 

level in all locations, a visit which involves murder, the 

police team scientific, three graduates in three different 

disciplines is not a normal thing.I must say, we have been 

fortunate over all, and we must also emphasize the 

sensitivity, perception of the operators of the Cabinet 

Scientific Police of Perugia, who immediately was then 

evaluated as the facts, unfortunately, have highlighted 

the importance of this case and therefore the Police 

Scientific has been put on the field of professionalism 

that I can say with confidence and even humility, are set 

at national level in different sectors.So let's say the 

full potential that unfortunately not all situations are 

unable to deploy, because not always you imagine then the 

relevance of a case.I do not know if this summary may be 

sufficient, beyond a few specific questions. 

QUESTION - Yes, if we want to continue to report to the Court how 

the intervention was organized, and what she knew 

personally, that is, what was your role, if purely 

organizational, if it intervened on the spot or if he has 

coordinated and organized and which, in this case, and if 

the case meets the general rules, which has been the 

interaction between the Cabinet of Scientific Police of 

Perugia and then the ERT who spoke, I guess, then.If we 

want to give a chronological picture of the interventions. 
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ANSWER - I remember it was November 2, around lunchtime, now 

exact times ... was announced in Rome this event, the 

unveiling of this event, the various stages which led to 

the intervention, the first action of the operators of 

Police of Perugia and activation, also facilitated by a 

closeness between Rome and Perugia, the activation This 

ERT team was fairly straight already around the first 17 

elements.Why then precisely urgency have also moved, do not 

say individually, but in several installments, the first 

operators to the Scientific Police in Rome, already at 17 

o'clock came to the area.There is and there was a 

distinction of activities and tasks between the personnel 

of the Cabinet of Perugia, who had already launched an 

initial examination and the ERT team of service because 

the division of labor in our business is determined by the 

specialist fields .The sopralluoghista makes the activity 

of inspection documenting the various stages of the same 

survey, the research dattiloscopista fingerprints, a 

research biologist at other tracks, so everyone has a role 

determined by its professionalism and its specific 

sector.Thus the interaction between the provincial cabinet 

of Perugia and the ERD has been working in common, so there 

was a difference also in this first inspection level is 

that in the later stages has always worked together; the 

toilet provincial because it has jurisdiction in the area 

and has played together all the activities at this point, 

therefore, more support, interaction of the activity , the 

staff of the place.First indications were given on the 

occasion, I remember, as of course you always been to make 

the crime scene was totally isolated and that the activity 

of the first operators of Scientific Police of Perugia was 

limited to a mere documentation of the scene of the crime 
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itself waiting for the intervention of specialists awio 

concretely detailed site survey and then do not let anyone 

who could change the scene was.So it is with the 

intervention of the ERT team that started the survey in 

its various aspects, in its various stages unless this 

early stage to documentation of staff. 

QUESTION - What do you mean by documentation? If you want to 

explain to the Court. 

ANSWER - Historically also, say the educational field, the survey 

is divided into a series of major activities which are 

photographic, fingerprint, descriptive and planimetric, 

are the four areas. The operator then operates the 

forensics on the scene and has to make a description of 

the scene where he is, then how do I access, it is 

composed, as it is formed, then a descriptive level of 

relationship, this description must or may bring in a 

plant where Serbs where planimetric measurements may one 

day serve to highlight the distances of various objects or 

situations that are found at the crime scene, and then 

photo videofotografica obvious at this point because the 

first, the activity of fotosegnalamento , a survey of  

science is dated from the early 900, is born from 1903 to 

the Scientific Police, and in these 106 years has 

obviously been huge development facilities as well as 

methods and techniques.So now for a couple of decades, in 

addition to shooting a video response also becomes the 

scene of the crime because of documented trace of any 

situation.In this story, in this activity intervention ERT 

survey technique could provide in this activity and 

descriptive video documentation as an added value of being 

a device that only highly specialized and can not be used 

everywhere every day, in quest ' personal visits at expert 
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who spoke took him, and is the Sferon, is a fixed station 

that stands in a field, on a tripod, like a large camera, 

which scans the environment.That is instead the operator to 

turn around and do a series of photos that can never be 

complete with all the environment in its cubic form 

obviously, 360 degrees horizontally and even in height 

with photo scans completely, then a photograph of ' whole 

environment and that environment that allows scanning to 

see him back later in all the details as if one fell 

within the crime scene.So with this tool we could and we 

could fall again, virtually of course, how many times we 

wanted in the murder room, turning the computer, the 

computer mouse in any direction of the room, zooming in 

for details and perhaps noting the aspects that the first 

survey usually fails to show in its entirety. The first 

survey aims to document as well as to collect all the 

tracks, all the elements that  can then serve as a 

technical and scientific development to provide the 

answers of course also of probative value.It is obvious 

that in a first visit is normal, it is common, it is always 

useless then acquire different findings are unnecessary 

and could even happen that are not acquired for important 

findings that then subsequently appear.So this tool is 

important to get beyond the documentation videofotografica 

which is partial because it is led by a man with his 

limitations of perspective, obviously, and movement on 

stage, here gives us a record total, the whole 

environment, with the opportunity to come back in every 

room, so we had obtained this documentation of the entire 

apartment with the possibility of returning at any time 

even going to zoom in corners, the places of the apartment 

and re-verify the situations or people like me who is not 
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been on the rise, precisely because I have personal envoy, 

I followed, I coordinated, I supported their activities in 

all the months of investigations, however, I have not 

carried out direct on-site inspection, but I have had 

cognizance of the reality , obviously like all parts of 

the process, the scene of the crime that is important to 

have a full knowledge of the fact then. 

QUESTION - President if and when the Court considers it we can 

make you see just the images through this technique, this 

Sferon, I do not know if the equipment or technique, the 

Sferon is the name of what? 

ANSWER - The Sferon is the name of the equipment. 

QUESTION - Here's the equipment. 

ANSWER - imagine how those stand, one of the two stands holding 

the screen, a station which has the above, a camera of 

this size  that pretty much say does a scan of the entire 

volume with a series of photos which then binds the 

computer, as if it were a movie. 

QUESTION - It is a witness, I would like perb attivasse Sferon 

just that. 

ANSWER - Yes, I can handle myself. 

CIVIL PARTY - President, I apologize if I'm intruding, but if we 

start the production of the videos I renew the instance of 

closed doors that I have not formalized in writing because 

it would have been identical to those already presented, 

of course, in the manner and time that the Court may deem 

fit, for the projection of video and / or photos. Thanks. 

PRESIDENT - On this instance? 

CIVIL PARTY - Obviously for the same reasons already mentioned 

several times in the most excellent Court. 

PRESIDENT - On this instance the other parts? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Nothing we go back and look at what we had 
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already indicated at the last hearing.  

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - we too forgive, that we agree with the 

Civil Part. Let's say for a moment when I wanted to show 

the operation of this system, then maybe we will see in 

more detail when we hear the operators. 

PRESIDENT - On this the Court did not even know the images that 

they say will be screened and therefore does not know the 

contents of the same or the relevance of the images 

them as regards ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Watch Doctor do not see it at the crime 

scene. 

PRESIDENT - In terms of the instance in question, but maybe you 

do when this will be projected images depicting the scene 

of the crime with reference to the vision of the victim 

... 

ANSWER - No, I take the kitchen which is an anonymous room. 

PRESIDENT - For those images so they say now, when these images 

are projected there will be behind closed doors. 

ANSWER - Here I am with the mouse ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Excuse me doctor, these are images that we 

do not know if we were ever filed by the prosecutor ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Why not?! 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - if we can explain the prosecutor in which 

pleadings have been acquired because we do not know, we 

have never seen, we never had any acquaintance with that 

image, so if we want to explain. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - This is the documentation relating to 

the Scientific Police. 

PRESIDENT - So I'm already on record. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - No, no, not anywhere, we take note of us 

now. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - at this time 'he noted. 
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DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - The movie of 2 to 3 November, the first 

access of the Provincial Police, Scientific, and all the 

murder house, this is what is in documents filed with 

knowledge? 

ANSWER. - No, no, this is a further, there are photos and movies, 

there are videos of the inspection, this is a value-added 

is the value of the site inspection by staff of Perugia 

and our staff of Rome, was still performed in its dynamic 

activity in various parts of the inspection.This is a 

multiple of the scene as a whole for the reasons you need 

to also revisit certain situations. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - not an act of the process, even in the 

acts of the Prosecutor will we know exists, then we 

object. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - At I can not answer, but it was also a 

tool used exclusively for the consumption of the 

Scientific Police are listening to the staff of the 

Scientific Police has also used this additional tool that 

is not anything different because the house fortunately 

the Court has the view that we are not filming a different 

house, so now it dateremo with staff who have worked with 

this tool because practically Dr. Intini would not be able 

to report the date or the time or the persons that made 

this ... 

ANSWER - It's been done on 2, the day of the inspection, at 

first, but who did it ... 

QUESTION - Then we'll ask who did it, when did it and what 

filming concurrently, but there is nothing sensational, is 

not a scoop, not a surprise test, is simply a different 

view, As explained Dr. Intini, so at 360 degrees of the 

same scene shot with a traditional camera. 

PRESIDENT - He reserves the Prosecution to make it available. 
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DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - We are opposed, however, because Mr. 

President is a clear and flagrant violation of the right 

of defense, as this type of movie, which of course we can 

well understand the form and manner for which it was done 

and we can also share, however, had to be filed and the 

act of filing must be notified to the parties, which to 

us, at least to our defense and I think the defense of 

Knox, was ever notified.So we believe it to be experienced 

first formal activities provided by the code, and then the 

notification of filing of this movie in the files of the 

Public Ministry and Then later you will decide whether or 

not visible and projectable, then we object. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The notice of filing in the course of 

preliminary investigation was not necessary because 

obviously neither expected nor was investigating an 

activity so there was no notice of filing that would be 

... 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - Excuse me, I wanted to complement, not 

take away was the word ... 

PRESIDENT - So Defence is opposed to what? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - the vision that was never made aware of 

this type of movie defenses. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - It is clear that acts subsequent to a 

415!Clearly, if we believe this act is not understood in 

all the documents filed pursuant to a further 415 new 

evidence or activities conducted by the Public Ministry, 

in this case before I get it, but after the decree 

ordering judgment, However, this type of acquisition is a 

regulation in the 430 as my colleague says, at least I 

think, even if it was done before I guess, because I feel 

that says 2 to 3 November 2007, but because they have a 

destiny of the case correctly, in our opinion, not having 
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been deposited during the whole hearing are subsequent 

acts.We see them now, I guess that regulated this type of 

acquisition and production under 430, like other pieces of 

new evidence the prosecution took place after the decree of 

trial.I guess this is also the norm. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - In connection with these 

photographs, because they actually are photographs, movies 

are not die, we already know, because it was deposited 

with a 415, a movie about 45 minutes, which again was done 

on day 2 .Then  we oppose the examination as presented 

unless a prior examination of the document because we 

repeat this is new, we have not had cognizance during the 

investigation, we have not taken cognizance of a 415, we 

have no cognizance had then with the 'Further 

investigations then it seems to me that it is 

inappropriate for Defence to take cognizance of this 

document before having an examination at the hearing here, 

however I repeat that there is a movie of 2 November 2007 

that I think will be viewed today. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - I do not know, let's see. As the doctor 

Intini said this is nothing more than scanning photographs 

of the entire house and then especially the room where the 

murder was committed, scanning and reconstruction of these 

photos scanned in sequence through highly sophisticated 

equipment for which there is a sequence that allows an 

immediate view, three-dimensional images that were 

scanned. There are photos, it's as if I had offered to the 

Court, for example, to better facilitate the site visit to 

view the pictures in a collage that would have allowed, 

for example, simultaneously, to see the foot and the eye of 

Meredith, I do not know if I'll explain.This is nothing 

but a collage made so technologically advanced, is not new 
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evidence, photos are not different from those that the 

defense was available, the 430 has nothing to do because 

there is an additional investigation was made the day the 

police discovered the corpse, the day when the survey 

began.It provides the Court, for convenience, a visual way 

different, more convenient, photos that are available to 

the defense.On the other hand I want to say the notice when 

it should have been done?Ever, precisely because it is not 

an additional investigation and in the course of 

investigations, the Court knows better than I the Code of 

Criminal Procedure so I will not dwell more. 

CIVIL PARTY - President 107 index in the file produced by the 

prosecution in the notice of termination of investigations 

is made available to the defenses of the entire business 

picture - made video playback ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - Other than this though! 

CIVIL PARTY - if I can conclude! 

PRESIDENT - Sorry, we avoid. Please, go on then. 

CIVIL PARTY - I repeat, the entire documentation in particular 

the video footage, say, ordinary, not through Sferon, plus 

all the photos. At this point the text of today and the 

next relazioneranno hearings, there had been, I think, 

required by all parties to the original vision of video 

footage and made an ordinary in the ordinary way and on 

this point seems to me that the Court had decided, or was 

anyway already reserved at the entire video.The entire 

video, and we shall then direct the appreciation of the 

lyrics, covers, and is showing exactly the same photos and 

pictures of the house at that time made arrangements with 

different techniques, which I imagine that the doctor can 

respond only as a way technique because then he has not 

made him.So I think it is important to us now explain how 
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different techniques, ie how to set up and how it embodies 

the use of Sferon.Then with reference books, operators of 

Science, the Court will appreciate the identity of the 

vision and possibly even make this video available to all 

parties. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - That is not a video. 

CIVIL PARTY - Sorry, not a video, but a succession of pictures 

with Sferon. 

  

DECISION

THE COURT noted exceptions advanced by the defense, after hearing 

the clarifications made by the office of the prosecutor, 

also took note of the points deducted also from the Civil 

Party, given that the photos of them during the 

examination of the witness is Alberto Intini asked the 

vision does not appear to be any additional investigation 

activities, but the representation of the place already 

documented in the available documents by the parties, 

however, has reserved to proceed beyond the exclusion of 

the usability of photos that may result form a novum 

compared to what is already made available parts and save, 

in each case, within the limits mentioned, the 

applicability of Article 430 on the application to proceed 

in camera.Provides that this mode of conducting any hearing 

will be limited to the projection of images found on the 

body of the victim.To this end requires the prosecutor, and 

then to the other parties, to highlight the situation in 

the examination and cross examination in place so as to 

allow the subsequent conduct of the hearing indicated 

mode. 

 

PRESIDENT - I pray. 
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PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - As I anticipated, in fact, I asked the 

doctor only to anticipate the vision mode with this 

system, so we take a room is not affected by particular 

scenes.That's it.  

ANSWER - We say, as has been mentioned, I am not a technician and 

then I mean in terms atecnici though understandable, as if 

it were connected across a series of photos, then a 

complete scanner and a This software system allows us makes 

the viewer of this video, said video improperly, can move 

the mouse in place, the room reviewing every detail.So 

whether you see it moving in all directions, this is the 

Sferon to be clear, this dish that is placed on a tripod 

and that makes this kind of ... Then you can, for example, 

magnifying details and makes us understand the detail of 

those images that are obviously digital.You see, we almost 

have to read the paintings in the next room.So it's 

definitely a tool not only for those who like me had not 

been on the scene and wanted to realize, but also for 

anyone and especially for those who were and who must make 

assessments of the evidence collected can go to review, 

that gives the idea of how this can be misleading when 

made on the spot checks, closed or even if it is outside 

the crime scene, totally missed the scene of the crime and 

then work on those elements captured in a single time on a 

viewed scene only a few hours.Sure, the place closed 

multiple-access, but most accesses cause even more chaos, 

more pollution, this is obvious and this is also an object 

of discussion of this and many other processes.This lets 

you get ten, hundred, a thousand times on a crime scene and 

see the details and today after two years, a year and a 

half, the Court itself can move beyond access that has 

already been done, however, in a later situation, well-
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qualified, it can move beyond this I am doing to see the 

kitchen to see what was the crime scene when the staff of 

the Scientific Police intervened.So let's say a scene where 

there was almost no pollution-only access of the first 

operators to police, rescuers, the first intervention, then 

we say this is beyond, as explained by the prosecutor, a 

new indication or image elements that are not there, it 

gives a chance to revisit in detail a number of aspects 

that may be, that surely would have been lost under normal 

conditions; here, we read post-it on the refrigerator and 

served it on something, obviously seeing him in the 

office.That's why we have avoided the initial inspection of 

the November 2 to 3 to make additional access that would 

be needed, there are cases where you do 3 - 4 - 5, 10 also 

access the crime scene because there is a need to develop 

investigatory pending review or go check out some things.In 

this episode we we avoided specifically not to go further 

to take in the scene of the crime, we have placed at a 

distance of about two months, December 18, however in 

these two months we had the opportunity to enter hundreds 

of times in a virtual crime scene.This tool is of great 

utility for us definitely. 

QUESTION - Doctor just said that she has never done so and that 

access has coordinated the activities having practically 

getting news and results from the lab staff intervened. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - But I want to ask you something else, and so far I 

think it's the last question, there are protocols that the 

scientific police must follow in order to successfully 

perform the inspections, surveys etc. etc.., there are 

specific criteria?What is the autonomy of the operators and 

which is also the directives that you can give, what value 
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do these protocols, if any, if there are written 

protocols, but if there is also dictated by protocol rules 

experience etc. .. 

ANSWER - No doubt the staff of the Science that operates in a 

technical field can not follow scientific protocols, rules 

and techniques. The laboratory activities are exclusively 

carried out according to international scientific 

standards, laboratory activities, the place of the 

scientific process itself, the technical assessment - 

scientific activity that leads from an initial result of a 

process that must follow these protocols, these 

international standards.The activities at the crime scene 

in principle also follows the protocols; say in principle 

because every crime scene is different, ie, while the 

exaltation of a latent fingerprint on a glass object, or 

the extraction of profile of DNA from a blood trail are 

always equal and then to achieve the result you must 

follow a protocol with the international standards the 

crime scene is different from one another.So work in this 

area, then the technical inspection - with a scientific 

sort of check list also in American and British culture 

that we are accustomed, than the Italian one, to operate 

without improvisations, we are a bit 'more imaginative and 

also capable of initiative, the American culture in this 

activity tends to have checklists, protocols detailed in 

every situation.There are texts that indicate how you 

investigation for murder than robbery.The Italian culture a 

little 'escapes from this screen very hard, these 

trappings of a specific check list because we believe that 

every situation is different and what's being tied to the 

door steps required to lose maybe instead of the 

initiatives' experience of those working for years on 
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stage of crime can give this in general. The Police 

Scientific, I must say with great humility, but this is 

the story ... 

PRESIDENT - There's a buzz too, here comes attenuated, but 

imagine ... if you can avoid it especially for the parts 

that are closer. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Even for the same witness, however. 

PRESIDENT - Even for the same witness who will surely ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Aila not help concentration. 

PRESIDENT - We are more distant, but those closest to him feel 

more and more it is disturbed for the purposes of 

fairness.Please, go on then. 

ANSWER - I would say though that this lack of (...) drives, or 

the detailed rules for each activity does not mean that 

there is an autonomy of the individual operator, 

absolutely, this investigation does not take place in the 

activity in general let alone in that technical - 

scientific.Moreover these rules, I say this with great 

humility, I'm a bit 'dictated by the Scientific Police, if 

we want the history of forensic science in Italy was 

played by the Scientific Police and as I said already 

created more than one hundred years ago and has operated 

in more than one hundred years these college together, so 

what are the forensic sciences in Italy the Scientific 

Police say that he lived, created, or not say certain ... 

PRESIDENT - But to return to the question of the prosecutor. 

ANSWER - There I was coming. That is to say that these rules 

obviously in the years this activity has become 

increasingly specialized, so relations, I said the 

national, international relations are also been crucial in 

recent decades. So for us it is already a reference to 

emphysema, would be the European network of forensic 
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science institutes.Periodically meet our experts in Europe 

with their colleagues in the Scientific Police, but also 

the university of forensic medicine, all institutions that 

deal with forensic science and that there is a field for 

every field of criminalistics, so there dattiloscopisti of 

the group, the group of ballistic, biologics, etc.., then 

we follow these rules even international activity.The 

survey, to get real demand, following these rules there 

are rules that are good for every situation, the rules 

that you define in specific situations, basic rules and 

regulations of a second or third level, that is the goal 

of the operator to catalyze, photographing, freeze the 

crime scene without external interventions that are before 

this activity and then repertarla in the ways in which 

various objects, the various situations repertare can be 

acquired to be maintained and preserved.The personnel 

working in the Police Scientific awentizio is not personal 

and that comes from evening to morning starts doing this 

activity, is composed of technical roles, ie graduates, as 

I said before, in biology, physics, chemistry, engineering 

electronic or other related fields that enter in technical 

roles and are only technical activities, activities that 

are not ordinary police work and crime scenes and 

laboratories according to the standards of their studies 

and subsequent investigations, the master and other 

activity.The rest of the staff that Police personnel entered 

the structure of the Scientific Police after a course of 

four months, specializing in general and then in the time 

to specialize in andandosi sectors. So to conclude I would 

say that there is no initiative or autonomy of the 

individual that everyone wants to work as though there are 

not any catalogs or precise details of the check list that 
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can not take a step without the libretta tell you what to 

do. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - But I guess there are tricks of the 

valid, that is to be followed on all occasions, starting 

from clothes. 

ANSWER - Yes. 

QUESTION - Maybe for you it will be something obvious, but I can 

assure you it is a topic that recurs often. 

ANSWER - In fact, as I have said that the rules needed to achieve 

the aims of the survey are mainly those of the whole scene 

and crystallize before any items on the outside and get 

all 'the items acquired, non-removable videofotografica 

with documentation, as removable with material 

acquisition. The other rule of this fact the next step is 

to capture those elements that are not modified or damaged 

and then the important step, although it is less talk of 

conservation because it can be acquired in finding the 

best possible way, with the best techniques and attention 

and then stored in improperly maybe some temperatures, in 

some refrigerators or not transported by suitable means of 

storage and then the track is lost or deteriorates.It is 

obvious that to make the cleanest possible environment 

inspection professionals involved with the forensic suits 

and other devices which can minimize the pollution.I say 

reduce because it is impossible to speak of a possible 

total elimination of pollution, ie there is just human 

nature.Only by entering  the scene of a crime, obviously in 

a house, opening the door already in theory you can 

pollute because there is an entry of external agents that 

can change, even moving with the wind or other agents that 

enter, so the same operator of Police Science is not a 

dragonfly flying across the room and not touch anything, 
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you have to move.Not to mention that there are necessary 

access to the scene of the crime, prior to our 

intervention at times, which are to aid, in some 

situations must necessarily intervene to check if there is 

one person and two if the person is wounded or dead and 

three if it is to be assisted or not.So we already take 

for granted the possible pollution, then it is obvious 

that access not be led to the interference of small 

businesses that may be polluting.O ur mission is to 

minimize them assuming that there is a physiological 

minimum, the judge of this possible contamination is the 

result later, only after the result can tell us if our 

task was completed in incorrectly.It is not as important 

awedere the libretta, if you used a system or another, the 

important thing is to see the result.I can say that in this 

investigation if contamination means the entry of external 

agents outside of what the crime scene had to keep us in 

this inquiry will not ce n 'is not one.When our business is 

often frequently occurring trace operator, so much so that 

for example in technical highlighting and comparison of 

fingerprints there are two roads that it is in history, as 

well as the codes are shown: that of compared to that of 

suspicion and confrontation of exclusion.Who knows history 

knows that when the fingerprint is an impression found at a 

crime and should be attributed to a person first becomes 

an attempt to exclude the award and then to suspicion.That 

is, does this mean? Before going to see if the mark has 

left the author of a robbery in a house I have ruled out 

that that impression is one of the frequenters of the 

house and I have to be ruled out as an operator who also 

spoke .Sorry to say but unfortunately I'm not saying that 

is common but it happens that the operator, and operators 
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mean everyone, can be to the rescue, may be the cop who 

makes the inquiry, may also be the judge with all respect, 

inawertitamente anyone can leave a mark on his entering the 

crime scene.It is then encoded nell'attivi CT compared with 

that of the tracks from the first by exclusion, when it 

was found that the fingerprint is not recognized by one of 

those who live or frequent the home, there is an 

intervention that has worked is probably the imprint of 

the author, then you go for suspicion, or rather, now that 

we have the AFIS with the computer that we can identify 

the 'footprint.Consider as an annotation, to confirm that 

what I say, that in England, which historically has the 

first database of DNA from at least 2000, are seven or 

eight years that it has, and has something like 4 or 5 

million records Today, there is a pre-database called 

Elimination Date Base which is a first step as a filter of 

biological trace that contains profiles of all operators of 

Police.That is to say that is normal, so normal that the 

pollution that is encoded in the Anglo-Saxon structures is 

a database, and also that we have obviously not yet in the 

manner of data, but banks say the archive, there is a 

database with genetic profiles of the operators of Police 

scientific work in that place. When the scene of a crime is 

found, a biological trace, extracted the DNA profile, 

before inserting it into the database to see who it is and 

then find any author, this profile is passed in this 

Elimination Date Base used to say "no, leave it alone 

because that is the operator X which has left at a crime 

scene, so it's not a trace, a genetic profile useful to the 

investigation."We unfortunately do not have a bank of DNA, 

however, our operators have released their genetic profile 

and when you do the activity is excluded from the 
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beginning that there is a profile identifiable with one of 

the operators, like fingerprints.It has happened many times 

to me to release my fingerprints and compare them by 

exclusion.That is to say that pollution, so if you want to 

call it, is not the same operator. I say that is 

physiological and it is frequently taken for granted and 

must be verified each time. in this investigation we have 

found fingerprint fingerprint, a genetic profile, an 

imprint of the shoes of actors on the police intervened.I 

think this is an objective fact, that I bring, that I 

record, a fact that attests action, now obviously do not 

want to heap praise excessively the work of my men, 

however, stating that work done with care, certainly not 

with levity , certainly not with non-compliance with the 

rules that the doctor indicated I think, the minimum 

essential rules of conduct valid always and evaluated on a 

case by case basis. 

QUESTION - It is unusual that there are two investigations of the 

Scientific Police in a crime like this? 

ANSWER - You are referring to visits at different times? 

QUESTION - Yes, and also to the number. 

ANSWER - I repeat, if we had not had the Sferon it  we would have 

made at least six, seven or ten. Have you seen only in 

those few minutes that I have shown only one side of the 

kitchen that, as you all know, is in a whole apartment, 

where, beyond the scene of the crime, it is important to 

the whole outline, all that c ' you can find.Today I can 

say that there are probably elements there in that house 

that were not found, seen, because obviously it is 

impossible to have cognizance, recording every 

millimeter.So definitely a situation we would need several, 

on the order of at least a dozen operations, it is obvious 
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that any intervention would have to operate in a situation 

worse than before because any intervention would lead to 

pollution, a change of environment , we have instead 

focused on a second that for other 'has gone already knew 

where we wanted to get my hands.For example, I recall that 

on a smear of blood on the fingers of a wall the first 

evaluation of the biologist who told me was that of the 

blood sample to identify the genetic profile of the blood, 

then work in a quiet, normal.It is obvious that an 

investigation is thought that the victim and in fact it 

did, then did not respond useful for investigative 

purposes.In the view of evaluations linked Sferon it was 

thought that because we saw that the wall is rough, and 

since then the checker is in the first part where the tips 

had liquid blood was lighter, in the end where the 

fingertip is cleaned and determine rubbing the finger with 

the wall Dr. Stefanoni told me: "Here we could possibly 

find epithelial cell exfoliation of who now has swiped his 

hand on the wall", and so this was a goal in the second 

survey of 18 December. Dr. Stefanoni went to non-sampling 

on the blood of the strips, but the clean side below in 

the hope of finding the hypothesis of different tracks.This 

is because the approach in a hot scene of the crime can not 

be complete, because there is a range of information and 

because it operates without making too many assessments 

but also in offices, laboratories are doing. 

QUESTION - No further questions for now. 

CIVIL PARTY - no questions. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI

QUESTION - The few questions I would like to see, and as 

explained to us and how we know her in this case, although 
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the director of the Scientific Police followed him 

personally several times and came to Perugia to confront 

their public ministries, and has a knowledge ... 

ANSWER - No, this ... 

QUESTION - NO? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - It has a direct knowledge ... 

ANSWER - I followed as an office. 

QUESTION - It has a direct knowledge of the various phases of 

this process.She is aware that the crime was discovered 

inside the footprint of bloody shoe? 

ANSWER - Yes, more footsteps, not once, more than one. 

QUESTION - And those footsteps as they were treated, were 

photographed, was made earlier by a report from her staff 

employee? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes. 

QUESTION - Can you explain? 

ANSWER - Yes, right. As I mentioned earlier findings  the scene of 

a crime that are acquired legally in some cases are not 

removable, and those are taken physically removed, stored 

and transported to the laboratory.Those are not removable 

and therefore must be left in place are documented, a 

'footprint of a tire of a wheel in the mud can not be 

taken away and must be documented in a certain 

way.Similarly, an imprint of the sole of the shoe that left 

bloody on the floor design, more or less the sole, and 

they were no longer a crime scene, and also in the room, I 

think, outside the scene of the crime, is not removable, 

so it's been documented on the paino photo, then 

photography were photographed with these and other 

footprints. 

QUESTION - Are you aware, Dr. Intini, the report made November 7, 
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2007 by staff from her employee, and in particular by the 

Inspector and the Assistant Ippolito Mainieri? 

ANSWER - Yes, Yes 

QUESTION - Can you explain the outcome of this relationship? 

ANSWER - A part that we are the operators, it seems that 

Hippolytus is also mentioned, and then explain in detail 

to him because there is not a technical or ... 

QUESTION - (Unintelligible - overlapping voices). 

ANSWER - No, I wanted to clarify that my course is not a 

technical answer that in detail, here is how can I not be 

accurate.Again he was captured a picture of this stamp, 

when they were seized at the time of arrest, if I 

understand correctly, Mr. Dunning, who had a sole of the 

shoes like the track, the operators made a photographic 

comparison.Not an activity specific technical scientific 

mold that was made later by technical operators own 

experts footprints, and are mentioned too, Bremia and 

Rinaldi, who did business as a fingerprint expert, a task 

just for reconstruction of various impressions and a 

comparison between them, and this will obviously respond 

properly and in detail .In this case, from what I remember, 

was made a mere photographic comparison, that is an 

overlap between the photograph of the impression left by 

the soles of blood on the floor and the soles of the shoes 

seized at Mr. Sollecito, then a superposition of these two 

computer images showed that, remember, compatibility, 

compatibility of a mere two fingerprints the same, that is 

the real one of the left shoe on the floor. 

QUESTION - The virtual identity, then we'll talk later ... 

ANSWER - Yes, indeed. 

QUESTION - We'll talk later with Hippolytus. Remember, even if in 

the survey inside the apartment of Rudy Guede were found 
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and photographed the footsteps of shoe? 

ANSWER - In the home of Rudy Guede I think so, it seems to me 

that there were fingerprints found similar in the sense 

that the sole was in concentric circles, and even this was 

done because when the search warrant, if I understand 

correctly, the accused , Mr. Rudy Guede, was not present, 

was on the run, I do not know if it was sought formally or 

not, there was no cognizance of the ... I remember that it 

was acquired, I do not know if acquired or seized by 

moving a box of shoes always the same brand of that type 

from which he was done, I think, a comparison. 

QUESTION - Can we show this ... Mr. President, then I would like 

to see Dr. Intini copies of the photographs that have been 

filed. Here it is the shoe box. 

ANSWER - Watch with formal precision no, I am convinced that this 

is also because it is the only one that was acquired. I 

remember that was bought a box of Nike shoes, always a 

model slightly different from that of a sole reminder that 

he is not unlike that of the same urge. 

QUESTION - And then I would like to see, because these pictures 

are photocopies of photographs that have been produced by 

us at the hearing on February 27, 2009 and refer to the 

photographs of footprints. If we can get them because 

these are photocopies ... 

PRESIDENT - Yes, binder number 3. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Meanwhile President, can my co-worker, 

Lawyer (...), attack your computer and show the movie?Our 

movie is a lot easier. 

CIVIL PARTY - May. photos look now? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - These are the pictures of the first and 

second visit but will be another question. Then we had 

deposited the last hearing, there was the colleague of the 
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photos had been filed concerning the footsteps of shoe 

that had been found inside the home Guede, I repeat here 

the photocopies of photographs that have been filed and 

now not found.My question was this: if you remember these 

tracks were similar to those found ... 

ANSWER - I remember that were found, now I do not know if one or 

more than one, more than mud tracks, and traces of blood 

were in the home, most of the mud with a pattern of 

concentric circles similar to that to which we referred to 

the first , remember this. 

QUESTION - What kind of assessment has been made by you to verify 

the compatibility of the footprints found inside the home 

with that Guede  Della Pergola found inside the home?  

ANSWER - It 's been done, as I said, the engineer (Inaudi) and 

the Deputy Commissioner of Police Fingerprint Division of 

the Bohemian Scientific comprehensive advice on all shoes 

plantar footprints, ie both feet bare foot shod in all 

scene.That we talked about earlier was that famous one 

comparison between photographic print of blood near the 

body of poor Meredith with the soles of the shoes seized 

reminder.One to which she refers, ie those at the home of 

Rudy Guede and the other in the home of the crime were the 

subject of a single comprehensive, detailed to me the 

extent of the information available, comparison of all the 

footprints of shod feet and of a bare foot orthotics which 

were found the results in detail, then I do not know.So now 

that I think it was compared with all other right to name 

all the shoes.Precise, if I may, to explain all the judges 

who are less accustomed to the popular detective stories - 

technical - scientific comparison of fingerprints of soles 

of shoes is a comparison which normally had a judgment of 

compatibility, normally.The results of the investigation 
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are identity or compatibility, identity when there is a 

certain overlap with that of a relic compared to 

suspicion, compatibility when there are differences but it 

is not possible to rule on certain identity.The soles of 

shoes, of course, as a model of Nike, especially young 

people use a lot, there are around a thousand, and there 

might be a compatibility and identity.The identity is given 

by the characteristic signs, ie if a sole of shoes has a 

clear consumption at a point or these tears or changes, a 

characteristic that is a hallmark of fact, as we define 

it, may determine an identity with each other, whereas in 

a normal situation we arrive at a judgment of 

compatibility.Lawyer to explain when I was told that with 

the shoe ... because it is considered compatible with a 

photographic overlay that could be compatible, without 

expressing a judgment of identity. 

QUESTION - Very clear on this point. I'd like to see at this 

point, we were able to get those photos that were 

produced. 

PRESIDENT - The other parts have already been produced, known ... 

CIVIL PARTY - NO. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - You know them, were produced at the 

hearing. 

CIVIL PARTY - Those of the last hearing? 

PRESIDENT - Yes, the previous productions. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - If you can see these photos and say they 

are the ones in his memory ... 

PRESIDENT - The hearing on February 27, I do this. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Yes 

ANSWER - I Look I can not express it ... then for fame, because 

these pictures have turned and turned, this blood, I 

repeat I can not say officially because I do not have an 
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origin, say eye, for how many times I have seen them think 

they are the ones near the body of the victim's 

fingerprints blood. These other, I was not ... 

PRESIDENT - Excuse me doctor, can identify which refers? 

ANSWER - These two tracks that are ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - The verbalization may nominate. 

ANSWER - I'm bloody footprints left by the sole of a  shoe that 

has a pattern of concentric marks. 

PRESIDENT - That photo is? There is a number? 

ANSWER - Photo 7 and Photo 12. Again, I think because one has a 

letter A and a letter C, I now if the house were taken 

more pictures ... I think those are the shoes that had 

walked into the room of Meredith's blood.This is only 

because I remember that they were footprints of mud I could 

say: "may, beyond what is written behind of course I read, 

could be the ones left in the home of Rudy," but I say 

that because they could not go, I nor did the survey I 

worked on these footprints, my guess is that I do not 

think it's wrong, but it is a guess. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - You remember when the doctor filed the 

expertise, advice and Boemio Rinaldi gave the 

compatibility of the trail?  

ANSWER - I do not remember the date. 

QUESTION - I'll tell you, April 6, 2008, so there is a distance 

of five and a half months from the initial consultation 

Ippolito had given an indication of compatibility ... 

ANSWER - There is a consultancy that of Hippolytus, I repeat, is 

an initiative of computer work done, the prosecutor did not 

ask.I remember that the operation ... 

QUESTION - Is a technical report. 

ANSWER - Yes, it is a relationship, not a consultancy that is 

assigned by the Public Ministry, is a technical trade. Any 
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activity that comes from Science comes up with a technical 

report, no voice obviously, but it was not advice (...). 

QUESTION - So it confirms that there is a time gap of five and a 

half months between the technical report of Hippolytus and 

consulting Rinaldi - Boemio? 

ANSWER - Yes 

 QUESTION - Now I'm referring to two of his letters, then we'll 

see a movie that we have extracted from the CD, the only 

CD we had in our possession, we do not have the powerful 

means of Sferon we became aware today, two letters She 

wrote Dr. Intini December 13, 2007 and December 17, 2007. 

The first, if you remember, she has sent to the 

Prosecutor's Office, Dr. Mignini, the second to Dr. 

Matteini GIP. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Do you remember these? 

ANSWER - I seem to remember, if I mention ... I believe that 

evidence related to the incident that was asked, if I 

remember correctly. 

QUESTION - Can you explain the contents of these? 

ANSWER - If you can read me, maybe I do ... 

PRESIDENT - Yes, maybe we can make them available to authorized 

and obviously, his letters are, then read them.The question 

Lawyer? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - The question is this: you Dr. Intini 

December 13 asks the attorney can make a further 

inspection. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - (Unintelligible - overlapping voices) ... because you 

were out there, even to photograph in different sizes, 

footprints that were found.She was aware that there were 

still those footsteps? 
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ANSWER - I could not have known it because I was not gone, nor 

the November 2 to 3 or later. 

QUESTION - The staff of his employees had made this 

that these footprints were canceled for reasons .... 

ANSWER - I said, "have been canceled," I said and I knew it had 

operations.I had the  pictures we have seen the images 

before and that gave me the Sferon cognizance of the 

impression before any surgery, then I knew who had the 

league, as they say in the jargon, the mark because it was 

blood, then the operators f and f have ettuato the survey 

had their own league mark to capture the following 

elements in the laboratory on the DNA profile of blood 

that was eventually released from the shoe.So I had some 

cognizance, but imagine how it must have been, it was less 

positive than when it was photographed. 

QUESTION - We can see the movie in relation to inspection 

November 2 to 3? 

PRESIDENT - To which the witness was not involved. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - did not participate. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - It might be the case to show it when 

there are operators that C 'were. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - was the question of whether or not the 

impression. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - But if he was not there because we ask 

him?! 

ANSWER - Perhaps the lawyer refers to what I write here, if I 

read this opinion. 

PRESIDENT - Now let's see ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - In the movie we will see now that there is 

an operator, I believe Dr. Stefanoni, but I can not 

accurately indicate who he was because there is only the 

hand, making the cleaning or removal of the impression. 
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ANSWER - It is not cleaning, it is called sampling. 

QUESTION - Sampling. 

ANSWER - cleaning means cleaning the tile to remove ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, expect demand. 

DEFENCE - AW. MAORI - Basically, as you can see, this impression 

is in fact completely erased.But the question is this: Dr. 

Intini when making this letter, when he wrote this letter 

to the Prosecutor's Office asking for a site visit was 

known, had been told that this imprint was virtually no 

more visually? 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - No, except that still exists! 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry! We demand in the sense that this imprint 

was made in the transaction that is represented in the 

movie. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - By sampling. 

PRESIDENT - This operation, then let's let the witness answer or 

text. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - This is the process of picking 'or 

sampling as it is ... 

ANSWER - That's right. 

QUESTION - In practice clears the mark completely. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - But the "practical" you say true because 

P! 

PRESIDENT - Sorry, we avoid interpretations at this stage. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The Question? 

PRESIDENT - The question of whether the operator has reported to 

the heads of the transaction at issue here that we're 

watching the movie. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - When the witness sent the letter, the 

letter to the Prosecutor's Office. 

PRESIDENT - The letter, excuse me, while we can ... 

ANSWER - I richiedevo in essence, as I said before, the 
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prosecutor to assess the opportunity to re-enter the crime 

scene. 

PRESIDENT - And on this? 

ANSWER - This on December 13, then the prosecutor, Dr. Mignini, 

asked her to consider, although obviously the thought of 

relief activity and detection, unique and ... 

PRESIDENT - It was specified that the object or generically 

visit? 

ANSWER - "Subject Kercher murder prosecution." 

PRESIDENT - No, no, the inspection with reference to some 

specific aspect? 

ANSWER - No, the object is only the case on file. Then if you 

want to read it, I say, "in reference to criminal 

proceedings in question above, please this authority to 

authorize legal staff to make this service unique nature 

of the technical measurements at the home of Meredith 

Kercher ... located in Perugia Via Della Pergola 7-.In this 

regard it is noted that during the analysis of findings 

from the first inspection of Police Science - the vision 

of the S £ Eron and various briefings and assessments made 

in the office - has arisen the need to make additional 

findings - as I said what the Wall, the streak of blood so 

to speak - considered to be beneficial for optimal 

reconstruction of the crime.In particular it is considered 

necessary to acquire images from any angle photographic 

impressions of soles of shoes at the scene of the crime - 

in general the various imprints - unless the tracks they 

have not deteriorated as a result of the infusion of 

chemicals used in During the operations of detection of 

the latent fingerprint, or to other environmental factors. 

"This is because I say? Because as I said before that I had 

no certainty, says the lawyer, who had been clean, I was 
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definitely certain that it was deteriorated because of an 

impression which was made a detailed sample's lack of 

detail surely is not the original.But the intervention of 

the Scientific Police, I repeat, is not an aseptic surgery, 

is an intervention that changes, that's why I said: "where 

no one can take away shooting."The correctness of the 

intervention is to have, hold still, and we have seen 

today, the original photos of the impression it was before 

someone put his hand.We've had today.Finally, knowing that 

the room then used the cyanoacrylate ester, which is a 

chemical fingerprint to detect and then the biologist or 

someone in her survey has sampled a moving liquid with 

gauze specifically for these samples on the footprint if 

you do not clean at all would still deteriorated, I used 

this formula, I said: "Let's see there, we need to take 

fingerprints - though I have told prosecutors - we expect 

attention, now we are not sure ... ", this video I had 

not, at that time that I was not, then we could be faced 

with something that was not anything new, even worse was 

the first photograph taken by operators in the first 

intervention.So was likely to be, but I had no certainty. 

PRESIDENT - Dr. Intini when she says "this video", refers to the 

video ... 

ANSWER - Then this is done on December 18. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - NO, November 3. 

ANSWER - Yes, sorry. 

PRESIDENT - That the defendant is projecting, relative video? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - The investigation carried out by the 

Scientific Rome. 

ANSWER - In the night between 2 and 3, at one o'clock. 

QUESTION - And was made to employees of Dr. Intini.Ie it can 

confirm that it was  performed by its staff? 
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ANSWER - Yes, yes, right. I do not remember seeing it, but I is 

not that I've seen ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The first shooting of the movie were 

made from Perugia, and so if we can wait for the 

operators, ie if you want to confuse water! 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - I'm confused ... 

PRESIDENT - Please Lawyer, we continue with the questions. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - We now turn to the second letter, Dec. 17. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - letter that she sent Dr. Matteini, Dr. Matteini to 

GIP, which as a result of instances of recording evidence 

presented by this defense to make the encounter with 

improbability dell'orma found Sollecito's shoe, had asked 

her just News Dr. Intini and she replied saying that it 

was not possible to make an inspection on the spot.Why? 

ANSWER - No, no, the speech was this attention to: Dr. Matteini, 

the GIP, if I remember correctly he was asked by the 

parties, if you really do not know her, an incident of 

this imprint evidence, ie evidence that the focus was not 

test, the technical report made part of the police 

forensic evidence in an accident.So Dr. Matteini, being a 

technical matter, the probative obviously was intended for 

a technical trade, he asked for a technical opinion. 

QUESTION - What was the object of the accident? 

ANSWER - The question was whether you could do on the technical, 

scientific, obviously not legal, a recording evidence of 

the imprint, do an activity that is then compared with the 

true champion that he had  issued the stamp. I allowed 

myself to tell him that you would definitely work on 

finding the worst of what we already had, that the finding 

of this stamp was what?Those two photos we've seen before 

in color, made at the beginning of the inspection when the 
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imprint was clean, pristine, untouched, as released by 

those who have walked on the blood the night of the 

murder.That is the finding that we have, survey done by the 

Police Scientific hours x at night, when the operator 

quell'orario before blood sampling, the finding of that 

imprint is the photograph of the impression intact.All I 

could do next, even with rifotografandola equipment with 

better contrasts of light, an imprint was made on 

deteriorated.As I said in my previous note ipotizzandolo, 

was then tested in the survey of 18, the mark was visually 

worse than the previous one to be acquired.He was not 

physically be removed because if the tile rose and broke 

the mark for another insisted on more tile, if I remember 

correctly, then you should take two or three tiles and 

maintain the same distance in the lab and bring this print 

certainly ruined, deteriorated because it was impossible 

to keep, to have an image worse than the initial one.So I 

represented on the technical evidence that the incident, 

beyond the legal assessments that were not mine, would 

have as its object worse than finding a home, and on which 

you could not do any kind of work. 

QUESTION - She was asked if he could be removed or if it could be 

compared? 

ANSWER - I was asked if he could be the fact of recording 

evidence, that is, comparing this fingerprint with other 

... 

QUESTION - And then on this same material worked its employees 

Boemio and Rinaldi? 

ANSWER - Yes, the original finding, the pictures we have seen, 

not on what was left on the tile in 'home. 

QUESTION - So ... 

ANSWER - No to complete, so it is clear the discussion.I'm saying 
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that the find was damaged and unusable, but I refer to the 

department of science which had already worked and which 

to this image. 

PRESIDENT - In this video clip? 

ANSWER - That's right.But the find that is given by the picture I 

showed you before that I gave the lawyer, instead they 

were used so much that we worked with the advice of 

Defence and has worked with consulting office of Rinaldi 

and Boemio scientific, but always finding the original 

untouched and unspoilt.That's why I told the doctor 

Matteini: "it is useless to do something." 

PRESIDENT - when she says: "finding the original" refers to the 

photo of the exhibit itself? 

ANSWER - The first photograph, is the finding because that shows 

us the impression early on. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - her first in answering questions from the 

prosecutor pointed out that, actually said or did an 

affirmation of the principle of absolute idea and said: 

"there were external factors entered into this 

investigation."What does this mean? It means that we have 

been on your part, by the Scientific Police of external 

contamination, is this correct? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, but I recorded the results, not on conviction. 

QUESTION - I now I'd like to see those photos, I think  she has 

to have already been filed and are related to inspections 

carried out on November 2 .. . these pictures have been 

extracted from the first site investigation on November 2 

and December 18 seconds. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - can look at these photos? 

ANSWER - Yes, I'm seeing. 

QUESTION - There are ten photographs, and are five depictions of 
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a particular, five different places of the house of the 

crime before November 2nd and then on December 18. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry Lawyer, these are the photos taken? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - I think the February 27 hearing. 

PRESIDENT - From Defense Sollecito Raffaele. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Yes, the question is this: she could see 

the difference between the two surveys, consider it 

possible that there may have been taken into account 

exogenous contamination of the absolute diversity of the 

representation of places? 

ANSWER - I do not I've done or I can make assumptions because it 

is not my role.I recorded a fact that the term of these 

investigations in our work has revealed, as a result, no 

trace dattiloscopi ca, genetic or sandals of foot and shoe 

to be attributable to an operator of Police, I recorded 

this.From this we can deduce, I think objectively, that 

surely there 'was no, certainly as I said, if I understand 

correctly, the survey was done with some care, with some 

care. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, it said. 

ANSWER - This I said. 

PRESIDENT - when she says: "genetic trail" is like biological 

trace, is equivalent? 

ANSWER - Yes, that is, for example, may have released my 

biological trace from which we extract the profile and 

then says, "but this is the operator." 

PRESIDENT - Obviously. 

ANSWER - I am from this objective fact, indisputable, irrefutable 

and documented it can be inferred that, but I can not say, 

I would say but I can not say that there was no external 

contamination.In fact I'll tell you more, and I have said 

already, it is impossible that there is, I said that we 
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have reduced to only two site visits in order to avoid 

interference, then surely this one she shows me normal. 

PRESIDENT - when she says: "this guy" shows pictures. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - It is normal in that sense, he wants to 

say? 

ANSWER - It is normal in the sense that between the first and 

second pictures of the first inspection visit are before 

they would operate the lab, like those of Sferon because 

they are the same, the house has been recorded on the 

video and photography as it was when entered, there was a 

small access of those who tried to help, the first 

intervention of police, but very limited.Operators of 

Science, with all activity not only documentation, but 

repertazione, ran for two days in that house.How can you 

think that ... we went out Dec. 18, but on Nov. 4 when he 

took the pictures would have found a different situation 

from the lab because operators did not fly in the rooms 

and then and see what makes me normal, I'm not surprised 

because the action of 'Scientific operator has the 

amending action, destructive, try to minimize, before 

doing so and in fact today we have documented THAT' 

footprint com 'was originally and many others, however, 

change.So it seems natural that in a second entrance there 

is a different reality, one can ... 

QUESTION - A different reality with a total distortion of places 

as they are shown in the photos? 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry Lawyer, we are a different reality and 

explained that in terms. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - In relation to the contamination as 

possible that there was between the first and second 

visit, since, as you well know the squad has entered 

several times between the first and second survey, 
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therefore, between November 3 and December 18, there are 

records and therefore it is.How can it exclude Dr. Intini, 

that there was a contamination of DNA from one of the 

defendants, which may have been worn with a suit or 

something else from inside the room of the crime?Can not be 

excluded that there is a stana expected that DNA 

contamination clothing, furniture have been moved and are 

State, for example, with regard to the cabinet doors of 

the room of Meredith, have been removed, brought 

externally ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - No, not true! 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Outside the room ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - not true! 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Then we see the photos! 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Precisely we see the photos! 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry!Lawyer enters. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - So before concluding the question we can 

see the pictures on ... 

PRESIDENT - So you are asking if it is possible that 

contamination has occurred with respect to biological 

traces. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Exactly. 

ANSWER - First of all we talk about when we talk about the 

contamination by external agents because it is obvious 

that what ...  repeat for the third time, I do not make a 

personal opinion, the record that all the exams ... 

PRESIDENT - And this has already said. 

ANSWER - Now ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry doctor, the lawyer asks how it is possible 

that a room has been brought to a garment of the person in 

another room and has resulted in contamination. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - President, excuse me, these are photos 
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taken from the DVD for the first inspection of the 

November 3, if we go we find that these doors were taken 

off of the closet and bring the outside Meredith's room, 

not over the house, but compared the room. 

ANSWER - Excuse me a moment I saw that answer is the image.This 

operation is clear, ie, no contamination, there are 

operators as seen in suit and mask, which are not removed 

before moving the cabinet, there are doing an operation of 

BPA, which then there is a consulting engineer Camana ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, BPA would be? 

ANSWER - BPA would Blade Pattern Analysis, that would be analysis 

of traces of blood.Since it was found that the doors of the 

cabinet there were a series of blood spatter, blood 

spatter is now the physical operation, according to the 

strength and direction of the sketch the shape of the drop 

of blood has a dimension particular.Experts from BPA, ie 

Blade Pattern Analysis conditions are, with scientific 

formulas, as did the engineer Camana, our bodies, to 

calculate the distance of the body, I can not say support 

because out of the body, the body part from which is 

splashed the blood.It was evident that the action of 

stabbing had occurred near those doors, so this sketch 

analysis of the technical operator, and has released an 

advisory to that effect, had to calculate how he could be 

or should be the scene of the murder when 

dell'accoltellamento when the blood splatters and make This 

has removed the doors.But I repeat, since activity of the 

Scientific, I would not make a public defense office to 

say that we are perfect because they're wrong, but I would 

not want to own shares that are being exchanged for 

protocol errors, that is, if you already have everything 

documented I I can go to a next step I need for another 
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investigation and modify.For example, the passage, when 

vaporized cyanoacrylate esters in a room to get the prints 

you atomizes a chemical change, deteriorates.If a substance 

is to be sampled to make DNA analysis is done first, that 

we have a whole series, here are the protocols, activities 

that can further modify the climbing scene, when we get 

there we are already at various steps, that has already 

done what he has photographed and filmed, and we have 

documentation of the closet as it was when they entered 

the early movers, so do not miss anything quell'anta.Who 

has worked and biological traces found in it, those who have 

already worked fingerprinted using the technique of powder 

with the brush and then with cyanoacrylate, then you need 

to be tackled later in which to do further analysis, which 

can be helpful to think in a Public Ministry also 

important, and it is clear that we are at a stage where 

there were two, three, four steps in the same survey.When 

the lawyer refers to several enter, the same two days in 

the room they entered different operators that various 

activities have to climb. 

QUESTION - Just a comment to this thing and that is ... 

CIVIL PARTY - President I apologize ... 

PRESIDENT - What is it? 

CIVIL PARTY - There is opposition to the use of these photos in 

this sense: they are definitely extracted from videos made 

by operators from the lab, but we do not know why you do 

not see the time and at the same succession of such 

moments.Then represent them well ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Let's take a time now, we take it away. 

CIVIL PARTY - So if we denote the moments, the doctor may also 

explain the evolution of the steps of its traders, because 

if we put the photos in the final situation and see for 
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first course or on the contrary, everything changes.So if we 

use these photos with a time and day for an exact 

comparison is fine by me and the doctor ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Prowedo immediately. 

CIVIL PARTY - Otherwise there is a formal opposition. 

PRESIDENT - Lawyer then this movie makes it available? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Certainly. 14:55 hours on November 2. I 

wanted to comment ... 

PRESIDENT - Perhaps a question, comment, then ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Comment in the sense ... Then you talked 

about Dr. Intini shift of the doors ... 

PRESIDENT - This, Excuse Lawyer, is always the image of that 

date? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - 2 November at 18.55, I put at the 

disposal. 

PRESIDENT - It was what you saw before.Please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - November 2, 18:55 and following, the 

closet door is moved to Mass, to take measurements against 

a drying rack out of the room  Meredith, in this drying 

rack there are of the clothing to dry out above.You can 

exclude as sharply as it did until now, there has been a 

contamination of DNA from the leaf of the cabinet which is 

then put back into Meredith's room with the possible DNA 

carried by the clothes hanging on clothes line ? 

ANSWER - I can express with the results, there were no traces 

mixed.On quell'anta, if I understand correctly, with no 

trace of the victim's DNA and that's it, so if we speak of 

danger, pollution, I confirm what the lawyer says, there 

was definitely, there will be, but in fact But there was! 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry doctor, but she says: "tracks mixed", then 

mixed it means ... 

ANSWER - No, because the lawyer comes to believe that it means 
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that contamination track 'organic, if it relates to 

biological trace we can speak of fingerprints, which is 

unique and has its own DNA because it refers to a person 

where come in contact with the biological trace of another 

can be mixed and from there exits a mixed profile, that 

is, when the operator ... 

PRESIDENT - That did not happen. 

ANSWER - Because they were not there then I record the result. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, we have heard, but also asks the lawyer, 

so I thought I understood the question as she does to 

exclude that from quell'anta cabinet that bore traces of 

blood of these traces of blood may have been brought on 

some of the clothing. 

ANSWER - I understood perfectly. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - No, the opposite would mean that the 

lawyer. 

ANSWER - What clothes may have led ... 

PRESIDENT - One moment, we specify the question then. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - may exclude Dr. Intini, that there may 

have been contamination between the closet door that was 

against the drying rack ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Against a drying rack you say so!It is a 

description of personal, subjective! 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, but we allow the application is made. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - It's against the wall is not against the 

drying rack, President! 

PRESIDENT - To Favor. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - The question is this: how can it be 

excluded that there has been a transfer of biological 

material from the leaf taken outside Meredith's room and 

reduced back into the room of Meredith? 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - has already responded! 
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PRESIDENT - On this? 

ANSWER - I do not now know the proper verb and operational 

techniques that moment, but if quell'anta whose blood 

traces on this side had previously been sampled with a 

quell'anta then we can do whatever he wants if he needs 

for what what else, so I'm looking ... Then repeat the 

theoretical contamination there can be anywhere, in fact, I 

repeat, is that there is physiological in a field where 

there are more movements, but the ripped tracks have led 

to identification of profiles is not dirty, mixed or 

traces of unidentified persons .We have no genetic traces 

of people who do not know owero mixed with other, then the 

result is what I log. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - So there are mixed tracks, you've found 

within the mixed tracks? 

ANSWER - No, the tracks are mixed only between the victim and 

others.The third, however, seems to me, now I will not go  

in investigative assessments, I do not compete, which are 

subjects of history, that there is no outer unknown, ie we 

have a mixture of the victim with un'x unidentified.I have 

mixed all of the victim and it is normal, with people who 

still come to history. 

QUESTION - And how does it rule out that it has not been this 

mixed material of biological components of the story, just 

to be clear, and to urge ... 

ANSWER - Since we're talking about in theory, as it is possible 

in theory can not be said in theory contamination.Or she 

demonstrates and shows me the contamination ... if we 

speak, not you and I we're two degrees in law, science or 

a technical but shows how the contamination occurred and 

it's OK, but as long as there is no scientific task that 

proves to me I c 'is.Hypothetically there, we can 
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hypothetically, there could have been, but it must be 

demonstrated.The DNA, I want to say one last thing to make 

clear to the jury, the DNA is not a physical entity that 

flies, as may be pollen or hair, DNA, so say layman 

understand even better why not a biologist and then speak 

the same language, the DNA is a protein that is in the 

cell, this DNA is not enucleabile flying and you go to 

stick here and there.The DNA is in a cell which if it is 

located at a point is extracted, then this is to say that 

the contamination, although theoretically and 

hypothetically, can not be excluded in the,, in which the 

terms very theoretical postulates the Lawyer, however, the 

contamination is not easy, that there must be a real 

contact.That is when we find traces of epithelial someone 

on a handle of a knife or a metal object on a porous wall, 

there was a force, an action which has scratched, to use 

the term which is understandable, as the sandpaper 

scratched my skin and left of the small cells of skin, the 

engineers call it precisely tracks epithelial exfoliation, 

on the site.So it's not that our skin flakes off and fly, 

so even if such a small cell of skin that can not fly 

well.However, hypothetically, in a totally abstract, it 

can be demonstrated, however. 

QUESTION - The disintegration of cells contain DNA? 

ANSWER - I am not a biologist so that we can not ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry. 

ANSWER - I heard to say yes. 

PRESIDENT - Please lawyer, so maybe there are other texts which 

may perhaps be ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Why did some considerations. 

ANSWER - The Science of biologists has the highest level and can 

answer better than me for sure. 
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QUESTION - I just wanted to point out to Dr. Intini that my 

question answered: 'I do not know ", but it is first 

expressed in a very authoritative, and if his knowledge of 

perfect knowledge is the fact that cells contain DNA 

cleavage ? 

ANSWER - Look I can be that exact term I used, exfoliation, 

exfoliation is logical now to a dead cell. 

QUESTION - (Unintelligible - overlapping voices). 

ANSWER - I do I can say that there are several cases that we've 

covered, even by investigators ... 

QUESTION - The disintegration of cells contain ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - not a biologist! 

ANSWER - I do not know, I'm not a biologist.Incomprehensible - 

overlapping voices. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry!He said he did not know, gave this 

indication and the lawyer has made a clarification on that 

profile, as it had However, he said, however specified, and 

then take the response and the subsequent clarification in 

terms of how we received it. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - A single question on the issue of Rudy 

Guede.You remember, if followed, if it was his knowledge of 

the path that led to the grounding of today's defendants, 

and especially of Guede? 

ANSWER - No, look I remember very general terms of what I was 

revered in part and what I read.The technical part - I have 

followed the science more directly, unless the 

investigation, so now I give histories of arrests is a 

little unprepared. 

QUESTION - How was the Guede you know? 

ANSWER - I can tell you the scientific part, that no 

investigation. 

QUESTION - Of course. 
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ANSWER - I remember the first analysis of various biological 

samples was found a male DNA profile that did not 

correspond to the period investigated, two of which were 

male.In particular, a genetic profile was extracted from the 

full repertata detected and toilet paper in the toilet of 

one of two bathrooms, and even if I am wrong on the 

vaginal swab done to the victim.It seems to me only on 

these two, I would not be wrong, however, revealed a 

profile of a man, as biologists use to write in the 

report, 1 man, that did not correspond to the two.So we 

took cognizance that the crime scene, with a role that he 

would be assessed and of course there was definitely a 

different man from the two, as the third, as the second 

did not interest us and then there was the need to 

understand the investigative plan to which we told who it 

was.Simultaneously there was an activity of other 

operators, the fingerprint, which Boemio which is always 

mentioned with regard to a palmprint in blood on the 

pillow where he was the victim rested, good enough to be 

on a pillow that is obviously not as good a support 

surface of a solid, smooth, a palmprint that was 

identified by her fingerprints to the card then found the 

suspect Rudy Guede. 

QUESTION - This print was evident handheld? 

ANSWER - Evident in what sense?On a technical level and it was 

obvious enough to make a fingerprint comparison, as the 

engineers say, have identified more than enough points on 

the case law to consider the identity of this palmprint of 

blood on the pillow and the palmprint on the tag of Rudy 

Guede.Rather, I want to be more precise, we say the 

comparison is made on suspicion, not that we have 

identified the handheld from the impression.Among the 
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various suspects, I can not remember in what capacity, the 

mobile also indicated Rudy Guede, taking his card there 

was a confrontation between the palmprint ink on the tag 

fotodattiloscopico Rudy Guede and the imprint of blood and 

identity was given on the right points, at least, 

certainly more than 15. 

QUESTION - But it could be done through the AFIS? 

ANSWER - It is an interesting question because the AFIS is the 

fingerprint, we also have the APIS is the handheld and 

then nell'AFIS we have an automated response only on 

digital.On the handheld there is another part that is more 

recent, three or four years, there is only one million 

palmprints on the cards that we have the dates but we only 

have one million base compared to nine million digital so 

it's a database that is under development, deployment, but 

not yet complete.So do not give us  response efficacy and 

self as it gives the AFIS for digital, then automatically 

we could not have an answer for the identification of the 

handheld. We arrived for a comparison, I suspect, as we 

did with the other, on a subject then was the right one 

identity reported by the Flying Squad. 

QUESTION - At the moment, thanks. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI 

QUESTION - You said it was important for you to use this video 

made with this Sferon.Can you explain the reasons which he 

considered essential? 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Not a video. 

ANSWER - Yes, first I did not ... 

PRESIDENT - It is a scan of the images taken, has already exposed 

anyway. 

ANSWER - I seem to have it explained, but if you want ... 
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DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI - Why essential? 

ANSWER - important for an appearance, not essential in 

general.Among the different, obviously because they have 

different policy areas, including the various activities of 

the documentation, then only that the documents had a 

significant contribution, key repeat, but that part, 

because I repeat Sferon from being able to see me or 

operators themselves or by the same investigators photos 

and video from the scene of the crime would have a partial 

view; with Sferon that I saw as a photographer in a 

global, spherical, the whole room and other rooms there is 

a possibility of detail that by photos and video I would 

not. 

QUESTION - This has been able to avoid additional inspections? 

ANSWER - Yes. 

QUESTION - The exact reason for the second visit, she already  he 

noted, can you please repeat it to me? 

ANSWER - Yes, I can not remember all, but in this period had been 

found some situations that were thorough, and I remember 

the one cited above, that the streak of blood, but 

probably there were other, so that it was appropriate to 

return acquire other items.Then there was the story of the 

impression that he was one of the other aspects, as part 

of the defense there was a need to acquire, that was my 

first note I explained that said, "well let's also try a 

new recovery of that image, I think that will be 

deteriorated ", as it happened.So I can not remember, 

however, a number of elements ... moreover exhausting all 

in an inspection is very simplistic, in a second aimed for 

other also to the needs of Defense notified in advance 

because the defenders themselves could then participating 

going to detect some aspects, such as those of the 
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impression of shoe, with their interested 

QUESTION - And then after 45 days has seen fit to do this by ... 

ANSWER - No, really ... yes, but that is not there, we could go 

even after three months or after one week, then the events 

and activities to be performed ... 

QUESTION - You said that the opening of the door can pollute the 

environment. 

ANSWER - Yes. 

QUESTION - In the transition from room to room an operator can 

transfer the biological material, such as stepped, as 

cells of cleavage? 

ANSWER - You look so detailed it is foreseen in case ... 

QUESTION - Is it possible? 

ANSWER - I do not think you can answer. It is theoretically 

possible that a plaster falls while  I do an inspection? 

You may like to do excluding it!Theoretically it is still 

possible. 

QUESTION - That is, it is possible that trampling ... 

ANSWER - The operator shall take all precautions to avoid it, 

then theoretically, if there is a theoretical hypothesis 

and verification. . 

QUESTION - You can drag the material trampling? 

ANSWER - I can only give certain answers, not to make assumptions 

that I do not compete and I would not give it because they 

are misleading and subjective, repeat only the 

objectivity, we did not find traces from different 

locations. 

QUESTION - No, I'm asking you the results, the I'm wondering if 

you can drag trampling of biological material from one 

room to another. 

ANSWER - It is not possible if there is a careful where you put 

your feet.Because I am convinced that it was made sure that 
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I do not think they have trampled anything. 

QUESTION - But you can. 

ANSWER - If one steps on a trail of blood and then the door into 

the other room, but you have to prove that he has trampled 

on, I am convinced that my I did not! 

QUESTION - I just needed to know if it was possible. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, we understood.If you asked an evaluation, 

so it is itself in question also request an assessment to 

which the witness has complied. 

DEFENCE - AW. ROCCHI - You have said several times that there is 

pollution, so to speak, physiological.The confirmation of 

this? 

ANSWER - Yes. 

QUESTION - That is, there is always a certain amount of pollution 

that can not be eliminated in each visit? 

ANSWER - Yes, but that does not tell you, is in reality. 

QUESTION - Is it true that this contamination, this fee may 

increase depending on the number of inspections that are 

performed in a certain place? 

ANSWER - It is obvious that if there is more movement of people 

we can be more moving, yes. 

QUESTION - After the first operation of the science shows that 

there have been several visits by the squad? 

ANSWER - You look to me is a search and access, but not something 

that I've decided, you gain access to a targeted items, 

clothes washing machine. 

QUESTION - So the results of subsequent interventions, however. 

ANSWER - Yes, but due to a search warrant after a killing to be 

done! 

QUESTION - So these accesses have increased the risk of 

pollution? 

ANSWER - Yes, are questions that I can answer anyone. 
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QUESTION - The results when the agents of the Squadra Mobile have 

followed the exact same precautions performed by your 

team? 

ANSWER - I think so, I was not there, but I think so. 

QUESTION - For the interpretation of mixed DNA profiles your 

operators follow the recommendations of the International 

Society of Forensic Genetics? 

PRESIDENT - Perhaps if you answer that deals with this aspect 

otherwise we let the application is ... 

ANSWER - I do not know, that I may ask ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI - Okay. 

ANSWER - I am confident that use international standards in 

procedures and interpretations of data. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry Lawyer, also applies to the other, are 

questions that will be better placed ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI - Just to see if they have knowledge  

President Your genetics laboratories are accredited 

according to ISO 17025? 

ANSWER - I Look first in Italy we are acquiring a month, I am not 

aware that there are genetic forensic laboratories in 

Italy to have this ... 

QUESTION - No, no, I'm asking if your ... 

ANSWER - I'm saying that we are acquiring, in June we will 

acquire the ISO 9001 is the first standard, 17025 by the 

end of the year and we would be the first forensic 

laboratory in Italy. 

QUESTION - So you do not even ISO 9001? 

ANSWER - No, we have certification in June, we completed the 

procedures and we will. 

QUESTION - We can explain what's involved in this accreditation 

ISO 9001? 

ANSWER - Certification Watch is a mere formal, legally non-inf 
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ICIA Italy 's' results, there is the law on the DNA 

database that is being passed to weeks and expects it 

seems to me in terms of two years, then even enactment of 

the law, I think by 2010 adaptation of genetic laboratories 

to ISO 17025.The rules say it's a correction that we have 

proposed because the original text said ISO 2001 and 

ourselves of the Scientific Police, in amendments to the 

law, we suggested to the legislature to clarify that 17025 

is the international standard to which we must adapt.Why 

are you saying this? Because the bank colloquierà date for 

the treaty. .) With the European databases and so we should 

have it.The law does provide for it when it is issued by 

2010. 

QUESTION - So anyway at the time of the inspection and these 

laboratories were not accredited? 

ANSWER - No, no, I've said. 

QUESTION - Thank you. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga

QUESTION - I need to make a clarification, has explained the 

operating procedures that intersected with the provincial 

scientific and says that at most, says: "We were lucky 

because the present case we could take advantage of the 

full potential" and appoints a biologist . It is Dr. 

Stefanoni? 

ANSWER - The survey ... 

QUESTION - He says: 'we could work together to have three 

graduates. " 

ANSWER - Yes, the biologist ... of all visits to the doctor 

intervened Stefanoni as a biologist. 

QUESTION - Since I have a text list, when he speaks of the 

biologist speaks of Dr. Stefanoni? 
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ANSWER - Dr. Patrizia Stefanoni, exactly. 

QUESTION - When he talks about the chemical engineer Rinaldi? 

ANSWER - No, I speak of Dr. Agatino Board that is one of the 

texts this morning. 

QUESTION - When he talks about the physicist Dr. Camana?. 

ANSWER - Yes, I speak of Dr. Camana.And the engineer who did not 

participate, because they have participated in site visits 

... 

QUESTION - I asked a question I said that when he speaks of the 

biologist who, when speaking of the chemist I knew I had 

another person, when he speaks of the physical, now 

there's an engineer? 

ANSWER - I have spoken of those who participated in the surveys. 

QUESTION - Three people.As indicated in the lists are texts we 

know who ... 

ANSWER - No, I wanted to clarify since you asked for it  because 

I've indicated before the engineer Rinaldi, because I was 

speaking of the three experiments graduates who 

participated in survey.The engineer has not participated in 

the survey Rinaldi, has participated in activities in the 

laboratory comparisons of fingerprints, so let's say, if I 

understand correctly, graduates in the disciplines of 

chemistry, physics and biology, to inspections, only these 

three mentioned. 

QUESTION - I have asked him why lists are in the texts. Also for 

clarification, when he speaks of an impression that's why 

I thought of Rinaldi and Bohemia, she uses expressions to 

exclude and to give, would be those formulas useful 

comparisons positive, useful for comparisons or negative 

is another's ... 

ANSWER - On a technical level. 

QUESTION - It is a clarification regarding a story that you make 
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the prints.When he says to give it or to exclude them, I 

borrowed and read advice of the Public Ministry 

expression: "positive fingerprint comparisons that are 

useful to give useful comparisons that are not ruling out 

negative."That was what she was injured when he talked 

about fingerprints? 

ANSWER - Look I do not remember when I talked about what I said 

fingerprints on a technical level the conditions are 

these.The imprint is first evaluated whether it is useful 

for comparisons, why?Because if the mark is a recognized 

frammetto where there are only 5 points I already know 

that a comparison would be useless because the case 

involves 15 to 16 points, then I say: 'it is useless for 

confrontin.Where, however, and the work he does Agatino 

Board notes, enhances the prints are not visible, the 

footprint is large, clear, clear to be useful then goes to 

dattiloscopista that compares only the useful and gives a 

positive or negative. 

QUESTION - Was that.I must return to inspections and the 

application of this system Sferon, the inspections are two 

officers, one of 2 to 3 November and one on Dec. 18. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - He asked her, stealing quotes the question, if she is 

aware of other surveys more or less formally recorded 

between November 5th, the day that the apartment is 

sealed, and December 18, the day we back all of She said 

yes but she is aware of other ... 

ANSWER - Watch survey, if I understand correctly, even in the 

case is the assessment activities in place that makes the 

lab and we have only made two, and the 2 to 3 November and 

18 December continuously say, do not have other visits 

been made. 
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QUESTION - But you mentioned a date, November 4, why mention it? 

ANSWER - I do not remember. 

QUESTION - You do not remember, but if I say November 4th ... 

ANSWER - I have just said, I can not remember if I said, but it 

is not certain that the squad would have two accesses, and 

accesses it on purpose because I say no inspections, are 

two entrances to the purposes of search, a generic .. . 

Perhaps here I said I wanted to say after 4, he's right, I 

said maybe 4 but I do not know if it is correct as the 

date immediately after the visit of 2 to 3 did a generic 

search.Then it was the evening of 3 or 4 am I wrong I, 

however, after the first inspection.I understand you have 

done a much more active character than search and seizure 

of a targeted and clothes from the washer, that's what I 

know, but in technical visits have been made only two, not 

others. 

QUESTION - Then the fellow Dalla Vedova will see part of the 

inspection or something from the lab of 2 to 3 November, 

but in relation to those few images of the system Sferon 

we saw something very lunar, there are people, aseptic 

places, then it Today we take note of this system and that's 

fine.I have given this question to ask at the beginning of 

the hearing: those practical effects in this case for 

investigation are derived from her study and observation 

system Sferon.She refers to one, the traces of the hand on 

the wall in the room of the crime, there's another one 

that observing this system, these places ... 

PRESIDENT - Excuse Attorney, on the track of the hand the witness 

has talked to highlight the opportunity to return. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - C 'is the visit of 2 to 3 November, you have 

them examined with this system Sferon, which is well above 

that, also to prevent further access, etc, because the 
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additional access. etc.., and anyway there are still 

served to ask, for, to ask that the official visit of 

December 18 of which you also referred in his letter of 

December 13, 2007.Then the observation, the study of places 

in a different way from what is the movie which we have 

practical effects for you as well as the forensic 

investigation, because you have four divisions, and the 

trace of the hand on the wall to which referred, such as 

investigating other ideas that would require access where 

did you care to observe the standards of the adversarial, 

Article 360, etc. .. 

ANSWER - I understand very well. the one I remembered well, 

however, is not that I was the owner or handler of the 

investigation for two reasons: One because the 

investigation  the office is investigating, that the Flying 

Squad and the Public Ministry, while the lab makes a work 

of support, not to conduct investigation and evaluation, 

the less I have yet official and a director of PG I could 

do and I spent some 'years of investigation, I like, but 

among the various commitments that could not.Then I saw the 

movie, but I have not directed this work of analysis 

because I was competing, so now I do not remember, the 

evaluations made her the Flying Squad and the Public 

Ministry, I looked at her.Here I remember that we spoke 

with Dr. Stefanoni of this, now I came to mind and I showed 

the example. 

QUESTION - Now I make an application dry, unless it is otherwise 

admissible am referring, who moved the leaves, the pillow 

and the mattress of the chamber of the crime or the 

forensic investigation? 

ANSWER - I do not know, I do not know if you have been moved as 

far as that ... 
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PRESIDENT - I do not know.Please, go on then. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - On November 2 to 3 is the movie etc.. 

etc.., let alone access, intermediate, December 18 we are 

all there. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - When you start, because I was there, the shooting of 

18, around noon because he was a bit 'late to connect the 

wires, we immediately notice the cupboard in the kitchen or 

near the kitchen.These anomalies, but I say I'm sorry 

President, the mattress of the bed of Meredith's room in 

the kitchen leaning against a wall and the pillow that was 

under the buttocks of the dead girl, you know this? 

ANSWER - Yes, the pictures I've seen. 

QUESTION - Well know for the sake of office, was under the 

buttocks, where there was a handheld ... 

ANSWER - Yes, yes. 

QUESTION - Inside the cabinet, which was without doors that had 

been resting somewhere, were detected at the beginning of 

the access pattern formed on December 18 and ... when I 

say those who have moved, but it is quite responsive to 

protocols, guidelines, case by case basis so significantly 

alter the place or the scene of the crime? 

ANSWER - Yes, it is normal to move. 

QUESTION - You said it before, says ... 

ANSWER - I'm sorry if I have a pillow under the victim's body to 

analyze the pillow I have to move your body, you may not 

think that the science is moving and not touch anything and 

everything remains as it is, it's normal!If I had seen it 

all as it was I said to my, 'but that you did?!Nothing? ", 

Ie if I have a pillow under one body and I to 'see and 

photograph the pillow and the impression then was also 

decisive, remember, to identify one of those who attended 
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the house, I have to move the body.That is, if you have to 

see if the coroner has a wound on the body turns, the same 

if there is one thing to photograph the better the normal 

displacement. 

QUESTION - Then answer protocols, guidelines, experience, case by 

case so profoundly change the room of the crime ... 

CIVIL PARTY - There's opposition! 

PRESIDENT - Sorry, sorry Lawyer! 

ANSWER - Can I respond? 

PRESIDENT - No, no, it has already responded. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - He has already answered, then I will 

require: moved the mattress of the bed of Meredith, on the 

network of the bed of Meredith put clothes from other 

rooms, you know this?ANSWER - And what does it change?!(Not 

possible to understand overlapping voices 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - not true! 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - Watch movie! 

PRESIDENT - Lawyer!Sorry! Lawyer avoid these dialogues between 

legal is not the case.There were the questions asked the 

witness has already given an answer, said that even if he 

had found the objects would move a memo to his staff. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - But I do not know who did these things 

move. 

PRESIDENT - I do not know who has moved, we have acquired these 

items. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - In this process does not know anything! 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry Lawyer, however, we avoid the comments, 

there will be time for them. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - No, we do not know who burned the four 

computers President, I must apologize, if the postal 

police or investigators ... 

PRESIDENT - Lawyer!Let us avoid this, there will be time to 
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expose these considerations, however, we are now examining 

the witness who is here present, if there are any specific 

questions you want at the same place we did and we did 

believe in abundance, while also taking account of the 

special the heads.Please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - Excuse me for intemperance ... 

PRESIDENT - NO, for comments. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - I apologize, that was a comment ... 

PRESIDENT - No, maybe the comments will be time to make. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - We will make them again but at the 

Scientific Director of the State Police to ask if he knew 

I felt ... 

PRESIDENT - Indeed, but was asked. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - I apologize, as we would be hearing a 

whole as to the fate of the President  computers, sorry. 

PRESIDENT - The point is to avoid comments that are not relevant 

at the time of the case. 

DEFENCE - AW.Ghirga - The withdrawal and I SORRY. 

PRESIDENT - Okay, please Lawyer. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA

QUESTION - I wanted to go a bit 'on the general discourse of 

control protocols, check list of directives that exist at 

the international level and at European level.In particular, 

when she reported that there are actually specific 

protocols at the international level, especially in the 

U.S., I seem to remember, for what concerns the 

investigation of a crime scene on access and repertazione. 

ANSWER - In part, I said there is a culture more than our own, 

but in this field either American or Anglo-Saxon 

experience there is a finding of strict protocols that are 

suited to an activity that depends on actually changing , 
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so it is impossible to predict. 

QUESTION - But she confirms that there are more stringent 

protocols than Italian or otherwise of the procedures? 

ANSWER - I do not know them. 

QUESTION - You said at the opening. 

ANSWER - I can tell you that we adhere to all'ENFI, as I have. 

said, which is the network of European forensic science 

institutes, the rules that are exchanged by experts, who 

are divided into subgroups, there are explosives experts, 

experts from fingerprints, experts from biology, the rules 

they are exchanged used by everyone, this is a bit 'our 

house reference in the technical - scientific. 

QUESTION - In fact the question that I ask is if she was aware if 

there are protocols or check lists, as she had reported at 

the European level? 

ANSWER - But in a detailed, rigid, codified no, I know. 

QUESTION - This forensic science institute that she reported to 

the directives? 

ANSWER - No, not directives, emphysema would Europe Network 

Forensic Institute, ie the network of European forensic 

institutes.Since participating persons who are experts in 

each topic criminalistics, and in each subgroup, everyone 

says its so maybe my biological often give their 

contributions in Europe to German or French or English, 

then it may happen that a Dane gives its experience, 

however, is not laying down rules in the sense that those 

who do not use this to touch the small pizza comes out of 

the circuit, there is no such thing. 

QUESTION - But especially for what concerns the activities of her 

laboratory examination showed that in Europe there are 

certain protocols? 

ANSWER - Yes, I said that.I said that in the laboratory we follow 
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European standards, there are standards so much so that 

when we, for example, with biology, to unify. our 

database, the DNA databases must have the same standards, 

but this is a historic speech.So I have already said this, 

I meant then, when I went on in his speech to the survey, 

which is mutable.In fact, I said, if I remember correctly, 

that since the laboratory gives a track, the extraction of 

the profile follows a procedure that is more or less the 

same, like a chemical examination, then I'm no expert and 

I say terms a bit 'so, of a substance is always a 

process.Those standards are unique which is a uniform and if 

you do not follow the standard is coming out probably by a 

valid result.But this is what I know from my staff who tell 

me, I in a lab in my office have never entered except to 

greet the staff, so I do not know, talking about standards 

do not even know what ... 

QUESTION - Also connected to this she talked about the importance 

of databases, we reported the database for fingerprints, 

we reported the new, but still important for palmprint 

database and we also reported the important DNA database. 

The question is this: this database exists in Italy today? 

ANSWER - What, the DNA? 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - No, no. 

QUESTION - Is there a 'European level in some countries of common 

Ta? 

ANSWER - Look at me, only Italy and Greece do not seem to have 

the DNA database, in Europe everyone has one, even the 

countries that joined recently, including Romania and 

Ukraine, the DNA database. 

QUESTION - The database comes from the European community, is a 

directive coming from the community? 
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ANSWER - No, no.In Europe that is emerging from an agreement that 

the agreement (Proum), there is the connection between the 

databases, nobody in Europe can force us to have, to 

establish a DNA bank so much that did not make 'we have 

and we are not excluded. 

QUESTION - The origin is the international agreement between 

states. 

ANSWER - But when we we'll have, and I hope soon, because we are 

also adhering to the same law to the treaty (Proum), 

adhere to the connection of databases. 

QUESTION - So I can confirm that there is an international treaty 

between states on the subject that establishing this bank, 

and of course European banks ... 

ANSWER - No, not a European bank, the agreement (Proum) says: 

"Who has the DNA databases can be connected in a network", 

ie, no single database that you do, watch out, because 

they are sensitive data, each holding his own, not only 

the Germans but when for example, when we are then 

connected, we will send a profile to say "this profile is 

in your database?", we could only say: 'c' is, "rogatory 

then you are going to identify that profile.So instead of 

writing a letter, as is done now, and send a profile via 

Interpol to the headlights States asking those who have it 

in their base will be automatically given an answer to the 

question that there is no identification. 

QUESTION - But of all the country that are part of the European 

community she said that Italy and Greece do not have this 

database today. 

ANSWER - About Italy I'm sure, I do not know about Greece ... 

QUESTION - Can we therefore say that we are lagging behind the 

procedure? 

ANSWER - Yes!Unfortunately, yes. 
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CIVIL PARTY - President ... 

PRESIDENT - We acquire these items. 

ANSWER - It's interesting. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - It is interesting also because it 

will be a topic of future valuation that is very important 

in this process. 

PRESIDENT - We carry. 

DEFENCE - AW.DALLA VEDOVA - So again I ask you as an expert and 

director of an important office as it believes it is 

important to have a DNA database? 

ANSWER - Yeah, for investigative purposes ... 

QUESTION - Why? 

ANSWER - I'm saying, for investigative purposes and fundamental, 

ie where the perpetrator of a crime has no connection with 

the victim, and is an author of a crime of passage, 

whether a murder Or a rape, I speak of crimes where there 

is a release of biological traces and then the 

investigator does not have a connection, or data 

vittimologici then driving to get to the suspects and make 

a comparison, the database gives me an identification of a 

person who committed a murder Rome to Bologna or even 

disappears even when we are abroad connected.So has a huge 

investigative value does not affect the level of laboratory 

testing procedures, nothing to do, is not a tool for the 

operator of the police but for the scientific 

investigator.So will have a space greater than suspected, 

that in addition to the suspects ... 

PRESIDENT - All right. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - The fact that there is no database 

has an influence on today with an analysis of the results 

of an investigation? 

ANSWER - No, I said that the database does not have any 
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significant technical activity - scientific extraction 

profiles, the only difference I repeat, is investigative. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, I beg, however, does not extend there too, 

and we wait for the answer you need. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - is the office manager and I wanted 

to take advantage ... 

PRESIDENT - Well, but is not that we can tell the office manager 

and knows all the concepts, only those that are relevant 

to the subject of the process.  Please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - But the reasonableness of a search 

of DNA, not talking about the procedures, it is clear that 

even if today we had the database in Italy the reliability 

of a result about the determination of DNA would better in 

your opinion? 

ANSWER - Absolutely not.Look in the field of forensic genetics to 

the Italian Scientific Police and Carabinieri Racis, I put 

them together because we work with a lot of harmony, is 

unrivaled in the world, not in Europe, sorry.In the field 

of genetics ... 

QUESTION - No, no, I did a different question. 

ANSWER - No, you're telling me the lab procedures. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, the witness has answered the question by 

saying that the absence does not affect the reliability of 

the result of the database and then did a. Further 

addition we heard: Please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - but for what it concerns, she said 

arcicoordinamento with the Police Forensic Science 

Laboratory of Perugia, I wanted to understand the exact 

relationship and because all items have been sent repertati 

Rome.That is the question I ask is because specialist 

equipment was not available? 

ANSWER - I Look I can tell you that the equipment to amplify, the 
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cost to extract DNA from 5 to 600 thousand euros and we 

have three branches. 

QUESTION - I did not ask the cost, were available? 

ANSWER - No, I'm saying that we have three locations in Italy, 

maybe we could have it anywhere. 

QUESTION - So the answer is "yes, there were no facilities in 

Perugia and was sent ..". 

ANSWER - No, not that Perugia is a home neglected and not have 

it, I'm explaining the structure. 

QUESTION - I have not told me ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, where are these three important sites that 

have this equipment? 

ANSWER - Biology Of Rome - Naples and Palermo, but also in other 

areas there is anywhere. 

PRESIDENT - I pray. 

DEFENCE - AW.DALLA VEDOVA - But she also told of the existence of 

dates based on the staff performing the investigation.You 

choose the dates you have this base? 

ANSWER - No, because we do not have the database, however, we 

have, because he said the basic dates and I answer 

correctly with respect to your question, because we do not 

have the DNA database does not have the dates elimination 

bank. 

QUESTION - Even for fingerprints?ANSWER - No. fingerprints yes. 

CIVIL PARTY - Let's end the President answer, or else .. . 

PRESIDENT - Yes, it was ending. 

ANSWER - Our operators, as I said before, have issued a voluntary 

course, in the interest of promptness of laboratory 

activities, fingerprints and biological traces but the 

dates are not based because we have not given a base. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - I demand, then you have a base date 

of the fingerprints of persons involved in this particular 
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... 

ANSWER - We have no dates based'm saying, we have a given base is 

the AFIS fingerprint of persons who may be identified 

according to the law.Operators in the margins, to avoid, 

when there is a risk, one that has touched aweduto, 

assessors do not need the basic dates ... 

QUESTION - And then there is a basis of the dates ... 

ANSWER - It is a given base because I can have labels.By 

comparison to the exclusion dattiloscopisti, which have 

seen millions, put them side by side and say if there is 

discrepancy already, then just a card, a sheet of paper 

where there are my impressions, the operator will, 

Bohemian type who is 35 years of fingerprint puts a mark 

next to and say that is not mine, it says right then to do 

a job well done .. . 

PRESIDENT - Well, we heard in this profile. 

ANSWER - There is a basic dates though. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - I'll give you this question because 

in the report especially on fingerprints appear to be a 

number of fingerprints that is not allocated, you 

remember? 

ANSWER - Yeah, I remember.Rinaldi will be more precise, already 

say ... 

PRESIDENT - Well, so the Question? 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - I ask you kindly if you have not 

allocated these 14 checks made with the officials who were 

present at the crime scene? 

ANSWER - First Look at 14 because I have seen no reference to how 

exactly we had stressed the distinguished lawyer and first 

impressions of undistributed profits.When a mark is not 

helpful to say that is a good piece but did not, as I said, 

the minimum points necessary to make a comparison and 
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there are several unattributed. 

PRESIDENT - But Excuse footprints in the category so we have not 

been allocated within the footprints do not even useful? 

ANSWER - Yes, on this 14 does not know .. .I will be more accurate, 

however, is the engineer Rinaldi who did this to me are 

only three useful fingerprint unvested, two are on a 

calendar that should be top of who sold this calendar, and 

another is on the outside the door of the room that could 

be, perhaps This is the only case, could be a key player on 

the forensics, are excluded, an operator that can be 

addressed to those who stepped in sooner or later when 

they took away the body which is outside of the door or 

could probably be when it was broken. 

PRESIDENT - So these three tracks on the calendar are two and a 

there? 

ANSWER - And there, I remember this but the engineer Rinaldi on 

this will be technically more accurate. 

PRESIDENT - Well, I pray Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - But I just wanted to have a 

confirmation, you can not rule out that the fingerprints 

of the control of operators has been performed? 

ANSWER - No, how can I exclude?! 

QUESTION - You just said that one of these prints could be (...) 

means that it has not been done. 

  

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - not the lab said. 

ANSWER - I can not do. for practitioners in the State Police or 

the forensic or mortuary, I say to those of the Scientific 

Police intervened have left a fingerprint, and excluded 

one hundred percent. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - This is not information that should 

normally be in the official report and then on all the 
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tracks? 

ANSWER - No, because the answer ... 

QUESTION - Why is there no mention of this. 

ANSWER - The answer to the questions is whether an imprint on the 

scene of a crime is attributable to a subject useful to 

the investigation.If the operator mistakenly left an 

excluded those for ... as they say in ten fingerprints if 

there are three of the inhabitants of room, the room, you 

give only the positive or negative unallocated. 

QUESTION - But the doctor's report, on page 5 of your report on 

the impressions made by the central management of crime 

where we talk about number 14 unidentified fragments 

useful, including the one who mentioned her on the 

calendar, and also remember the relief, for example B 

"palmprint probably impressed with the substance blood on 

the pillow," and I assume that the cushion was there near 

the victim, she would ask that these be excluded. .. 

ANSWER - I'm sorry, I when it is this relationship?He tells me the 

date, this seems to me at an earlier stage, not final 

because if I talk about the blood plantar ... 

QUESTION - The report was submitted on November 17 with a note .. 

. 

ANSWER - But that is partial excuse, is not the final one, which 

is why the 14 .. . there is still that of blood is 

identified.Rinaldi restores it to him, but are not 3 and 

14, is a phase, it is not completed. 

PRESIDENT - So this is the report of November 17 Lawyer? 

ANSWER - Is this interiocutoria. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Yes, it is November 17. 

PRESIDENT - And then there interlocutory highlights the well 

heads which states that this issue was examined by 

Rinaldi. 
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ANSWER - Yes, yes. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Maybe it would be useful to point out 

that the survey also covered the apartment below. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, yes, then maybe we will put questions to those 

who are interested in this aspect. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - I'm sorry about this comment  I 

have to show it then that the final document as the 

witness to see if he recognizes, at least the page that 

interests me because I can show it to him the report 

entirely, but it is quite detailed and we have no time, 

fragments identified are useful not indicated on page 5 . 

ANSWER - Who signed the report, please? 

PRESIDENT - Yes, maybe we can show heads who can ... We can take 

the report and show it to the witness, the other parties 

know the same. 

DEFENCE - AW.DALLA VEDOVA - Cesarino Iaquitto, Anthony Andreozzi, 

Primitera Joseph, Peter, Bohemia, the director of Lorenzo 

Rinaldi, director of Maternal, 16 November 2007, 

conclusions, so it's a report with conclusions. 

ANSWER - Can I see. 

PRESIDENT - Yes. 

DEFENCE - AVVD.A ALL WIDOW - What interested me was on page 5, 

which now heads to the monster. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - No, if you show it to him the whole way 

President also realizes the overall object. 

PRESIDENT - It is then brought to the attention of heads report 

particularly with regard to page 5.With reference to this 

page 5 asked Attorney? 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Was wondering if when it comes to 

unidentified fragments were tested in these 14 operators 

who were present. 

ANSWER - I think so because I was told that no none of ours, but 
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this I have not signed and I can not say anything about 

this. 

QUESTION - The photo with the Sferon we have seen, in fact we saw 

one ... 

ANSWER - A room, yes. 

QUESTION - The image of the room reminds you that are now  been 

made? There is a report? 

ANSWER - I do not remember. 

PRESIDENT - This Sferon when it was made? 

ANSWER - What I know at first, beyond the first speech that there 

was documentary in the early invasive interventions, 

amending, which were then made. 

QUESTION - On what date? 

ANSWER - On November 2, since 2, definitely since the afternoon 

or evening of the second. 

QUESTION - Thank you. 

  

Prosecutor-DR COMODI

QUESTION - Doctor to return to international databases of DNA, 

beyond the fact that Italy does not have a database of 

their own, that the doctor has questioned Stefanoni 

international databases which are inserted DNA, this is or 

ask him to Stefanoni? 

ANSWER - Can you be more precise but I honestly do not think, 

that you wonder if there is a track that is not 

identified. 

PRESIDENT - If the results.ANSWER - No, I am not. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - And I've questioned the databases of the 

Y chromosome? 

ANSWER - Probably yes, now this is not ... 

PRESIDENT - Probably yes, she is not that is for sure. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Exactly Stefanoni to ask this, these are 
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all questions that I should not do to her, however I do to 

force them to him.Do you remember if the floor of the house 

are the remains attributable to biological urge, that then 

can then be transferred to you dragging? ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - On the hook because this is the concept? 

ANSWER - No, the biological traces of the profiles are identified 

in the reports and those attributed to Sollecito are those 

in relationships.Now I do not know in detail, but I know 

that have been found in other parts of the house. 

QUESTION - No? 

ANSWER - No, no, absolutely. 

QUESTION - Do you know we were on the drying rack, drying rack 

where apparently rely on the cabinet doors do not know for 

how long, but that in fact there there was support on the 

drying rack clothes or biological traces attributed to 

Raffaele Sollecito? 

ANSWER - I do not know, but I was told it would have been covered 

in-depth analysis, so we do not think we were hanging 

their clothes, they would, been subject to. 

QUESTION - If there were no traces on the drying rack biological, 

and ask where it is due, or dirty clothing obviously 

Raffaele Sollecito, the doors may have transferred the DNA 

of Raffaele Sollecito on the hook? 

ANSWER - No, except that if there was a biological trace of a 

person obviously can not be transferred elsewhere, but 

even if it were necessary to see that biological trace is 

and what kind of contact is .And in any case if there is, 

for example, a pavement which leads to an obvious 

consistency biological trace around a person would find 

not one but more than one short because there is a diffuse 

transport of this track. 

QUESTION - Between 3 November and 18 December, that his men were 
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so with his hands in hands waiting for further directions 

or have engaged in activities that have also led to the 

decision to  December 18 seconds back to visit? 

ANSWER - The directives often, as you know, are stimulated 

because the technician obviously unconditionally to us, I 

put myself there beyond the court, investigators have 

inputs so there is a task delegated takes place, even an 

activity of the initiative suggests that those who should 

authorize it, or is carried out and then there is surely 

also an assessment for the work done, as I said when they 

reviewed the survey that those who are thinking then 

intervened to perform other activities that have decided 

to do, then surely there was this initiative. 

QUESTION - No question. 

  

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA

QUESTION - It is to his knowledge of the activities that were 

carried out between November 4, date of expiry of the 

first operators' access to the lab to her direct and 18, 

that we can relate these days about what you are dedicated 

and if have made other visits to other homes, if you 

remember, laboratory findings, examinations etc..? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - If it is aware. 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, now in detail the number and dates not, 

however, immediately after the visit of 2 to 3 nell'awio 

of investigations have been done next to investigate 

activities of the Judicial Police in the strict sense of 

inspection activities also in various situations, the home 

of Rudy Guede was identified when, in the home, if I 

remember correctly, even in the pub at the time of Mr. 

Lumumba was investigated, the home of Sollecito, in short, 
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were made in the access activities investigative  side-

preventive activities of inspection and better science. 

QUESTION - With use of Luminol also so very complex? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, with so many possibilities that we have to 

find some traces are not evident, as unfortunately we are 

not visible to experience often. 

QUESTION - Thank you. 

PRESIDENT - There are no other questions, you may go. It is 

recognized that the documentation has been filed on the 

survey.  

  

THE COURT suspends the process.  

THE COURT resumes the process. 

  

PRESIDENT - At 12.40 pm the sitting resumed. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - So President I would have a request, 

even if a request is not astringent, say a proposal rather 

than a request. Since the next two texts are the two 

policemen of scientific laboratory in Perugia who spoke 

for the first time-and they did the first time together, 

sharing tasks and working simultaneously, but because 

their testimony is essentially descriptive and will be 

accompanied, at this point I I think it is absolutely 

necessary to avoid further confusion to the screening of 

the movie that is long perb, the movie that was created by 

the arrival of the Science of Perugia to the hills all the 

time and I wondered whether I should ask the Court to hear 

the same time, maybe leaving each of them commenting on 

the pictures or descriptions of activities that each of 

them has  activities that are completed but such a 

different filming and the other pointed out, something like 

that.But I repeat, I say at the proposal and if they agree 
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the defenders because otherwise there is no problem to 

hear them separately. 

PRESIDENT - The two texts would be? 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - would Brocci and Cantagalli. 

PRESIDENT - On this request is no opposition? 

DEFENCE - Let's Go as. 

PRESIDENT - So there is no opposition, and we can hear them 

jointly. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Although partially relate different 

circumstances because, I repeat, their operations have 

been different but at the same time so not much time to 

earn but how much to offer even more comprehensive picture 

of the movie to comment. 

PRESIDENT - Well, if there is consent of the parties to this mode 

of examination of the two operators. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - There 'ènessun problem, though I'd just 

like to point out that at the last hearing we asked the 

same thing in relation to Dr. Liviero and Professor 

Malchionni and the prosecutor has not given consent, but 

for us there is no problem. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Because the situations were different. 

PRESIDENT - I do not remember this detail, but every time we 

evaluate not that what you do in a case should be ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - But I repeat that it is a proposal. 

PRESIDENT - Or if the first heads out across the range of 

possible questions we will be waiving the second. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - so why not detect a trace and the other 

films, so if there is consent or else ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Perhaps it is better to proceed as 

normally required by code. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - So call first Cantagalli.  
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Deposition OF WITNESS - CANTAGALLI CLAUDIO 

  

THE WITNESS, a warning under ART. 497 CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 

THE LAW OF RITUAL FORMULA.  

GENERAL: Cantagalli Claudio, Chief Inspector of Scientific 

Perugia, born July 4, 1959 in Cagliari. 

  

PRESIDENT - Remains of Understanding indicating shown for the 

first mode of proceeding in open court or behind closed 

doors to view the images that the prosecution wants.Please 

prosecutor. 

  

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI

QUESTION - Inspector I anticipated the Court that I think it's 

time to see the movie relativu to visit, but if you want 

to describe to the Court preliminarily when he was warned, 

those who have felt, more or less what time, when came the 

first place, with who he was, he was dressed, the apparel 

- scientific, I do not care as he was dressed. 

ANSWER - On November 2, clearly speak of 2007, around 13.30, the 

trading desk contacts me by phone and informs me that 

there was the discovery a corpse.At the moment I am asking 

for information we did not know if it was a homicide, 

suicide or other type of death, were I in the office, the 

Assistant and the Assistant Palmieri Mountain, and with 

them the equipment that we normally come supplied with the 

machine in place, then leave around 13:40 to 

13:45.Meanwhile I finished the chores of the day meeting 

with a quarter to two, at most ten to two Assistant Brocci 

asking me, as did the afternoon, I asked if there was any 

news, I explain the fact, and she says' okay , finish what 

you have to do while I'm Mountain and feel for a moment 
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what the situation and then decide what to do. "After five 

minutes I go back to the office, informs me that he had 

actually spoken with one of the assistants who were there 

and that was murder.So we prepare the rest of the 

equipment, and other suits, equipment to support short and 

we go there.I think we went on site with a colleague of 

Mobile, but now I do not remember exactly why our car was 

clearly already in place with other colleagues, we arrived 

there at 14.30, between 14:25 and 14.30, now just clear I 

can not be.Once there we saw that they had already 

identified the area briefing, in the sense that it is an 

area outside the crime scene where we arrange the 

equipment that is neither too far nor too close, but a 

good place where you can easily move the equipment between 

a person and another but that does not go to be too close, 

ie, that there is no danger of pollution.Inform us of the 

situation, then we dress both I and the fellow Brocci for 

early access to observe the situation as it was, in fact 

our survey consists of three things, then basically, 

observation, setting all that there 'is and the 

documentation, with both verbal that with the photos, 

movies etc.. etc.., anything that competes.So we got 

dressed I said, we entered the first entry, just after the 

door ... 

QUESTION - Excuse me for interrupting the area inspector 

briefings, as the Court has made the site visit, where you 

located? 

ANSWER - The briefing area had been identified there under the 

arbor, right under the pergola, about six feet from the 

door of the house, so there where they have laid all the 

equipment and where there was a bag of rubbish where were 

tearing the old overalls, gloves etc. etc.., and then a 
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zone specially arranged for the various ... 

QUESTION - before she and the Assistant Brocci strayed the other 

two what had they done? 

ANSWER - Yes the equipment that had already provided was clearly 

placed there in the area, they were already dressed so 

they were already equipped with overalls etc. etc.., 

overalls, than ours, white suits, had already placed the 

equipment that was intended, then the various series of 

letters etc. etc.., and had made a first reconnaissance of 

the area, clearly identifying the places, because we use a 

methodology to do these things, in the sense that you look 

to see if I have a theory of blood on a hallway clearly 

small enough to go identify a place where I can move 

without making a mess, quotation marks, without risking 

the very least to cover his tracks.So we have shown that 

there was just the entrance, just past the entrance, so the 

theory of small drops of blood that were near the kitchen, 

we all agreed on a passage where you can always move from 

right to left, walking around and trying not or at least 

as little as possible to retrace our steps and checking all 

rooms in the apartment before deciding how to proceed with 

the establishment of the tracks.So we checked everything, 

of course we did before the bathroom because ... 

QUESTION - The big bathroom? 

ANSWER - The large bathroom. 

QUESTION - What did the words? 

ANSWER - That stool, the bathroom near the bedroom of Mezzetti in 

a nutshell. 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - Mezzetti Then the chamber, the kitchen area at the time 

that we have found in the order and so we only observed at 

the time, so we went full circle and we went into the 
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chamber of Romanelli and we have seen from outside, we 

controlled, then clearly we continued down the corridor, 

near the clothes line and etc. etc.., we got to the room 

of Miss Knox, of the victim's bedroom and the bathroom 

small.We made a point of the situation, we have returned to 

the area just after the entrance, so we decided to set up 

the scene of the crime we as a crime scene should be 

secured as soon as possible because it is clearly in a 

survey just open the door and is a What is clear, already 

the ambient temperature changes, can also be indicative 

some situations.So as soon as possible you should try to 

secure the crime scene, so we decided to do so, which I 

quoted ... 

QUESTION - Prepare meaning? 

ANSWER - Set up means all tracks, the less obvious ones and those 

considered important for the continuation of the 

investigation at least first and mark them with the 

letters we use, because then the Marking of these letters 

we then have to go after taking minutes which is 

descriptive.Should be measured, so they are spatially 

identified and then measured and clearly if there is 

(rinferimento) metric with a letter, then the situation is 

not ...Given the complexity of the crime scene after myself 

clearly suggested by the manager of the Rome I felt my 

situation. 

QUESTION - What would it be? 

ANSWER - It was Dr. D'Errico, the manager because we depend 

dell'anticrimine dall'anticrimine. So agree with you ... I 

decided after I went out with others from the crime scene, 

so I was there in the briefing area where we had the 

equipment and stayed there, I was in contact with the 

manager, I contacted Rome, I explained the situation 
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clearly, and they confirmed , spoke with the head of the 

DCA and we decided that we would set up the crime scene 

after the two teams would be added unto ERT, so 

fingerprints and biology, for the following sampling and 

repertazione all that concerned then each of them, their 

specifications .So then I have remained there until 15:20 

to 15:30 off as needed big letters, small letters and then 

I passed without the equipment they succeed every time, 

because otherwise you would have to change.At about 15:30 I 

got to the camera in the apartment and went downstairs to 

a first input, we checked the first entry and then also 

there, given the situation, when there were no visible 

traces, I also asked the Board Rome, and even there they 

told me: "there too close, and we do what we come 

tomorrow", then we say that there I did more or less half 

an hour of shooting, twenty minutes, we checked roughly 

every room, we closed and we postponed the visit until the 

next day. 

QUESTION - In the apartment below? 

ANSWER - In the apartment below. 

QUESTION - Some boys. 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, let's say we talk about the basement.Up to a 

quarter to five, 16.45, I continued to act as an 

intermediary to handle the situation, to move the 

equipment to see if they need something.Around the 17 came 

the first team that ERT was that of Dr. Giunta 

fingerprint.I put them aware of the situation although they 

entered, so I explained the issue that there were 

biological samples etc.. etc.., so our survey provides 

that where there are both biological findings that latent 

prints, clearly one thing clear, because powders are used, 

materials are used as chemical fingerprints, where there 
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are also biological samples must be done first biology and 

then the prints because otherwise we risk voiding. 

QUESTION - that is, hidden latent impressions? 

ANSWER - Footprints unseen, latent in the sense that they are on 

a surface that are enhanced or vehicles, such as the 

magnetic powder or magnetic means or by its chemical - 

physical as foreign cyanoacrylate, one of two types.So I 

explained the situation, then 'they are dressed, they 

checked the kitchen, the bathroom and bedroom of Mezzetti 

and have decided that without invalidating anything could 

start working in the chamber of Mezzetti and area of the 

kitchen, the sink, but this clearly can report on their 

best.With them I have clearly re-equipped, I went and I 

gave the change in Raffaele and I started shooting I do. 

QUESTION - Raffaele Mountain? 

ANSWER - Yes, the Assistant Mountain. 

QUESTION - So to a certain Mountain filmed? 

ANSWER - The shots we say they are up to 16 ... I can not 

remember exactly why it is that recovery continues, of 

course. 

QUESTION - But there's so much time on camera? 

ANSWER - Yes's about time it should be clear to the camera, 

unfortunately for our forgetfulness, being that it was 

close to the time change, the camera is one hour ahead. 

QUESTION - So there's daylight savings time? 

ANSWER - C 'is still summer time, unfortunately, by October 31 

there were no inspections occurred and fortunately we did 

not change the time, was an oversight then the camera will 

show the entrance to the house, the first entry made by 

Palmieri Mountain and at 15.10 when in fact it is 14.10. 

QUESTION - All right. 

ANSWER - We then continued with the various operations, so the 
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description, so I was filming, maybe I would stop for a 

moment, helping Brocci links in the description because it 

is a fairly complex, said that it seems simple, but 

describing a room, any one, with all that is, describe it 

with a pen is a thing long enough. 

QUESTION - The descrivevate orally in the sense that the voice 

was recorded on camera or you wrote ... 

ANSWER - No, it usually is the operator that takes notes, we call 

them notes, however, notes in a case like this is 

something almost complete in the sense that we keep a 

desk, a door, a window, what and must be adequately 

described with words.It can happen that sometimes maybe  

the operator has problems on a term and consult on the 

other, or maybe I listen to what he says and if I see, I 

say: "But is not that better?", we do try to describe the 

best and then never to return because otherwise you have 

to start then after all the photos and check them one by 

one, check the description in the drafting of the report 

and therefore should always take detailed notes in the 

first place, so after the job is a little ... 

QUESTION - The movie was shot simultaneously with the photos, ie 

photos and video footage is being made simultaneously by 

two different operators? 

ANSWER - Yes, the photos made them almost exclusively and only 

the Assistant Chief Palmieri is why we say the most 

experienced of photos, because clearly we do things ... 

for example, in that case I am not expert because it was 

not even a year that I was the Scientific and therefore 

also for what I decided to make the first visit to them, 

not a matter of degree or powers, but at least the 

Experience. 

QUESTION - Given that we have not even mentioned to tighten a 
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little 'list texts that would be redundant. 

ANSWER - So say we were all present. 

QUESTION - Precisely, we will see in the movie, but she has a 

notion of what had already been done by Palmieri and 

Mountain?They had already started the construction of the 

crime scene or just ... 

ANSWER - Before they arrived we ... 

QUESTION - Or just shooting. 

ANSWER - No, because it works like this: the first shot is made 

clear with the crime scene is not staged because it must 

be checked even if the actual state set up the crime scene 

does not mean change it, that just about put us where he 

references  After we measure, to photograph, because the 

finding may be photographed and filmed before and clearly 

I speak only of digital media, can be photographed and 

filmed before the acquisition of letters, whatever, of the 

arrows to indicate them, and even after clearly, so you 

can see the original photos, quotes, one that looks really 

and then when that is the letter of reference metric, then 

also to get feedback that is actually the one. 

QUESTION - You said that you show all the letters with clear 

traces, meaning clear evidence ... 

ANSWER - Those who see themselves. 

QUESTION - Traces of blood, footprints, fingerprints, these 

things here. 

ANSWER - Yes, everything is clear, what you see. 

QUESTION - And then he said all the other important things. 

ANSWER - Yes, the other important things. 

QUESTION - So also objects? 

ANSWER - We put the case that we had seen a knife in the hallway 

or some other object ... 

QUESTION - Dirty blood maybe ... 
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ANSWER - But not dirty but not put in place appropriate to its 

use, if those we have observed, say, in the kitchen were 

washed in the sink so they can be important but maybe a 

lot less stuck in the door of a door The location is just 

one thing for us is much more evident. 

QUESTION - So the spot assessment of the significance from the 

standpoint of scientific investigation and who does it? 

ANSWER - We do it all, clearly all those who are on the scene of 

the crime. 

QUESTION - All players on the scene of the crime? 

ANSWER - All operators, of course. 

QUESTION - What then is an assessment that is binding  those that 

come after, for example to the ERT? 

ANSWER - No, absolutely not, that is, in the sense that ... 

QUESTION - Neither positive nor negative I guess. 

ANSWER - No, neither positive nor negative of course, because if 

we repertiamo, I think we've done a hundred ... I do not 

remember how many, however, a large number of finds, if 

then the ERT believes that there is some other interesting 

finding that they are not bound by our crime scene. 

QUESTION - Or conversely, if it considers useless ... 

ANSWER - Or conversely, if something is not useful to us, 

however, we document it is not taken, it is normal 

practice. 

QUESTION - You tell me if what else to say from the point of 

view, otherwise I would say you start to see the 

introductory movie.Her face the operator also in this case. 

ANSWER - Only I did not bring a copy of the movie. 

QUESTION - I have it. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry this movie is also the victim's body? 

ANSWER - If the movie is so full. 

PRESIDENT - Perhaps the first to show, that is, until it is one 
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where the victim's body is covered by the blanket and sees 

only the foot we boast.When there be a picture showing the 

victim's body uncovered and naked as in other images we 

have seen maybe he does this so you have to proceed in 

camera. 

ANSWER - All right. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Is this the video of 18, however, 

that the President has pictures of the victim. 

ANSWER - No, I'm sorry to interrupt ... 

DEFENCE - Can not be 18. 

DEFENCE - AW.DALLA VEDOVA - Excuse me, yes, I'm sorry because 

there's 2 and 3, is the late evening of 3, you're right, 

sorry. 

ANSWER - A moment because there is some transmission problems. 

PRESIDENT - If there are problems we can do here for the 

suspension and see you in half an hour. 

ANSWER - There he is, I think they found it. 

PRESIDENT - We? 

ANSWER - P has some problems I was president of transmission ... 

Yes, that's what. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - President I've got here, if we want 

to ... 

PRESIDENT - Yes, as long as you can see it and have the 

availability.It is recognized that we proceed to the 

vision of the classroom video made by the operators of the 

Scientific Police. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - This is the video that made Mountain 

right? 

ANSWER - Yes, exactly, this is the video that he shot the 

Assistant Chief Mountain. 

QUESTION - Comments as well. 

PRESIDENT - So we also see him again, recording the comment 
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operator in the time of shooting. 

ANSWER: So this clearly at the entrance 14. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, the date ... 15.10 ANSWER - The time is 

one hour ahead and then is 14.10. 

PRESIDENT - As pointed out earlier. 

ANSWER - Yes, exactly.This is the area I mentioned that just past 

the entrance, the area where we gathered to take after 

consultation controlled environments, this area here, that 

we see here.This is the kitchen, the kitchen and living 

area on the right is the chamber Mezzetti and here behind 

the first big bathroom.This is the first bathroom where 

they were found then the feces. 

PRESIDENT - bathroom or kitchen you see? 

ANSWER - No, there is an anteroom and a bathroom, a dressing room 

where there is a mirror, sink and washing machine at the 

time when we walked in, then you can also see from the 

shooting was on, the light was still on function. This is 

always the interior of the chamber of the Mezzetti, is not 

yet released the operator.This is the room instead of 

Romanelli, the room dell'effrazione in short, where the 

glass is broken.Down there you can see the stone, at almost 

under the chair and the various disorders which then was 

in the chamber.Clearly the shutters and windows are in a 

situation in which they were first observed. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The stone is under the chair? ANSWER - 

It's all in hand, partly under the chair and is partly 

inside .. . a small part is within a mouth of an envelope 

that is on the floor and in part is under the chair, then, 

however, can be clearly seen possibly ... not much because 

the movie should be stopped, magnified, however, we see 

from the photos and possibly by Sferon. 

QUESTION - This is the smallest bath? 
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ANSWER - This is the smallest bath near the room of Meredith.This 

is the room of Knox in the situation .. 

QUESTION - This is the streak of blood. 

ANSWER - Yes, the first.So this is clearly not the area still up, 

so no letters and no references, but as it appears at 

first glance.The footprints clearly still not talking ... 

this is the operator who made the movie, it's Mountain. 

QUESTION - coroner was already there? 

ANSWER - Well hearing the voice, yes, I was there when I arrived, 

however, was not inside, but the movie around ... do so, I 

speak there on time  video so we always bearing in mind 

that we all understand clearly that is one hour ahead.Let's 

say the first checked that the coroner has given to the 

victim is around 15.20, then a few minutes, but they were 

clearly the 14.20, I want to remember.This is talking about 

is that Dr Lalli, the fingerprints are saying, not to ... 

QUESTION - This is the strip on the wall first mentioned by Dr. 

Intini? 

ANSWER - Yes, the keyboard on top of the bed.Are 15.20 and then 

14.20. 

QUESTION - This is Dr. Lalli. 

ANSWER - Yes, that is controlling body.So it was not changed 

absolutely nothing, not even Dr. Lalli, that I want to 

specify it, it was only checked ...Here there was a phrase 

on which an operator, then there would also be reported 

speech. 

QUESTION - I stop for a moment if it feels. 

ANSWER - Yes, the phrase that the operator says, because the 

operator was speaking, I do not remember whether in the 

executive cabinet, do not know exactly, then maybe he can 

possibly rifcrirc, I heard that we seem to have said "We 

washed the sink," absolutely negative!The operator feels 
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good and I'll do if you suffer, says, "have - third person 

singular and first person plural - a hypothetical person 

who has washed ...", has expressed some 'evil,' a ' 

hypothetical person who has washed the sink, of course we 

did not visually see the tracks but with Luminol yes ", 

this is the clarification I wanted to do.QUESTION - All 

right. You can not go back?ANSWER - For the phrase doctor? 

QUESTION - No, stop a moment. instruction on the mat. 

ANSWER - Yes. 

PRESIDENT - Always on the bath mat we talking about? 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Yes, the small bathroom. 

ANSWER - This is the small bathroom.If you want to know anything 

in particular ... 

QUESTION - No, if you want to report something, you can already 

see from the very first movie ... 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, of course here we see clearly and we seemed to 

us immediately footprints, then we expect that other 

experts confirmed this, but seeing as well, taking into 

account the type of carpet in the bathroom, seeing the 

shape of the impression of blood on the mat to me and to 

others it seemed clear that they are the footprints left 

by a foot impression. 

QUESTION - Then you know this print, what kind of analysis of 

this imprint was made?In the sense has been made both the 

analysis that the analysis of biological imprint? 

ANSWER - Yes, look I can not report to one hundred percent safe 

... 

QUESTION - clearly not on the conclusions of course. 

ANSWER - I know that have been made both biological analysis of 

the sign of an impression made by dattiloscopisti then cho 

then compared the fingerprints and have superimposed on 

the drawing. 
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QUESTION - With those of Raffaele Sollecito. 

ANSWER - Clearly I can not report on because I did the 

investigation and therefore absolutely. 

QUESTION - All right, let's move on.Also on tap is a trace of 

blood? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - But perhaps we see it ... 

ANSWER - Well it looks better on photos. 

QUESTION - you also repertate not? 

ANSWER - Exactly, that is the repertazione from the photos, then 

staged the crime scene.This is the room  Meredith always, 

splashes of blood ... Now here is the video is stopped, 

the first part of video, and this is also what I did, of 

course, always remember to 15:28, which is the first entry 

in the apartment below. 

QUESTION - This could also baipassarlo if the Court and the 

defense agree, given that the apartment below does not 

detect. 

ANSWER - You tell me. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Go ahead. 

PRESIDENT - The part of the apartment occupied by the boys. 

ANSWER - It's flat as President. 

PRESIDENT - We can also watch it. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The panoramic yes, but maybe not in 

apartment eventually. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - (Unintelligible - overlapping voices). 

PRESIDENT - I pray. 

ANSWER - This is always the apartment below, the basement 

apartment. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - We are also planting marijuana below. 

ANSWER - I do not understand, sorry. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - If we go on like this we see. 
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ANSWER - A moment that I find ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Still behind, however. 

ANSWER - Yes, the program is not very fast. Let's say a minute 

ago, starts from here, and this shot I made it, we say 

together into the first team ERT in the apartment, when I 

dealt with the Romanelli's room and kitchen.For here we are 

in fact at around 17.30. 

QUESTION - But those who have put those letters? 

ANSWER - These letters while I had gone under, along with 

colleagues from the squad for the input  In the apartment 

below Palmieri, Mountain and Brocci clearly decided they 

were setting up the crime scene and there was already 

partially set up, then the traces were marked for us 

evident, then all traces of the (...).This was always a big 

bathroom. 

PRESIDENT - Perhaps we stop before entering the room where 

Meredith's body and then we will proceed behind closed 

doors, the deck was removed. 

ANSWER - Yes, the blanket was taken around midnight and forty. 

PRESIDENT - So we can go on with this. 

ANSWER - Yes, it is clearly not full video because otherwise it 

would be 12 hours of recovery. 

PRESIDENT - I pray. 

ANSWER - We say it is handling the corpse began around midnight 

and winds of the coroners. 

PRESIDENT - Okay, before you get to that point ... 

ANSWER - Yes, of course.This clearly is the second movie and it 

was done with more detail, so now I do not know if ... 

tell me if I should go ahead. 

PRESIDENT - The letters you have to put even when the corpse was 

covered by the blanket? 

ANSWER - Yes, certainly, but now it shows.Clearly the scene of the 
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crime, taking into account the President who is prepared 

to preserve it as the moment of observation.This is the 

room of stone, here we see that it is partially below. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - That's the envelope? 

ANSWER - Here it is seen that as the stone is partially under the 

seat of the chair and say it is the mouth of the bag to a 

piece included in the envelope.These letters clearly 

corresponded to the circular impressions of blood 

attributed to shoes, these letters we see in the hallway. 

QUESTION - The numbers? 

ANSWER - Yes, sorry, the numbers.Unfortunately, this camera has 

trouble focusing quickly, especially in environments 

enlightened few, and occasionally goes out of focus image. 

QUESTION - I asked her the first ones were traces of blood? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes.Doctor does not make a video that well because 

unfortunately the car we own has limits, with little light 

has its limits just focus and then tracks a bit 'weak, but 

the photo you can see very well. 

QUESTION - As we see, by chance you know, because Dr. Intini of 

course he could not know, when it was placed Sferon? 

ANSWER - The Sferon was clearly placed before the manipulation of 

the corpse, before handling the crime scene, then 'what 

you see in Sferon is the crime scene intact. 

QUESTION - So before even the stand, then the position of the 

letters? 

ANSWER - No, after affixing the letters.QUESTION - Who put the 

lab? 

ANSWER - Yes, the operator of Science in Rome, those are tools 

that only they have provided, it seems to me that the 

operator was such Guidotti. 

QUESTION - This explains the difference between the big numbers 

and small letters? 
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ANSWER - Yes, the big numbers usually .. . say and there's a 

precise protocol because then clearly depends from scene 

to scene, because a crime scene can be completely 

different from another, put the case in the midst of a 

campaign is very different than in a house.In this case, 

the letters identify large areas, small letters of the 

objects that are within the area identified the large 

letter, because clearly the finds are many and we have 

lots and lots of letters otherwise. 

QUESTION - So different areas within the letters can be repeated? 

ANSWER - Here we have tried not to repeat them or at least repeat 

them away from each other, though some can be repeated in 

different areas.For example would be "finding Dl, D-2, D-3, 

or From". 

QUESTION - The N refers to the strip or something on the 

nightstand? 

ANSWER - It should be ... I framed the letter N and then 

immediately after the stain is probably referring to the 

streak of blood.This and that first impressions are the two 

that seemed of a knife resting. 

QUESTION - This is the handle ... 

ANSWER - The inside handle of Meredith's room. 

QUESTION - Of the traces of blood? 

ANSWER - Yes, traces of blood near the handle mechanism.Then 

there's the other that if I understand correctly that 

should start with repertazione I've always done.Here are 

the eleven five clear of 2. 

QUESTION - That is at 23.05? 

ANSWER - 23.05 exactly, it says here, but 3 is still on day 2.This 

is the biologist, the doctor who is going to repertazione; 

what you see is a light. . , A machine that has the 

particular lights of different wavelengths and frequencies 
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of each type of wave frequency detects a certain type of 

biological specimen, such as semen, blood, saliva etc. 

etc. ..Clearly the movie while I was there photographing 

people 

QUESTION - Who is this woman's voice? 

ANSWER - The female voice is Dr. Stefanoni, the man is my 

colleague Chief Inspector (Sabatolli) again from the ERT 

team of biology. 

QUESTION - What material are they made ... 

ANSWER - tissue paper, paper towels, sterile tissue paper.Now 

about ten minutes they begin to discover the corpse, then 

maybe here ... 

PRESIDENT - We can also ... 

ANSWER - We say that in principle, since it is clearly 

sequential, I do not remember if it starts now ... 

PRESIDENT - Then proceed at this point, since it can be shown 

that holds the image protection ... 

ANSWER - No, I made mistake with the time because now I am here 

looking like normal time, no, there is still time. 

PRESIDENT - Okay. 

ANSWER - It is always an hour behind. 

PRESIDENT - So it goes again ... 

ANSWER - Yes, still proceed with the repertazione. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - were hair? 

ANSWER - Yes, there were formations hair. 

PRESIDENT - Here we are always on the room ... 

ANSWER - No, here we are near the victim's clothes in front of 

the room. 

PRESIDENT - So the corridor 

ANSWER - In the room of the victim and the Chamber of Knox, in 

the space in front of the hall. 

PRESIDENT - near the drying rack? 
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ANSWER - Yes, these are the feet of the drying rack, then almost 

before we say. 

PRESIDENT - This activity of said hair repertazione training? 

ANSWER - Yes, then formations hair hair hair  Hair, everything 

related. This of course, tend to be spelled out can be put 

together, there is no contamination in the hair, cutting 

it when the bulb is so even though they are put together, 

because you see them get together in the same envelope, 

which is not mixes with the hair or fur. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - That does not mix the DNA from one hair 

to another? 

ANSWER - No, absolutely not.Each hair has its own DNA, can also be 

linked together that there are no problems.That noise you 

hear is the cooling fan of the car that I was saying. 

QUESTION - The first photographs of the fingerprints of 

biological surveys had already been made? 

ANSWER - Yes, of course, say were made almost immediately, before 

and after the preparation of the crime scene but 

immediately say. Now from here onwards ... 

PRESIDENT - Yes, then proceed behind closed doors on the basis of 

the case and hear about the parties relating to the need, 

already demonstrated in previous ordinance on how to 

conduct the hearing.Intervention of the pieces off the 

microphone. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - There was also the last time. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, the last time you had this waived with the 

consent of the other parts which I think remains. So 

people are not held for reasons of its own motion or 

service they are leaving the classroom.It is recognized 

that from this point forward the vision of the movie takes 

place behind closed doors. 

PRESIDENT - I pray, we can go. 
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ANSWER - clearly we still lack a bit 'but to avoid getting ... 

PRESIDENT - No, no, okay. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - It's always you who films? 

ANSWER - Yes, here, yes, yes again, but very soon after I take 

the light and should another film Mountain  Once while 

Brocci describes the corpse. Now I can not tell the precise 

moment but maybe Mountain has already started, do not 

remember exactly ... behold, now definitely resumed 

Mountain. 

PRESIDENT - You can also turn off other lights. 

ANSWER - Here the doctor asked the lamp, as I said before, the. . 

, With the various lights for both the reliefs that other 

biological evidence on the body of the victim.So then here 

we have used .. . this is the ultraviolet light.These are 

the different frequencies of light, of course, to different 

tracks ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The blue what it finds? 

ANSWER - Ultraviolet highlights any biological traces, blood, 

semen, saliva. 

QUESTION - Those with the gloves of another color is the coroner? 

ANSWER - Yes, Dr. Lalli, gloves, medical examiner, has thicker 

gloves, are different.The other coroner, there was another 

medical examiner, Dr. Ceccarelli. 

QUESTION - The assistant of Dr. Lalli? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes.Are proceeding with a first vaginal swab and then 

to the morgue and clearly also the anal swab. 

QUESTION - That is the foam lung was talking about Dr. Lalli? 

ANSWER - A (..) foam. 

QUESTION - Excuse me, what was quell'asciugamani Inspector? 

ANSWER - Please Excuse? 

QUESTION - This one steeped in blood where he remembers it? 

ANSWER - This was not because he was dead beneath the olive-
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green, was near the left side, however, we can see the 

pictures because I do not remember exactly, however, there 

was a bed on the floor and a towel. 

QUESTION - This is the inside of the cabinet? 

ANSWER - Yes, it is the inside of the cabinet.This is under the 

the victim's bed.This is the area just after the removal of 

the corpse. 

QUESTION - The hook then, this is the first time it is put 

highlights? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Why? 

ANSWER - Because he was under the pillow, which in turn was under 

the corpse. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - We rievidenziare the image of the hook? 

PRESIDENT - Yes, we can go, you hear otherwise under the heading 

that says "under". 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - If you can also comment it to the 

operator. 

PRESIDENT - Yes ANSWER - If you want to stop then the image. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Yes 

ANSWER - I think the minutes are also measures the distance from 

the wall of the hook, if I understand correctly.Here is 

the cushion that is not read what you see on the left, now 

here is a bit 'dark here but maybe it's clearer ... 

QUESTION - It is very dark indeed."Under my pillow," he says. 

ANSWER - Here you can clearly see just the pillow with blood 

stains, there are not seen well off but I'm pointing with 

the pointer. 

QUESTION - This was above the bed sheet? 

ANSWER - Yes, but this is day 3, we are already at day 3. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - At noon and forty. 

ANSWER - At eleven o'clock we started at noon and forty in the 
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video course.This sheet is always the victim's bed, a 

mattress cover that is not the sheet, such as consistency 

as a sheet or more less. This course continues the 

repertazione that has been going well on Day 3. 

PRESIDENT - You had the correct time?ANSWER - No, unfortunately we 

did not ... 

PRESIDENT - Did you continue with the same ... 

ANSWER - It was our fault, I admit it quietly. 

PRESIDENT - Excuse me additional letters when you 

placed?Discovered, removed the corpse is that when you put 

the other ... 

ANSWER - The speech is here this day, I was not at the crime 

scene because this is something I did (..), but the 

bathroom did Brocci with the Mountain, so here I go I can 

conjecture. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - I mean from here on so there's her? 

ANSWER - No, I'm not there from here. 

QUESTION - Then we can also stop and continue the vision with 

Brocci, as the Court considers. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, we can also stop.The prosecutor has more 

questions to the witness? 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - NO, not the state. 

PRESIDENT - So we can also pause since they are 14.15 and saw 

that the other parties should conduct cross-examination, 

that you suspend the hearing and will continue to 14.45 

with cross-examination by other parties of the witness, 

who is then asked to recur at 14.45, the same invitation 

applies to all other parties present.  

  

THE COURT suspends the process.  

THE COURT resumes the process. 

PRESIDENT - Then we resume, there are defendants, the defenders, 
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the Public Ministry, the Civil Parties are  These operators 

also invite you to allow the resumption of the hearing.It 

continues with the cross examination of witnesses 

Cantagalli not know if the cross-examination questions of 

the parties need to be viewed still photos for which you 

are willing to proceed in camera, so if we can not resume 

the hearing in open court.Is that ok?Then resumed in open 

court acknowledged in cross examination that the parties do 

not feel that they must require viewing of photos that 

request ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Or at least the photos do not depict the 

corpse of the victim. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, however the photos do not portray the victim in 

a position to ask precisely how it is arranged, after 

hearing all parties, that we proceed in camera.Then he 

resumed the hearing in open court and the parties are 

invited .. . Civil Parties Please if there are any 

questions. 

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA 

QUESTION - A clarification, we then also the projection of photos 

of the visit? 

PRESIDENT - If you think so. 

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA - You have a disk of photos? 

ANSWER - The pictures I have it on your computer but on this, so 

I have to ... hoping that ... 

QUESTION - Since she repeatedly said that some ... 

ANSWER - Yes, I have all our photos, our original ones. 

QUESTION - What few details were more apparent in the photos is 

perhaps appropriate to pass those details on the photos I 

would say. 

ANSWER - Yes.I burned just like the record and we do ... 

PRESIDENT - It has the picture with him? 
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ANSWER - I have pictures. 

PRESIDENT - Well, then we can take photos. 

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA - So I avanzerei this request the 

President of the exhibition of photos, maybe quickly on 

what we believe is not important, then we will dwell on 

some details. 

ANSWER - I have a few words in a file that is equal equal to the 

minutes. 

PRESIDENT - So you can see it? 

ANSWER - Hoping that the (..) help us. 

PRESIDENT - Well. 

ANSWER - So I'm ready, this is the file that is congruent, equal 

to the file of survey from which we printed. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - I think the Court has already provided 

these pictures, right? 

PRESIDENT - I think I recognize the pictures that are projected 

for the ones we have got to ... 

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA - The Court has the volume with the 

collection of pictures, right? 

PRESIDENT - Yes, yes. 

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA - So I have no pictures on the other 

questions because so much is already at your disposal, 

only a question relative to the sheet that covered the 

bed.If we can specify whether it was a mattress or a 

blanket. 

ANSWER - A mattress with the consistency ... 

QUESTION - Or a sheet with four corners with rubber bands, if you 

remember, because the mattress is fully closed. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - As the sheet ... 

ANSWER - Let's see if ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry to ask this question,  the need of scissors 
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was determined? 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - Because the deck was enveloped in that case were 

rather ... 

ANSWER - Yes, that's right, because that's where the blood 

stains, however, may then ask about the biologist, 

however, there has been determined that the bloodstains 

were just confined to two small areas. 

QUESTION - But she has no memory of what? 

ANSWER - I looked like a mattress. 

QUESTION - So close completely? 

ANSWER - But now that you asked the question as well ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, maybe we can get.T sheets have you 

found?The sheet of the bed separate from the mattress as 

she shows? 

ANSWER - No, I think its not, it seems to me that it was just the 

one above it .. . perhaps a sheet with the corners to use 

mattress covers. 

PRESIDENT - But on that mattress was then ... the mattress, then 

there was under a sheet? 

ANSWER - What I remember I did not. 

PRESIDENT - Another sheet is not it?So there was only one ... 

ANSWER - Although,. Repertazioni I repeat I have not done so I 

could say things are not exact. 

PRESIDENT - We avoid even the images of the victim. 

ANSWER - There he is, here you can clearly see. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The corners are not seen but ... 

ANSWER - But you see that .. . perhaps just below the elastic is 

well defined because the parallelepiped shape with the 

bed. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - However the bed was so?ANSWER - Just 

like that This is the scene untouched. 
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PRESIDENT - What is indicated by the number 8? 

ANSWER - Yes, the area yes, exactly. 

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA - No further questions 

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI 

QUESTION - I refer to the minutes of inspection to its signature 

of November 2, I wanted to ask why the record that is 

dated November 2 and was completed on December 28? 

ANSWER - Completed? 

QUESTION - Yes because it is the last page of the report. 

ANSWER - I CAN? 

PRESIDENT - Yes, we can show the heads .. . 

ANSWER - You tell me at the end? 

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI - Yes 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - Page 17. 

ANSWER - That's right.This is the formula that we put more and as 

the minutes of inspection is made clear, it says: "given 

the need to link all the tests that were done" in this 

case the file, the first we did not is on computer, but 

with printed photos.Then there was the need, but it's a 

normal thing is normal practice, as long as it is 

recognized when it starts and when it ends. 

QUESTION - Then when he was physically prepared? 

ANSWER - Materially was prepared in the following days, however, 

to conclude ... that is written is written in about a 

week, maybe even less, to conclude, that the minutes for 

me is concluded as an operator from the lab when I have 

the verbal description, photos, any record of the seizure 

of exhibits etc. etc.., when I joined everything I close 

the minutes. 

QUESTION - But then is written in pieces, not everything is 

written in the same ... 

ANSWER - A part that the record is traced from the notes that we 
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take on the spot, as I explained before, so say good or 

bad is put into a fair copy of what later was the site 

visit, the notes that were taken there.So then, taking into 

account all the needs that gradually occur during the 

compilation of the report just because you have to double 

check some photos, some details, maybe one with writing .. 

. one with the writing, it happens, for example, I write 

very badly as calligraphy and then sometimes I go to check 

to see if maybe a photo actually ... 

QUESTION - So there have been several versions of this report? 

ANSWER - NO! 

PRESIDENT - No longer versions of what we are ... 

ANSWER - No, no versions, absolutely, this is the minutes. 

PRESIDENT - More moments of writing. 

ANSWER - More moments of writing the minutes and then provides a 

report of inspection that provides technical assessments 

indicate where and when it starts - where and when it 

ends. 

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI - You have stated in some written note that 

the time the movie had not been updated? 

ANSWER - No, unfortunately, as I said, I admit that it was my 

lack of responsibility, being a horse these days with the 

time change did not c'abbiamo case because we did not have 

other visits from 31 to the first. 

QUESTION - No, I was wondering if you had not thought about 

reporting it with a written note. 

ANSWER - Unfortunately not. 

QUESTION - You spoke earlier about the briefing that you had an 

area set up. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Where were you exactly? 

ANSWER - The briefing area was right outside under the pergola of 
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the house, about a meter and a half - two from the 

entrance of the house. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - (..) means the arbor? 

ANSWER - Yes, exactly. The pergola I mean ... 

PRESIDENT - The entrance of the above? 

ANSWER - If you look at this picture, there you do not see much, 

but back here we see one of our case. 

PRESIDENT - In front of the entrance. 

ANSWER - Yes, in front of the entrance there is a small area 

covered by a roof with tile ... 

PRESIDENT - the apartment occupied by the four girls. 

ANSWER - Exactly, the apartment upstairs. 

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI - Before he was asked the question but then 

did not respond, we can describe the clothing? 

ANSWER - The clothing is our disposable coverall that is in a 

white suit .. . Now I do not know what material it is, 

however, is a full suit with shoes. hood that you can pull 

up or take down, depending on needs and pui p 1 then the 

needs of the area of crime, can also be used to suit other 

overshoes, but usually are used when the area is very much 

steeped in blood and substances other biological traces.So 

there the matter must be evaluated point by point, is not 

always the same thing in a nutshell. 

QUESTION - You also moved from the area briefing inside the house 

... 

ANSWER - NO, no one has moved from the area inside the house 

without briefing is certain, for that reason there is a 

briefing area. 

QUESTION - That then took off ... 

ANSWER - For up to 15.30 I've spent the equipment to other 

colleagues who were inside. 

QUESTION - You said it first went into the other room, when he 
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described his early ... 

ANSWER - Yes, she talks about the first entry. 

QUESTION - Yes, the first entry. So she went in first and then in 

the other rooms of the crime. 

ANSWER - Yes, we follow a clear direction ... inspection by 

police forensic work, has rules, you follow very specific 

rules for determining anything and not to do things in a 

sectoral, as a rule, unless you then .. . I know that such 

an enclosure which prevents me from going to the right, of 

course you go to the left.So we go from right to left, etc. 

etc. .. 

QUESTION - And he was always the same shoes? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes inside the apartment. 

QUESTION - So during operations inside the house has passed in 

and out from various rooms and passing along the corridor? 

ANSWER - So in the various rooms in the first entry we entered, 

we're just looking out the threshold in order to see the 

status of places and then decide what to do and when we 

do, however, is the first entry the first thing we do, 

which is just expected, is the observation and to see 

clear traces and try to identify clearly the points of the 

corridor to spend especially not cover his tracks, because 

even passing on a track of blood dried, if you do not bag 

or almost nothing because virtually a track Blood smeared 

the floor of a few microns, even by walking you remove 

almost anything, but at least it can be confusing. 

QUESTION - But she was transiting the corridor? 

ANSWER - Yes, but we had already identified the traces of blood, 

already knew where they were.As soon as we are  arrived, 

when I arrived there were already two colleagues inside 

and had made the first observation that we have indicated 

the tracks to wherever they were. 
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QUESTION - They come in where, inside the room? 

ANSWER - No, when we arrived we waited, I want to call the anti 

... the stanzettina just behind the front door, the little 

detachment of a square meter, a meter and a half. 

QUESTION - But of course she passed there? 

ANSWER - Yes, certainly. 

QUESTION - The other staff also wore the shoes? 

ANSWER - Certainly, anyone who has had access to the apartment. 

QUESTION - You have also taken up activities repertazione? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Did you see the staff if changing gloves every 

manuscript that was ... 

ANSWER - No, not finding any, but the gloves were changed very 

often, when it is considered appropriate. 

QUESTION - Each finding is not it? 

ANSWER - For each specimen, no, but it serves no purpose at 

all.Also because in order to have ... I do not know, 

because no contamination contamination of a specimen is 

only ... contamination of the crime scene, it should be 

clear, is when you bring something in from outside, that 

is when it changes the balance that's inside.For example, 

opening the door virtually can vary a few degrees and the 

temperature in the analysis of the corpse can, even if 

not. counts for nothing, however, can vary the 

measurement, then we say that you virtually can alter. 

QUESTION - But the gloves were always changed? 

ANSWER - Always changed ... only when the operator believes. 

QUESTION - His activity was confined to that of  Video cameras? 

ANSWER - No, my activity was confined to the aid of video footage 

and clear to others, because I was the less experienced 

there, so I preferred to do things more important to 

others. 
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QUESTION - After the 2 she is back in the house? 

ANSWER - No, I've only done 2 after the apartment below. 

QUESTION - So you saw him the hook just at that moment that was 

... 

ANSWER - I'm sorry? 

QUESTION - The hook of the bra. 

ANSWER - The hook so when we ... sure. 

QUESTION - At that moment, and then she has not seen? 

ANSWER - No, because I had no other access. 

QUESTION - Thank you. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI

QUESTION - Going back to the last question of connecting the hook 

of her bra, her report on page 15, the first part, before 

the description (..) you speak ... 

ANSWER - Where? 

QUESTION - We are the tenth row. 

ANSWER - Yes, exactly. 

QUESTION - You describe the finding of this hook. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - We may illustrate it? 

ANSWER - Yes, it was also measured as shown by the minutes. 

QUESTION - Please tell us if the verbalization. 

ANSWER - Maybe it is more clear, what shall I describe? 

QUESTION - The law and eventually then ... 

ANSWER - From here, from below? 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - "Underlying the pillow, 1:41 meters from the right 

wall," then the right wall is the wall to understand ... 

us when we enter a room we enter the door, then the right 

wall, front, left rear door is. 

PRESIDENT - Compared to you so that revenue. 
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ANSWER - Yes, an apartment for an inspection of the Scientific 

Police observed the threshold unless there are clear .. . 

thus: 'To 1:45 m from the right wall - and then the wall 

of the window - and 0.95 meters from the front wall - then 

do a triangulation - rinveniamo a strip of cloth of the 

bra that was missing from the same where the hooks are 

attached to closure. " 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - So she has also performed the 

measurements? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - And saw well that hook? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - You had dirty blood or other impurities? 

ANSWER - On the side where I noted I did not. 

QUESTION - It was then touched? 

ANSWER - For me, no, not me.At least we in the Provincial Cabinet 

not, because then the repertazione clearly, as I would 

like to point out, we have not made us and so I can not 

tell. 

QUESTION - So you can not tell if it was or was not taken from 

someone on that occasion? 

ANSWER - No, not at that moment, up to when I was not there. 

QUESTION - And the measurements were carried out as a cone? 

ANSWER - With a laser level. 

QUESTION - How? 

ANSWER - We have a laser leveler and then I start over 

perpendicularly, a few inches  clearly, and make the 

various measurements from wall to wall for triangulation. 

QUESTION - Another point, page 8 of his report, say where it says 

"corridor" in the second part, I am referring to the 

clothesline. 

ANSWER - Yes 
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QUESTION - You mention that close to the library where there is a 

clothes drying rack on the aluminum wires are hung four 

stockings sponge, a glue of black color and a black mesh. 

ANSWER - Yes, perfect. 

QUESTION - Of course confirms what she has revealed. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Can you tell us if you have been touched, repertati 

these? 

ANSWER - No, we personally ... I always speak clearly to us of 

the provincial cabinet, we do not. 

QUESTION - There have been attributed to someone? 

ANSWER - You talk ... 

QUESTION - I'm talking about the clothing over the clothes if 

they were attributed. 

ANSWER - Since we do not, then after then I do not know. 

QUESTION - One last point I want to ask is the reference to the 

relief that she has done in the apartment below, page 25. 

ANSWER - But is the other word. 

QUESTION - Yes, I would like to ask you a question, she 

confirmed, as seems to have seen, the existence of several 

marijuana plants in the apartment below? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - How many were they? 

ANSWER - I think five. 

QUESTION - Thank you. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga

QUESTION - I saw that video on 2.24.40, the night after 2, 3, 3 

to 2.24 of the frame the hook and is described, then stops 

and begins again where we stopped at 12:41 of the 3, that 

is always 3. 

ANSWER - Yes 
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QUESTION - The question this: why this long break?Have you 

stopped for an hour, for the time? 

ANSWER - Yes, about 2 am visit because we have suspended the day 

after the team had to take ERT and fingerprints ... 

QUESTION - I asked why this long break, from 12 to 02/24/43. 

ANSWER - First the video, as I said before, are not continuous so 

there is that if I say that the video stops at midnight 

and forty, at twelve forty a.m. precise we closed and we 

went on, passed another hour or so about the briefing ... 

QUESTION - When you are interrupted operations. 

ANSWER - The operations around 2 am. 

QUESTION - But that other interruption of the explanation which 

he gave half an hour, an hour when from what they were 

owed? 

ANSWER - Interruptions? 

QUESTION - Yes Video While she has also illustrated account 

briefly say: "here ...". 

ANSWER - Yes. 

QUESTION - If he wants to say. 

ANSWER - The breaks are very normal, in the sense that when I 

have taken plenty of room and all the details, because 

otherwise in a survey of 12 hours should do 12 hours of 

recovery, so it's normal stop shooting, what else do , 

consider something else, then if a  room, reviewing 

evidence that maybe a first pass of the camera had escaped 

draws an additional video or switch to other environments. 

QUESTION - I wanted to know this. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA

QUESTION - On this you have said on video that is not a full 

video but what do you mean that was cut, it was mounted? 

ANSWER - Absolutely not, the video we worked and then we can 
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assure you that the video camera as it comes from.In these 

cases, if the survey we do not work quite the video that is 

captured, he was put on the menu and what is the video. 

QUESTION - But if the visit lasted 12 hours and the video lasts 

about 40 minutes ... 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - He just explained. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - In fact I'm asking for is a 

clarification. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - I wanted you to explain to me that in fact you have 

not taken all the 12 hours, but only 40 minutes. 

ANSWER - Yes, of course. 

QUESTION - But for the outside of the villa, you have made a 

visit to the small building that is in the garden and the 

garden have made an inspection and filming? 

ANSWER - Yes, the survey was done with the famous macchiettine of 

blood which then turned out to be the cat that was 

injured, then the exterior of the villa, the apartment has 

been checked thoroughly and is also on the verbal. 

QUESTION - Did you also shoot video outside? 

ANSWER - There are partial pieces of ... when  down, but clearly 

not with the same accuracy. 

QUESTION - Besides what we have seen today, because today we saw 

some exterior shots. 

ANSWER - Yes, those remotes that we do not. 

QUESTION - Others do not. 

ANSWER - There are more photos on the stairs, just to the spots 

of blood but there are other ... 

PRESIDENT - Excuse me, where they were specks of blood on the 

outside where? 

ANSWER - The blood stains were on the outside and then we saw 

that ... 
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PRESIDENT - Outside where? 

ANSWER - Outside on the right elevation, where there is a mouse, 

here on this square, the elevation of the apartment right 

below it falls down and there is little clay and gravel, 

and alongside there are concrete steps .On the stairs there 

was a small concrete. micro dots of blood which then 

turned out to be the cat that was cut on the glass. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - In contrast, on-site inspections 

(Bulagaio) has been made? 

ANSWER - (Bulagaio) where we will find phones? 

QUESTION - No, (Bulagaio) I mean .. . phones were found in a 

villa, (Bulagaio) mean right next to the villa's garden, 

that cliff. 

ANSWER - No, no there, there, no inspections, no inspections have 

been monitored but because there was nothing obvious. 

QUESTION - But she has also made visits around the villa, for 

example, on December 18th? 

ANSWER - No, I was out on 18 but I did not take part in the 

operation, I was an observer. 

QUESTION - But there is a verbal survey where they were found ... 

ANSWER - The knife in the two tissues. 

QUESTION - Yes, the fazzoiettini. 

ANSWER - Yes, what I did with Dr. Stefanoni and Assistant 

Palmieri, yes. 

QUESTION - Under what criteria it was decided to do this survey 

in particular the 18? Because, I can also see the 

pictures, and not really close to. 

ANSWER - There has been requested. 

QUESTION - There has been requested? 

ANSWER - We have indicated that there were these .. . this 

phantom knife with traces of blood, we have requested it 

and we did. 
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QUESTION - With the paper towels? 

ANSWER - Exactly. 

QUESTION - Going back instead ... 

ANSWER - We went to our will, if that's what .. . 

QUESTION - No, I thought that during the survey as you decided to 

do an inspection. 

ANSWER - Guardi is an area I do not know if I may say, but 

frequented by drug addicts etc., Then there every day if 

she goes there with a bucket at home ... then they send us 

and we did. 

QUESTION - The last circumstance, you have seen knives in the 

house when you did the shooting?Have you opened the 

drawers, you have taken? 

ANSWER - No, because always in the light of the fact that they 

had to act then who repertava, though there were some 

knives but in order to sink, from what I can remember, 

from the first vision, however, wash, clean, tidy. 

QUESTION - But you have not taken or yes because I do not seem to 

have seen them. 

ANSWER - Yes see ... at the time when we got did not even know 

exactly as had happened  murder, then before you can go to 

details we must first see and understand how the crime 

took place. 

QUESTION - But instead you have photographed these knives in the 

sink, there is the photograph? 

ANSWER - The photograph yes there are, I do not remember if there 

are details, however I do not think so either. 

QUESTION - But you have found in the apartment below, saw blades 

when you did the inspection? 

ANSWER - there was someone in the kitchen, there was a bit 'of 

dishes a bit' of ... There were different above and below. 

QUESTION - Even big, from the kitchen? 
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ANSWER - Yes, not too big but it seems to me that yes, there was 

someone. Should I review the photos, now I can think of. 

QUESTION - Thank you. 

  

Prosecutor-DR COMODI

QUESTION - When you came in, took over the room Romanelli ... 

ANSWER - Yes, we speak of the room of the stone? 

QUESTION - That's right.He recalls how, or if the taxes were ... 

ANSWER - taxes as we see them here directly.I describe seeing it 

from outside say, 1 'sets the left was slightly more open 

... 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - For those looking to the left. 

ANSWER - Let's say I can describe here so ... 

PRESIDENT - To tax means the blinds? 

ANSWER - I mean the taxes imposed external, however, the Persians 

to understand, seen from outside the left one was slightly 

at an angle a few degrees higher than the right. 

PROSECUTOR - DR. Mignini - one on the left by  His ... 

ANSWER - From my point of view, from the right course. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - But the one to our left was the same 

before it was put that letter there? 

ANSWER - This one we do when we make the picture clear as we find 

it. 

QUESTION - So was it? 

ANSWER - It was so, if it's been tampered with before we arrived 

that I clearly ... 

PRESIDENT - As you see marked with the letter O? 

ANSWER - Exactly, we have cataloged the we found it. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Have you noticed, she has toured outside 

of the house said? 

ANSWER - Absolutely. 

QUESTION - Have you noticed any signs of arrampicatura, the 
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strips, the piedate, fingerprint, something on the wall? 

ANSWER - No, you mean here where I'm spending my mouse? 

QUESTION - That's right. 

ANSWER - No, absolutely not. 

QUESTION - Where the thief would have to go short. 

ANSWER - No, absolutely not because we describe what we see, if 

you do not see anything clearly does not describe 

anything. 

QUESTION - Can the arrow to show more or less ... This angle is a 

bit '... 

ANSWER - If you tell me if anything ... 

QUESTION - That is the point, obviously the maximum, the point 

corresponding to the area of the room where he was found 

inside the stone. 

ANSWER - If we look at the window always be here, under the set 

of the left window, this one here, I do not know  if you 

see the mouse 

QUESTION - Yes, yes. 

ANSWER - Almost perpendicular say, moved to the right of a few 

centimeters. 

QUESTION - The broken glass is what is touching the arrow? 

ANSWER - NO, the other one, this right. 

QUESTION - what is covered in glass from the tax? 

ANSWER - Always watching the window is covered here. 

QUESTION - Thank you.  

  

COURT

QUESTION - Do you remember the blood stains on the bathroom sink 

small?  

ANSWER - The bathroom small talk about what ... 

QUESTION - The bathroom near the room? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, there were stains of blood. 
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QUESTION - You can see them? 

ANSWER - Yes, of course. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The neighbor has repertate heads, sorry 

to interrupt you but ... 

PRESIDENT - No, no, okay. Can go 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - We demand the acquisition of the minutes. 

PRESIDENT - So you buy the record of inspection Lawyer? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - No, the file will run the descriptive 

findings by the Inspector Ignatius Press, the Assistant 

Palmieri, Assistant Mountain and Brocci. 

PRESIDENT - The parties know it, there is no opposition, and that 

act is acquired for its usability. 

 
DESPOSITION OF THE WITNESS - Brocci GIOLA - 

  

THE WITNESS, a warning under ART. 497 CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 

THE LAW OF RITUAL FORMULA.  

GENERAL: Assistant Chief Brocci Gioia, born September 15, 1968 in 

Gubbio. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - When you make preliminary statements we 

recall previous heads to make the change of new computer 

and then continue the movie? 

PRESIDENT - Yes, Yes 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Thank you President. 

PRESIDENT - So you invite the Inspector Cantagalli operations 

required for viewing.Please, go on then. 

  

Prosecutor-DR COMODI

QUESTION - If you want to report to the Court when and how it was 

invested with this office regarding access in Via Della 

Pergola, more or less what time if you remember, with 
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those who are gone, when you went, who has found. 

ANSWER - Yes, 11 days on November 2 svolgevo turn the service 

from 14 to 20, I arrived at police headquarters at about 

13:45, I met Claudio Cantagalli, my boss, who had told me 

that colleagues who performed morning shift had gone to 

Via Della Pergola 7 number for a single death, presumably 

it must have been a murder, but he said: "the limit so we 

call our colleagues more precise details."He then had to 

deliver the sheets and went away, I called a colleague who 

was already in place, which had been already in place, I 

called him by phone and he confirmed that it was a 

murder.In the meantime, I found myself with Inspector 

Ignatius Press, we have prepared additional material to 

bring to the crime scene and we went out, leaving together 

with staff of the squad because we ran out of the car 

because they had taken my colleagues in the morning.We 

arrived on site I and the Inspector Cantagalli around 

14.30, then we met in the doorway of the apartment on Via 

Della Pergola, one of the two gentlemen, now I can not 

remember exactly whether it was Palmieri Mountain or who 

has briefed situation.So we got dressed, I mean put your 

shoes, gloves and overalls and walked inside the 

apartment. 

QUESTION - Then? 

ANSWER - then once you enter inside the apartment ... 

QUESTION - Excuse me for interrupting you, or when he says 

Palmieri Mountain ... 

ANSWER - Yes, I do not remember which. 

QUESTION - There has briefed that means, what you said? 

ANSWER - Practically we just confirmed that it was a murder, 

which from what I could see how they could see outside the 

duvet that it was a girl young enough, then we have shown, 
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however, the scene, one that could see beyond the 

threshold of the chamber of the deceased and then showed 

us all the traces of blood already, already visible to the 

naked eye, thus indicating exactly all the bloody 

footprints that were seen on the floor, then telling us to 

be careful, to use a walkway inside the house and from 

that moment ... 

QUESTION - You've defined so this kind of path? 

ANSWER - still was not limited in so far they had come to very 

little, we were overtaken and then they showed us only the 

beginning  visible stains you saw blood on the floor of 

substance and nothing else.So we decided to start a tour 

inside the house, following a logical sense, counter-

clockwise, this is what happens whenever we do an episode 

like that just to avoid ricamminarci several times in the 

usual place, and we began to observe scrupulously all 

environments.Then, once finished this round of searching, 

we found ourselves in the hallway of the house and at that 

moment we decided to divide the tasks to be performed 

virtually inside the premises and in particular the 

Inspector Cantagalli Claudio, being the person who at that 

time had less experience of the Scientific Police because 

he had just finished the course on its own initiative has 

decided to stay out and spend all the necessary material 

for the preparation of the crime scene, while I, together 

with two colleagues had already overtaken the morning, we 

started to set up the crime scene. 

QUESTION - What does set up the crime scene? 

ANSWER - Set up the crime scene means above cataloging the 

evidence, then the first thing for every room we have 

observed affixed letters or numbers on all the objects 

that we considered useful, the most significant in that 
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context, we did this, the first action to 'inside the 

house. 

QUESTION - We came with the Inspector Cantagalli to repertazione 

that made Dr. Stefanoni the presence of Dr. Lalli say in 

the area, the room of the crime to the presence of the 

corpse.Then we stopped, I think, right after the removal of 

the corpse, and I think that the subsequent images are 

for, correct me if I am wrong, refer also to activities 

that she has personally performed, the we leave quickly? I 

mean she has played only the business of setting up the 

crime scene or once the ERT arrived and especially Dr. 

Stefanoni helped to repertazione? 

ANSWER - Well staged the crime scene, then enumerating all 

objects and traces of blood found me along with three 

colleagues, we again split the roles, I am ... 

QUESTION - Colleagues of Perugia forever? 

ANSWER - I am speaking of Perugia, ERT colleagues have not yet 

arrived in Rome.I have dealt with the description of all 

rooms in the apartment, intending for a detailed 

description of each room its own description of the 

environment that makes up the apartment, including 

measurements, including .. . 

QUESTION - Furniture?ANSWER - Exactly, everything was part of the 

room.While Fabio Palmieri, the colleague of Perugia always 

took care to carry out photographic and another colleague, 

Rafael Mountains, was in charge of doing the tapings. 

QUESTION - What then have been made but also by Cantagalli? 

ANSWER - Cantagalli had them at a later time, began at 17 o'clock 

at her, at the beginning made them only the colleague 

Raffaele Mountain. 

QUESTION - When she arrived the ERT did, she left or stayed? 

ANSWER - No, the ERT has come about that I think they were the 
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usual 17 days, also briefed them all there and all the 

things that we had already shown they have started to 

carry out their activities because it is different from 

ours, that is, the colleges of the ERT group latent 

fingerprints perform exactly that function there, must go 

and search for all the latent prints found  apartment. 

QUESTION - So at around 17 Dr. Giunta has arrived? 

ANSWER - Exactly, Dr. Giunta executive deila latent prints 

section. 

QUESTION - What will hear soon.And then what? 

ANSWER - We have continued our activities, we request the 

continued activities while the ERT group was beginning to 

make assessments of the nature of the fingerprint in the 

room Mezzetti, I remember, and we continued with our 

description of each room , because each environment 

requires hours of writing in an environment that you list 

all the furniture, all objects that are present, take 

action if you find something important to mention and so 

we continued ... I kept exclusively to describe everything 

that was inside of the 'apartment. 

QUESTION - Once arrived Stefanoni? 

ANSWER - Once arrived Stefanoni ... 

QUESTION - Then the group of biological fact. 

ANSWER - Exactly, the ERT qruppo Biology Section, as they also 

briefed the other section began to operate autonomously, 

clearly asking for support to us if they need to 

physically test tubes, if they needed anything, but we 

were operating independently and idem, tasks that were 

clearly separated. 

QUESTION - But some repertazione I think that has made her too, 

right? 

ANSWER - The repertazione I made it physically the next day, on 
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day 3, I have not done before 3 repertazione. 

QUESTION - Then the bath was found in it the 3 in  substance? 

ANSWER - The 3 afternoon, yes. 

QUESTION - Then azioniamo the movie, if the Court agrees, from 

where he stopped her. Maybe she describes everything that 

is useful to describe, if a room is part ... 

PRESIDENT - We can always proceed in open court? 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - By now the corpse is no longer 

President. 

PRESIDENT - Okay.It is recognized that the vision of the movie is 

shot in the classroom. 

PRESIDENT - Perhaps the pictures are equally effective for the 

examination. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - I think so, I close this chapter without 

return above, but if you can not ... 

PRESIDENT - If the movie fails ... heads may submit for 

examination and cross examination of the photos.Meanwhile, 

he expects it showed perhaps the need for a further 

schedule for the next period, when you immediately that 

you are not able to give this calendar, however, the 

opportunity to notify the parties if they can make a point 

while texts that remain to be heard, texts and consultants 

of the Public Ministry, the Civil Parties and texts 

because many residues are common, the defenses.In this 

report we consider that he was also asked to examine the 

accused Amanda Knox, who does not know whether or not he 

will undergo, but it is a task which required the tender 

will try to account, here on the basis of what which is 

still preliminary investigation, perhaps for the first 

date that is 1'8 May you try a little 'to identify dates 

later than those already indicated, the following dates 

for the month of July and then eventually we will go over. 
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PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - More than when? 

PRESIDENT - I immediately say that the understanding was that you 

would want to see if you could run out of the preliminary 

investigation by July, and then allowed sufficient time to 

prepare for the discussion.If, however, this program can 

not be met for preliminary work still to be completed will 

be evaluated and you will, that's the intention.It seems to 

me to be an assessment rather approximate, but hopefully 

close to true ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - We will indicate the days ... 

PRESIDENT - The Public Ministry believe that they remain still 14 

texts. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - According to the calendar that we have 

done, but let's say with a certain dose of optimism, then 

inserting four or five texts that can be seen as' Science 

was started today, however, these texts are less 

demanding, quotation marks, meaning they are the ones who 

have described the crime scene and then stimulated to a 

lesser extent and reduced the discussion to be heard.To 

which I said that according to a first version we should 

even end up on May 23, realistically will not make it to 

May 23 because there are texts that are likely to commit 

the whole day or almost the whole day and then there will 

be some postponements, but we go off the rails believe 

that at the latest by the end of May, because then there 

is on 28 - May 29 to 30 who have three other hearings 

already set, then in late May and early June, just wanting 

to make ugly, and This all depends Defenses, by 

controesami and contradictory, in the following week, ie 

during the first week of June where three other hearings 

are set, 4-5 - 6, we certainly have done with the texts of 

the Public Ministry. 
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PRESIDENT - So maybe the request to the other parties ... Now we 

continue as well, but then so will the other parts 

required to make the point a bit 'of the texts taken from 

the common ones remaining to be heard, so when we get even 

one, we can do it too, but the parts are definitely an 

advantage in do when we have this path specification to be 

done it will also give an indication on the calendar next 

to the dates specified above.Meanwhile, we can resume. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - So here where we are? 

ANSWER - There is still running repertazione Dr. Stefanoni and 

staff who worked together with her, always in the biology 

section on November 3, inside of Meredith's room this seems 

to me.Ago of the various samples of blood substance, 

training hair found below the body of the deceased.Still 

need to specify that on day 3 in the chamber of the 

deceased has made only the biology of Rome, the ERT 

repertazioni.This is the (..) of the slate below. 

QUESTION - No, we can one below ... 

ANSWER - This is the small bathroom adjacent Kercher's bedroom, 

the bathroom in this repertazione I've done because the 

doctor was busy with other tasks and asked me to do it. In 

this bathroom there were traces of blood and training 

pilifera, all marked with the letters. 

PRESIDENT - Can specify where you found? 

ANSWER - Training pilifera is the letter E, just inside the sink, 

while all other letters refer only blood substances, the 

presence of blood substance, as the letter on the mat, do 

not remember now  that letter was, in fact pointed to the 

pad where the carpet soaked with blood where the substance 

was impressed that a morphological form could look like a 

foot. 

PRESIDENT - Can you give a description of these traces of blood 
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were streaked, were dripping? 

ANSWER - There were drips and the only thing I remember is I had 

a pinkish color, not red then made to understand that they 

had been watered down type, that is blood mixed with 

water, was not the characteristic red substance of blood, 

was rosy color. 

PRESIDENT - Throughout this? 

ANSWER - Yes, both the light switch ... except, here, on tap, 

there was essentially just a blood red color, all others 

were optimistic. including this one I'm taking now, which 

is levied at a single tissue paper, paper towels because 

it had a certain continuity, that is, drop by drop 

upstream and downstream have the same continuity, there 

were small drips in the same line, then by color and 

continuous drip I thought it appropriate pick them up with 

a single diskette. This is the formation pilifera found 

inside the sink. The letter F is the carpet. These are 

present in the small drips of water, the water in the 

ceramic. 

PRESIDENT - Again, these are bright red or red watered down, as 

said before? 

ANSWER - In this part here I do not honestly remember if they 

were drops of bright red, I do not have the confidence to 

say if they were mixed with water or they were just 

blood.Security was here with a pinkish color. 

PRESIDENT - Those on the bidet? 

ANSWER - Yes, there was always the bidet and drop to the 

mountain, just on the edge and the same continuity up to 

the siphon  Usually the the bidet in the same line color 

and say. Then the door, they were not watered down, they 

were of a bright red color. 

PRESIDENT - Always the door of the bath? 
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ANSWER - The door of the bath, the door to protect the bathroom. 

PRESIDENT - It is a sliding door or a door ... 

ANSWER - It is a door with the opening in a clockwise direction. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - This is the famous cat. 

ANSWER - Exactly.Then we spent the afternoon to highlight all the 

micro drips with blood and then we came to the conclusion 

that they were drops of blood of an injured cat who left 

these footprints. 

PRESIDENT - These concrete steps ... 

ANSWER - The stairs are stairs leading to the basement of the 

building, the house.Then from here on out are shots taken 

in the house basement, in the other house, the other unit. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - The toilet paper smeared with feces in 

the bathroom was repertata by Dr. Stefanoni? 

ANSWER - Yes, s ì 

QUESTION - Why is the point we have not found. 

ANSWER - Yes, however, was by Dr. Stefanoni repertata but I do 

not know the day exactly as we had separate tasks 

QUESTION - All right, all right.Now do not go back home again? 

ANSWER - No. 

QUESTION - NO? 

ANSWER - No, because that day there the shots were taken in the 

bath and then later in these steps that lead to the ... 

QUESTION - Then we go to the photos if maybe there is something 

to highlight in particular? 

ANSWER - Yes, here all the details of the various blood 

stains.These are photographic surveys made on the first day 

of inspection, then we refer to the November 2 from the 

moment we arrived until we conclude our business that 

dates back at 2 o'clock at night, so it was already the 

third.So with all the details of each room that was present 

inside the apartment and the room clearly more important, 
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that is the room where the corpse. 

PRESIDENT - Perhaps any photos that might show if it is necessary 

that the corpse discovered you will see are proceeding at 

that stage but behind closed doors. 

ANSWER - All right.This is the living room, the hallway just at 

the entrance, this is the living room seen from the 

hallway, so is the front right of the living room where 

you can see the opening of the chamber Mezzetti.This is 

always the left front lounge where you can see, just to the 

left, the opening of the chamber of Romanelli and before 

the hall which then leads to the room to use Amanda Knox 

and Kercher and baqnetto. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Excuse me for interrupting you, the 

first traces of blood where you found? 

ANSWER - The first traces of blood are visible here on the floor 

before this divan sofa, sofa bed. 

PRESIDENT - So in the living room?ANSWER - Yes, in the living 

room. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Drops or ... 

ANSWER - They were both essentially left to their own blood to 

... an imprint of the sole of the shoe look. 

QUESTION - We want to see?The description of the house is perhaps 

unnecessary, as the Court has made the fortune to visit. 

ANSWER - I have to go see ... 

QUESTION - Wait, back in the kitchen because there was a question 

of Defense before if you had photographed the dishes and 

knives in the kitchen. 

ANSWER - Yes, there is one thing. 

QUESTION - Then let's see. 

ANSWER - No, this is still the outside ... this is all outside. 

The detail is there, I do not know if it is now connected 

... 
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QUESTION - I think it was next. 

ANSWER - We look at.Here already we see the stove and sink. 

QUESTION - This we have seen. 

ANSWER - Here you see the stove, the fires ... 

QUESTION - There it is. 

ANSWER - The detail of the central part of the kitchen floor and 

this is the final part dell'acquaio, this is the 

particular. 

QUESTION - What then is perhaps the only area left untouched even 

those who entered. 

ANSWER - Yes, we say that was in order except for a glass placed 

on the draining dell'acquaio here and found this item 

all'intcrno. an ashtray. 

QUESTION - What shaped pumpkin ... 

ANSWER - Yes, that within the (..). 

QUESTION - The Halloween pumpkin? 

ANSWER - Yes, used type ashtray and then there was nothing but a 

mess, all the cutlery was inserted in the appropriate 

containers, there was nothing out of order. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, to complete what he was saying about the 

shoe print near the sofa in the living room. 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - You can tell if it was live .. . which direction was 

it going? 

ANSWER - We had noticed that starting from Meredith Kercher's 

room and going in the direction of the output of these 

spots were more labile and more scarce, we had noticed 

this. 

PRESIDENT - It is the front of the shoe? 

ANSWER - I am not able to say, that there were exactly looking 

for but I say if they were the front of the shoe does not 

... 
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PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - We can see anyway? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, however there is the detail of the photograph. 

QUESTION - This is the washing machine. 

ANSWER - Yes, this is the washing machine ... I flow faster I go 

to find that picture there. 

QUESTION - Y es. 

ANSWER - I do not remember what position ... 

QUESTION - But the paper file does? 

ANSWER - Yes, I have the paper, if you think we can look there 

first. 

QUESTION - Perhaps it sees the page and found it there too. 

ANSWER - Yes, I can check? 

PRESIDENT - Yes. 

ANSWER - I apologize, but I just can not find it! There's 

definitely because I have seen several times, but I can 

not ... 

PRESIDENT - However it is not possible, wanted to know, identify 

the direction of those who wore. 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, there were still all the details, but I can 

not locate this, measurements are 160 and is not even 

easy.Here it is, from 159 .. . Then here we stay where we 

see the reverse of the four letters, one is under the sofa 

bed, not seen in this angle, we see in particular and these 

are after all traces of blood and is done then the detail 

of each. So the letter G - H is not seen in this 

photographic survey, but we see later, I, J and Y and F, 

were then six blood fingerprints. This is where you see 

the F circles probably left by the sole of the shoe.This is 

the G and is essentially a streak of blood, this is where I 

have seen here of swirl marks, and this is the set of 

three letters, the H had not seen before, the J and Y, 

this is the particularly contamination of a blood substance 
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always, the Y and J always a mess.Just not there were 

other, rather than those of the corridor that led then to 

the room of the deceased, they were found more traces of 

their impression of the shoe sole. 

PRESIDENT - Are there other questions from the prosecutor? 

PROSECUTOR - DR. Mignini 

QUESTION - Yes, She has carried out further investigations, has 

returned home after 3 then? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, I went anyway because we were a support to 

colleagues in Rome, Rome ERT. Our survey was completed in 

the sense that we had already done photographing, filming 

and descriptions of all environments, so our competed in 

Perugia as the Scientific Police was completed, but we 

still support their colleagues in Rome. 

QUESTION - And you were there you remember when? 

ANSWER - Well certainly the 3, 4 were carried out activities 

aimed at looking more like a fingerprint latent papillary 

and then we support the  colleagues of the latent prints 

section of Rome. 

QUESTION - Do you remember if they were made inquiries about 

knives? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - If you were shown the knives. 

ANSWER - Shown knives yes, yes.One night I remember that while we 

helped colleagues from Rome to pass the material or help 

them take pictures, I remember one evening having heard 

voices, came out in the meantime we were in the hallway, 

the front of the Meredith's room, went out from this 

corridor and within the living memory that I had entered 

the staff of the squad along with Mrs. Knox, and the girl 

had been brought near dell'acquaio, stay in the kitchen. 

QUESTION - What do you remember? 
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ANSWER - I remember a scene a bit, if we say so, in the sense 

that I remember this girl near the sink stood, clapped her 

hands to the ears and closing them began almost to 

tremble, as if he felt ... began to tremble, tremble, and 

these had hands to his ears, so much so that was taken, 

was taken away from them and I do not remember if it was 

always there or taken out of the room, I then left, 

returned to help colleagues, but I saw this scene and I 

was impressed this situation. 

QUESTION - What were they doing at that moment? 

ANSWER - They were close dell'acquaio and were displaying the 

content inside the cutlery drainer, cutlery those present 

sull'acquaio, I saw this.Now if he just showed other things 

I can not remember. but I saw this scene looking out and 

then I went back into the corridor. 

QUESTION - Then they knocked off Amanda? 

ANSWER - I do not remember exactly, I saw, however, that the  

away from there, took it directly below the arm because it 

seemed almost felt bad because he closed his eyes and 

began to shake strongly. 

QUESTION - And put her hands over her ears? 

ANSWER - Yes, his hands to his ears, closed his eyes and began to 

tremble, made this gesture that I'm imitating. I remember 

that was taken from under his arm, I honestly do not 

remember if it was accompanied, or just off the hallway 

there so much so that I then went back inside the 

corridor, the corridor of the second and went to help 

colleagues in tasks. 

QUESTION - Who was present at that moment you remember? 

ANSWER - I definitely remember that there were colleagues in the 

squad, I think the Assistant Zugarini surely, the Deputy 

Commissioner Monica Napoleoni I seem to have seen it, 
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there was the lady who was in charge of translating. 

QUESTION - The Donnino or Colantone? 

ANSWER - A brunette woman with long hair, now I do not know the 

surname, however, often works to the police station, I see 

the police station. 

QUESTION - There was another girl by chance, remember? 

ANSWER - I do not remember really, although it is not so 

important to these people as soon as I looked out I saw 

this scene ... 

QUESTION - But she left because she had heard noises? 

ANSWER - I could hear voices, and as we were alone together with 

colleagues in Rome, I heard voices, and so I went to see 

who had entered and I saw this scene. 

QUESTION - I have no further questions. 

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA 

QUESTION - Do you remember if he viewed the outside walls  under 

the windows, close the doors? 

ANSWER - Yes, that's practice for us, however, is observed 

throughout the interior of the house and externally, what 

we do really well because then we produce photographs of 

the house from the outside and then bring us inside the 

house. 

QUESTION - Do you remember if he detected traces of climbing or 

otherwise ... 

ANSWER - So ... 

QUESTION - On the wall underneath the broken window with broken 

glass? 

ANSWER - Yes, we went specifically because seeing precisely in 

this window effratta and observing a stone inside the room 

where the window effratta we went right out to see the 

situation, what we found at the bottom of this window .We 

observed both the wall, the wall below the window so that 
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all the vegetation below the window and noticed that the 

wall had no traces of anything, had no traces of dirt 

rather than grass, anything, different strips, had 

nothing, and even all the vegetation that was below this 

window was not trampled or nothing, in fact we did the 

detail of the photograph. 

QUESTION - It appeared crushed, bent? 

ANSWER - NO. 

PROSECUTOR - DR COMODI - Let's see this photograph. 

ANSWER - Yes, I seek here again in the file.Here she is 14, this 

is the part behind ... Then we did the detail of the wall. 

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA - One has to see if you can stop, how 

that measurement was taken? 

ANSWER - This measurement was taken with both meters, with that 

tape measure with the laser that we have supplied us. 

QUESTION - So with the laser pointer? 

ANSWER - Yes, with laser sighting and also with tape measure to 

be sure that the measurement was that. 

QUESTION - For the record reads that distance is written? 

ANSWER - Yes, it was 3 meters and 78 starting from the outer sill 

of the window to get to the land that was perpendicular to 

the window below. 

QUESTION - If you want to go boast. 

ANSWER - We have a particular view from here was wooden railing 

and then from there we made. This is all the vegetation 

below the window where they are clearly visible straight 

nettles, without any signs of crushing.He is also saying 

that the ground was still too damp, it was summer and maybe 

there was dry land, on the wall we just looked to see if 

we noticed streaks of earth, mud and there was nothing, 

there was absolutely nothing . 

PRESIDENT - The ground was wet Excuse? 
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ANSWER - Well, it was November 3rd. 

PRESIDENT - as he referred to the mud was wet the soil? 

ANSWER - Yes, however, was not completely dry land. Now I do not 

know if that day or the day before there had been raining 

but I do not remember is that the ground was dry, dusty in 

summer can be as high temperatures. 

CIVIL PARTY - MR. MARESCA - I have no further questions. 

 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI 

QUESTION - (Unintelligible - microphone off) 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - (inaudible - microphone off)? 

ANSWER - No, I can not say.We have made only the detail of these 

footprints, these footprints, the particular photo I 

speak, but they are not able to tell that foot belonged. 

QUESTION - (She said she has found in it a palmprint on the 

bathmat). 

ANSWER - I found in it on the bathroom rug. 

QUESTION - (It also saw the imprint of course)? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - (Unintelligible - microphone off). 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, the letter F. 

QUESTION - (Sa say whether right or left)? 

ANSWER - It was the right foot. 

QUESTION - (Unintelligible - microphone off). 

CIVIL PARTY - AW.MARESCA - You do not hear anything, I apologize. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - I do not know if the microphone is not 

working .. . Yes, now I do.When she answered questions from 

the Public Ministry and the Civil Part in relation to the 

external view of the window effratta, has noted the 

existence of a nail? 

ANSWER - In a nail on the outside wall, you say? 
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QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, there was a nail sticking out about 6 inches. 

QUESTION - Have not you done in your reference? 

ANSWER - No, we have not referenced because there was nothing 

significant outside the presence of a nail. 

QUESTION - Then he spoke of the soil, the soil underneath the 

window and said it was not dry land, but probably wet, 

which means wet?  It had rained? 

ANSWER - No, no, I said that as of November it was precisely that 

logic is not there has been a dry soil will not allow, if 

a scale that wall at that height not to leave anything, I 

said that because There was no further, for example, two 

violations of seals in this apartment we noticed, in the 

part where they climbed, we noticed it on the wall traces 

of grass mixed with soil. 

QUESTION - You say logic actually remember if the soil was wet, 

the ground was wet? 

ANSWER - No, I have found. 

QUESTION - Or tell us, as said first logic precisely, in the 

sense that it was November and then logically had to be 

wet? 

ANSWER - Logically, that is ... 

QUESTION - Logically or saw?These are two different things. 

ANSWER - Logically in the sense that I am coming, coming and 

going along the outer perimeter of the house, coming up 

here that I have soiled their shoes, so I want to say a 

trace is left on the soles of shoes, why not ... 

PRESIDENT - Excuse me, when she says: "I dirtied" it is muddy 

shoes? 

ANSWER - Yes, of course, is not that I inzatterata however, is 

still a remnant because the ground is not dry. 

PRESIDENT - So he found on his shoe? 
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ANSWER - grass, yes grass stuck to the shoes I've noticed in 

other words. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - But he found on that point O moving around 

the perimeter of the house? 

ANSWER - I have gone around the perimeter of the house. 

QUESTION - Well, when she answered the question  President who 

had inzatterata that has happened going around the 

perimeter of the house or on that point? 

ANSWER - So there is to point out that there was a sidewalk 

around the house and ended only in the vicinity, precisely 

in this window effratta, up to a meter before this image 

here is a concrete sidewalk. 

QUESTION - Yes, yes we know. 

PRESIDENT - The picture is this vegetation that is under the 

window with the nail ... 

ANSWER - Just after the end of the platform forward and then 

perpendicular to the window. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - And when this photo was taken? 

ANSWER - How? 

QUESTION - This picture was taken when temporally? 

ANSWER - The 3 on 3 .. .Sorry for the second, Nov. 2, the first day 

of the intervention. 

QUESTION - On the evening or afternoon?He remembers the time? 

ANSWER - No sooner arrived because we deal with the outside first 

and then go inside. 

QUESTION - He has made it her? 

ANSWER - No, this has made the colleague who works in the office 

with me. 

QUESTION - You were present at the inspection of December 18? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - Thank you. 
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PRESIDENT - Please Lawyer. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI

QUESTION - Look, you reported that you have first viewed the 

house just ... 

ANSWER - Yes soon arrived. 

QUESTION - And then he began to catalog the evidence, she said, 

putting letters and numbers on the findings. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - It has always followed, even in this activity, the 

anti-clockwise? 

ANSWER - Well, we follow exactly that, a .. . we give a logical 

sense to our walkway to avoid passing over the same point, 

just for not going to invalidate or remove tracks that are 

already present.So, in this case we started dall'antibagno, 

the bathroom, that overlooks the living room and then go 

inside the Mezzetti, we made the stay and then we went 

into the room of Romanelli.Without this first round, then 

we are led into the hall and then we have redone all the 

rooms, and Amanda Knox, Kercher and bath. 

QUESTION - Listen, then she moved into the various rooms on the 

corridor. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - She always wore the same shoes? 

ANSWER - But, when ... Yes, yes inside the house. 

QUESTION - Well!And we can spell out exactly how your clothing? 

ANSWER - Our clothing is made from a disposable overalls, white, 

and gloves. 

QUESTION - And the suit ... 

ANSWER - other times we put boots on the disposable coverall that 

is already provided, however, of the shoes. 

QUESTION - It is already provided with shoes. 
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ANSWER - Yes Yes Yes 

QUESTION - The headset? 

ANSWER - The headphones if we should do, when there is always 

included in the suit, in short, is also including a hood, 

but when we think we do need, in short, not always. 

QUESTION - And the gloves? 

ANSWER - No, the gloves forever. 

QUESTION - 'Gloves ever. " 

ANSWER - Gloves and overalls with boots Always, always. 

QUESTION - Look, why have you asked her to perform repertazione 

in the bathroom because there was the Biology Section of 

ERT? 

ANSWER - Why were ffet tuando and other things, more and more 

inquiries about, clearly, repertazioni biological and even 

a little 'say speeding up, since I had not finished the 

other operations useful to us, we thought well, in short, 

to lend a hand. 

QUESTION - Do you have any expertise in this regard? 

ANSWER - Yes, I'm a video-photo-detector, I attended a course 

where we are taught even at repertare biological 

substance. 

QUESTION - And in making the repertazione has changed the gloves 

he used? 

ANSWER - When thought necessary to do so, sometimes not, not 

always because you do not need. 

QUESTION - How many times has changed? 

ANSWER - I do not remember exactly, just that if I noticed that 

the glove was, by chance, it was stained with blood 

provvedevo clearly substance to change it, if I had taken 

a training pilifera with tweezers clearly I have not 

changed because there was need. 

QUESTION - So if they are stained? 
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ANSWER - If you stained and if maybe I was entry into rubbing 

contact with the blood, even if not macchiavo ... that is, 

if the glove was not stained. 

QUESTION - All right, I have no further questions.Thanks. 

PRESIDENT - I pray. 

 
DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga

QUESTION - I am referring to the episode that told of the 

November 4 at the request of Dr. Mignini. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Do you know remember. remember now, how many people, 

who was there?Meanwhile, first verse that has now carried 

this episode? 

ANSWER - It was dark, no night was dark, I'm sure of this. 

QUESTION - 18, 19 or so before. 

ANSWER - Watch the time I would not say one thing for another, I 

remember it was dark because there were still lights on, 

because ... 

QUESTION - Yes, it was dark. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Do you know remember, Dr. Mignini went? 

ANSWER - I do not remember the Dr. Mignini, honestly I have 

spoken to the people there ... 

QUESTION - To us it ... 

ANSWER - I honestly do not remember. 

QUESTION - La.Scientifica of Rome went? 

ANSWER - The Science of Rome there was, however, was making other 

... 

QUESTION - I asked her how many people remember, I specifically 

asked if there was ... 

ANSWER - It can not answer because I do not remember exactly. 

QUESTION - Then make the remembrance.Dr. Mignini went? 
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ANSWER - I do not remember. 

PRESIDENT - He has already said no. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - But it's not the holder of the 

investigation ... President, it's not a ... 

PRESIDENT - All right we are to what the witness answers the 

questions.Please, go on then. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - Okay, you do not remember. 

PRESIDENT - I do not remember. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - Do not you remember, right.The Science of 

Rome went? 

ANSWER - The Science of Rome .. there is: 

QUESTION - 'Yes'.The Science of Perugia went? y 

ANSWER - So where is talking in the living room or speaker in the 

house? 

QUESTION - No, no I think you look to be very clear in the 

questions and quiet, the episode of the four we have 

placed in late November 4, 2007, we have placed in the 

late afternoon 'was dark, "she said, and this Having said 

this, he said, a few minutes ago at the request of the PM, 

I ask you to remember who we were as people, as roles, such 

as ...And we said, the PM, Dr. Mignini, owner of ... do not 

remember, Rome was the forensic, you are the Cabinet .. 

.The Science of Perugia, so to speak. 

ANSWER - Exactly. 

QUESTION - She was there, so were there.Some dell'investigativa, 

Homicide of Police of Perugia were there? 

ANSWER - Yes, I have already said, was the Assistant Deputy 

Commissioner, and probably the Zugarini Monica Napoleoni, 

along with an interpreter who works at police 

headquarters, a lady brunette with long hair, which 

sconosco his surname, and Mrs. Amanda Knox. 

QUESTION - Yes, we have asked ... 
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ANSWER - I do not remember others. 

QUESTION - ... but can not remember if there was another 

roommate. 

ANSWER - I do not remember. 

QUESTION - But because it responds well, I do not know but ... 

ANSWER - I'm sorry, I do not remember. 

QUESTION - We show that there were appropriate for his knowledge, 

people she does not remember there were, he understood.Then 

I try to invoke its  Memory is a fact that you have 

proposed. 

PRESIDENT - We are the answers the witness gives. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - So how many people?Ten? Eight? Few people? 

PRESIDENT - It can roughly quantify. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - So, in short, the house was well ... 

PRESIDENT - Yes, Please Lawyer.Please Lawyer. 

ANSWER - It must have been six people, I do not remember, that's 

me ... 

PRESIDENT - "you people" around. 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - Please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga - I wanted to know this, and that's it. 

PRESIDENT - There are other questions.Please, go on then. 

 
DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA 

QUESTION - I just wanted alcuni'chiarimenti on tests that you did 

in the bath. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - I saw the video she has made some observations on the 

sink. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - On the bidet. 

ANSWER - Yes 
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QUESTION - On the water. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - switch light. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - And on the door. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - And the cottonfiok. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - On the box of cottonfiok. 

ANSWER - Exactly. 

QUESTION - Well, when she made these observations, I speak  

atecnica so, excuse me but with this pad, with this ... 

ANSWER - tissue paper, paper towel is. 

QUESTION - Paper towels, she obviously changed each time? 

ANSWER - Yes, again, not only would change in the moment in which 

I found a drop, say, a drop upstream and downstream in the 

same, of course, within the sink, for example, there was, 

there was a drop on the edge of sink and continuity was a 

drop that would end towards the trap of the sink and had a 

continuity that was not right, one left, one here, one 

there was just a continuity I have seen fit use the same 

disk of absorbent paper, as they were equal in color pink, 

I repeat, those within the basin, had this managerial 

continuity, I decided, that I preferred not considered 

appropriate to use the same tissue paper. 

QUESTION - But the material on sight, she found, was pink? 

ANSWER - So it was a blood washed, we say in slang, meaning they 

do not have the characteristic red color of blood ... 

QUESTION - This was where exactly?He's talking about the sink? 

ANSWER - I'm talking about ... 

QUESTION - Of the sink? 

ANSWER - The bathroom sink, and the same color I have also found 
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inside the bidet. 

QUESTION - Well, to bide I noticed that she has made an initial 

determination on the edge of the bidet with this paper 

towel. 

ANSWER - blotting paper. 

QUESTION - And did it also ... 

ANSWER - In the trap. 

QUESTION - In the trap especially around the ring. 

ANSWER - Yes Yes In the border. 

QUESTION - Even in that case ... 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - In your opinion was the same .. . 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, yes there are even photographs. 

PRESIDENT - The same color? 

ANSWER - The same color and the same direction 

PRESIDENT - Pink? 

ANSWER - Yes 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - So you interpreted it as a drop of 

water ... 

ANSWER - No water, water and blood, however, from a particular 

place by gravity, say, it ends ... 

QUESTION - And that she has detected visually, you could see this 

band? 

ANSWER - Yes, you saw more dots in the same, with the same 

continuity. 

QUESTION - But the more dots or stripe? 

ANSWER - No one strip, I have not spoken to strip I spoke of a 

continuity between an upstream drop, say, and the relative 

drop that was going to stop the siphon ... is the sink, 

near the sink siphon trap that the the bidet. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, but there was between these two drops .. 

ANSWER - There was some other ... 
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PRESIDENT - A strip? 

ANSWER - No drips strip. 

PRESIDENT - There were other drops that ... 

ANSWER - drips. 

PRESIDENT - That ravvicinavano. 

ANSWER - Yes, that gave this continuity, we say 

PRESIDENT - And the color was still ... 

ANSWER - Always that. 

PRESIDENT - Homogeneous? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes we are all rosy. 

PRESIDENT - "Rosea". 

ANSWER - not red. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - She has interpreted these different 

points or drops, as she defined it, a whole, however, 

because he used a single buffer, a single paper towel? 

ANSWER - Yes yes yes yes exactly. 

QUESTION - Do not have thought it could be several tracks and, 

therefore, was necessary to take various buffers? 

ANSWER - No, I thought they were different tracks because there 

was a continuity between these two drops. 

QUESTION - I HAVE understood.Look, here's something else that 

seems relevant is the handle of the door of Meredith, the 

inside handle, she has participated in the survey on that 

... 

ANSWER - No, I ... 

QUESTION - Can you tell us anything about that?Because there were 

clear traces ... 

ANSWER - I can say that we have observed, has been a particular 

photo, video shots of the object but not .. . the 

repertazione I have conducted other than in the tub, 

inside the room of Meredith Kercher I have not quite done. 

QUESTION - And in particular, the handle has been the subject of 
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your consideration, as it was anyway ... 

ANSWER - Yes, it was done a detail.We focus also means when we go 

to do .. . the photographing means to the particular, that 

is, we do the whole leaf of the door but we do the detail 

of the handle smeared with blood. 

QUESTION - Even there were no other marks on the door ... 

ANSWER - Yes, yes, there were also on the plate ... 

QUESTION - blood. 

ANSWER - ... the brass which closes the lock we say, yes we were 

all photographed other drips. 

QUESTION - And there, who did the investigation on the handle, 

you remember? 

ANSWER - It says the repertazioni speaks? 

QUESTION - yeah Repertazione material. 

ANSWER - Always ... yes yes always ERT, Biology Section of Rome. 

QUESTION - Look, instead returning to the kitchen, she remembers 

the circumstance of the glass on the sink? 

ANSWER - Yes, there was a glass of clear glass on the sink 

drainer. 

QUESTION - And you were present when it was found in it? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - Do you know if it was found in it? 

ANSWER - So .. No, no no no no. No I can not say because I do not 

know if you have found in it, as they found in it I can 

not say. 

QUESTION - I understood.I ended up with. 

PRESIDENT - Please prosecutor. 

 
PUBLIC 'MINISTRY - Dr. COMODI 

QUESTION - Just one question: she was in the room of the murder 

when the corpse was removed and found the hook? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes yes yes.I was present for, behold, our survey 
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was not finished yet materially, that is, our visit ends 

at the moment there is no over the corpse, we continue to 

observe the scene and then after removal of the corpse, 

rhymes ... ie details of redoing all the details that we 

find. 

QUESTION - Do you remember where you were at that ... 

ANSWER - Yes, yes. 

QUESTION - Precisely. 

ANSWER - The hook was found ... 

QUESTION - No where was she and where was the hook, then, yes. 

ANSWER - How was the corpse?Sorry I did not understand. 

QUESTION - No, where she was, where he was at what point. 

ANSWER - Oh, where I was physically ... I was within the 

room.Ali'interno the room because I had to take notes right 

... 

QUESTION - Together with Dr. Stefanoni? 

ANSWER - Together with Dr. Stefanoni and I was there because I 

had to take notes, how he had seen the corpse once lifted 

the duvet.I put the time in which the corpse was physically 

carried out of the room, so I was there, just to continue 

my work descriptive of the condition of the premises. 

QUESTION - So you removed the corpse. 

ANSWER - Exactly. 

QUESTION - Then? 

ANSWER - You removed the corpse and then we started to observe 

all things that we found under the corpse, that is a 

pillow.A pillow and ... okay, apart from the huge patches 

of blood substances, ammicche to training and hair and, 

indeed, lifting cushion that we realized that there was a 

fragment of a bra that we had not found attached to the 

remaining bra at the foot of the corpse. 

QUESTION - And then the letter when it was on purpose? 
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ANSWER - No, she was not given the letter. 

QUESTION - There has been .. . 

ANSWER - Because we already had, however, put the letter on the 

bra that had already been discovered before removal of the 

corpse, being the hook, forming an integral part of the 

bra to keep from falling, maybe, just wrong, to show that 

maybe could be a thing outside or new we have not thought 

about numbering it, because they are already numbered was 

a letter, I do not remember, was given to the bra, that 

was the missing part of the bra, so we proceeded to do, 

however, the detail, because it was noteworthy, indeed, 

for us. 

QUESTION - That is particularly so with the ... 

ANSWER - Special photo speak. 

QUESTION - Photo yes. 

ANSWER - In the hook position and, therefore, we just do not put 

other letters in order not to fall into error, maybe once 

when we were going to review the pictures and everything, 

we knew, however, that what I described was the missing 

part bra, just. 

QUESTION - I understood.Okay no more questions. 

PRESIDENT - The party has asked, who heads the town, there are 

other questions to run out the examination.  

 

COURT 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry I just wanted to ask about the blue bath 

mat, you said that there was an imprint of the foot. 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - Foot bare or shod foot? 

ANSWER - bare foot. 

PRESIDENT - 'bare foot. " 

ANSWER - Because you just saw the big toe.The shape hallux of the 
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foot. 

PRESIDENT - Are you able to see the extent of this foot, which 

could wear the shoe? 

ANSWER - No, no no. 

PRESIDENT - You did not ... 

ANSWER - Although it was not ... 

PRESIDENT - There was one piece? 

ANSWER - Yes, exactly. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - a study on the footprint is all over, 

which then will be to report on. 

ANSWER - Yes, indeed. 

PRESIDENT - In the big bathroom were found traces of blood? 

ANSWER - I do not understand, sorry. 

PRESIDENT - In the big bathroom, traces of blood have been ... 

ANSWER - No, absolutely not. 

PRESIDENT - I'm not. .. 

ANSWER - Solo, was defecating in the water, and nothing else. 

PRESIDENT - There were no other tracks. 

ANSWER - No, there were traces of substances ... 

PRESIDENT - You Romanelli's ever seen, you know her?Can not say 

... 

ANSWER - Yes, probably I saw confused me but perhaps also with 

the other, with the Mezzetti. 

PRESIDENT - And then I think I have heard that before you said 

that these traces left by the shoe print is attenuated 

hand they were leaving the room occupied by Meredith, is 

it? 

ANSWER - Yes, say the most obvious can be seen inside the room, 

Kercher, and we also have the details.Then in the hallway, 

we see already that are slightly more labile, are ... 

PRESIDENT - And I also wanted to ask, perhaps connecting the 

various points at which these traces were left, the line 
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that comes out where it was directed towards ... 

ANSWER - towards the exit. 

PRESIDENT - 'Towards the exit "and I also wanted to ask on the 

pillow, we accepted that there was a trace handheld. 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - Does this handheld track where he was on the right 

side, left .. . 

ANSWER - No, I can not say the effect has been observed by 

colleagues after typing ... latent fingerprint ERT. I 

remember that there were bloody footprints of substance, 

yes, though. 

PRESIDENT - Well.If there are other questions the witness is 

dismissed.Can we come next ... 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Only one request, President. 

PRESIDENT - Please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - The photographic documentation was 

already submitted in previous hearings. 

PRESIDENT - We have it, we've already in the file. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Can I ask you to be able to have a 

format on CD, because I see that maybe for our 

consultation, because I still had a copy of a copy, then 

color, however, so maybe if it's possible to get a 

trademark. 

PRESIDENT - A copy of the CD. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - A copy on CD so that. We too ... 

PRESIDENT - Yes, I think ... You you have it? INTERVENTION - 

Outside microphone. 

PRESIDENT - Maybe the prosecutor is responsible to provide copies 

of the CD that bears pictures  to which reference has been 

made and that are already on record.Well. We can be the 

next head.  
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INTERVENTION - Outside microphone. 

PRESIDENT - Let's take a small break.  

  

THE PROCEDURE IS TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED  

THE CASE AGAIN  

  

DESPOSITION OF THE WITNESS - GIUNTA AGATINO - 

  

THE WITNESS, a warning under ART. 497 CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 

THE LAW OF RITUAL FORMULA. 

GENERAL ': dr. Giunta Agatino Board, employed by the Police 

Service of Scientific, papillary Latent Fingerprint Section 

Chief.Born in Caltagirone in the province of Catania, 

February 17 '58 

PRESIDENT - The prosecutor can examine. 

 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI

QUESTION - Dr. Giunta, wants to report to the Court when it was, 

say, invested the investigations which he did and that 

will describe what kind of investigations made, specifying 

what is his responsibility, specific, and when it arrived, 

with those arrived. 

ANSWER - All right. 

QUESTION - And what he did when he did. 

ANSWER - November 2, 2007 So the day I was called upon to perform 

certain activities, from here in Perugia via della Pergola 

in the home, and I arrived here at this house at, 

approximately, 17.And the same day, at 17, I arrived with a 

team together with the expert ERT Francaviglia, I got 

together with Mark Pearl and photographed together with 

... sorry photographed Maximum Mainieri and dattiloscopista 

Mark Pearl. On day 2, therefore, these activities have 
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started and we started getting into the technical 

assessment of housing, with the bedroom, I think it was the 

lady, Miss Mezzetti.We started using the powders of silver 

black, magnetic powders, as the mobile ... the furnishings 

were white. 

QUESTION - Excuse me for interrupting you, in general, not only 

in the particular case but in general your intervention, 

given that also involves the use of powders, chemicals and 

anything else in short, is before or after surgery to 

Section biological. 

ANSWER - No, so in this case we have coordinated with the 

biological section. 

QUESTION - Here, in fact, that I meant that. 

ANSWER - And so we started in the bedroom of Miss Mezzetti, 

because inside, when we got inside of this house was still 

there the corpse of the victim.So we thought, since it had 

not yet arrived, Dr. Stefanoni to start our activity, so 

our finding with colleagues in the Laboratory of 

Scientific Police of Perugia, searching, verifying 

initially clear if they were present in the chamber of 

traces of blood, and having seen the open door and a 

drawer, a top drawer of a cabinet slightly open, we 

decided to begin the task using our systems, in this case 

esaltatrici dust on it, inside this room.Therefore, the 

activities began with the photographic documentation so 

initially, we had ini ... and coordinated the photographs 

had already been made by colleagues of the Cabinet of 

Perugia but we However, we rerun the photographic 

documentation of the room and then after that 

documentation activities color photo of the room, we 

started the business using surveying techniques, in fact, 

dust esaltatrici. This order type of investigation led us 
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to highlight, in this room, 22 fragments of footprints 

that we have marked, and we have begun to highlight, to 

emphasize with numbers, with some relief.This is day 2. The 

activities were, say, on this day, complete with that, 

let's say with this work using survey technique, in fact, 

only the dust and arrived at a certain time we finished 

and we left it.We then left this property, because Dr. 

Stefanoni in the contemporary with the coroner, should 

have done some further testing biological samples or 

biological in the room, in fact, of the corpse.So much for 

the day 2. On day 3, the next day, initially ... 

QUESTION - So the room on day 2 Mezzetti? 

ANSWER - Y es, Mezzetti room, with this ... only marking and 

numbering the fingerprint data. On day 3, day following we 

made the request to Dr. Mignini to perform an 

investigation using specific technical communication with 

(inc.) (acrylic?), For the 15 days of the date, in fact, 

the day 3, on the room, where We found ... where the 

victim was found in the room adjoining the bathroom and 

the room where there was a large boulder.But initially, in 

the morning, we did an activity, even in this case, not 

having yet had permission, precisely because the business 

assessment techniques, communication would be initiated to 

three nell'antibagno and large bathroom, where we noticed 

that there was a stool in the bathroom, the toilet, so we 

stopped in some way, especially nell'antibagno and 

somewhere in the bathroom.And, then, this part of the 

morning of day 3, so we did this activity, we found 

fragments nell'antibagno 7 and we ... 

QUESTION - But we have no photos of these fragments? 

ANSWER - Watch Dr. I can not open this file ... on this computer. 

QUESTION - Prior to closing that was open, I think.The close ... 
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Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - I can not find ... okay, okay.Yes yes this is, is this 

okay, okay, sorry doctor.This is the activity of day 2, day 

3 here. 

QUESTION - But I say the picture is not so much the 

representation, we say that the screen of the report .. .Or 

the photos of the prints or ... 

ANSWER - No, I see the pictures yes doctor, but this is the 

problem that have been made of the same file more ... 

QUESTION - Then it closes it. 

ANSWER - It does.I apologize. 

QUESTION - There they are, these are the pictures I have. 

ANSWER - No, here we are at the footprints, I apologize, 

unfortunately three files are quite large. 

QUESTION - No, this is the first.Then the first. 

ANSWER - No from page 101, this is another.So...No, we go ... I 

apologize.We need to go here ...Just a second. 

QUESTION - All right, if not to describe. 

ANSWER - We are coming, Doctor, we need not go so if I do not know 

where they are.I had to use my computer.Here they 

QUESTION - There it is. 

ANSWER - Well, so we started, I repeat, with the documentation 

outside of the building. here it is, here is the part, say 

the plane down.It is very slow I do not know because.Here 

we begin to be ... INTERVENTION - Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - The report, the report was made at the time of first 

surgery he did, in fact, my Section, joined me in the 

building of ... INTERVENTION - Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - Yes, yes. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, I think we have it in the file with all photos. 

ANSWER - Yes, the date it to him if he wants to tell you. 

INTERVENTION - Outside microphone. 
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ANSWER - It is January 31, 2008. INTERVENTION - Outside 

microphone. 

ANSWER - I'm sorry, but unfortunately ... 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - This is already in the Court's file, 

right? 

PRESIDENT - Yes. 

ANSWER - Well, here in fact is not easy ... we should rotate Here 

we see already in short, short. Here, this is the entrance, 

once inside, inside here, this should be the living, here 

is short, this is the activity which, I repeat, we arrived 

at 3 days and still we are the first of 15, so we did a 

technical activities with specific reagents until now we 

pause, in fact, all'antibagno and large bathroom where we 

had the relief of powders esaltatrici, ie clear ones, all 

those systems that are normally used for the inspection 

activities.Inside, instead of  bedroom, where in fact the 

body had been found, at 15, started the business itself - 

this is the day 3 - and 46 fragments of impressions we get 

there, we marked ... 

PRESIDENT - 46 fragments? 

ANSWER - 46 fragments of fingerprints, President. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, Please. 

ANSWER - Day 4, the day being over 15 because it was winter, so 

the light was, it was almost up to a certain time there, 

we could not photographically documenting the natural 

light we decided to photograph fingerprints taken, the 

fingerprints are highlighted and marked The next morning, 

on day 4. 

PRESIDENT - November 4? 

ANSWER - November 4, yes, and we have documented everything that 

had been obtained from (fumigation) in the room, in fact, 

the victim.Later that day 4, we treated the bathroom 
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adjoining the bedroom, now, was in fact found the corpse, 

the bathroom was tiny, to distinguish it from that great 

... where it was, indeed, present defecation, except that 

in this, in this activity in the large bathroom we did not 

find any fragments of imprint.We continued activities in 

the bedroom next to that, indeed, the victims and we 

started ... 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - namely that of Amanda Knox? 

ANSWER - The Amanda Knox's bedroom and found fragments of 9 

footprint.Afterwards, we went into the living room, where 

in fact there was, indeed, the kitchenette.We have 

treated, we had only the authorization for three rooms, so 

the bathroom, baby, the room of the victim and that of the 

rock, to treat with (fumigation) so we missed the last 

room.Then, the other rooms we have treated using the 

classical systems of exaltation of the fingerprint with 

the use of powders esaltatrici.And in this case, therefore, 

in the kitchenette on the ground floor we have found 3 more 

pieces of print. 

QUESTION - "The ground floor" means that the ground floor? 

ANSWER - The plan, we have treated only a plan, I apologize, I 

apologize, the plan basically where, precisely ... 

QUESTION - The house of the crime say. 

ANSWER - Yes, yes yes indeed, I apologize. On day 5, then the 

'last day, we found the fingerprints also using, in this 

last room, the third. .. No, we have also dealt with 

apologies - the hallway, kitchen and bedroom in adjacent 

areas where the corpse was found, and the ground floor, I 

apologize, yes esaltatrici by spraying dust, that is all 

part toward the living room and Part of the entrance. In 

the first case we found fragments of 5 fingerprints, we 

found another 7 and then ... 
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QUESTION - Well, I would ... 

ANSWER - ... We arrived at the entrance. 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - Finally, we treated the bedroom where, precisely, was 

found the stone, the stone with the (inc.) using acrylics 

and then to contrast the dust and in this case we have 

found 5 pieces of print.As a final activity, or rather as 

an asset on the back we picked up the pillow, or rather 

the pillow of the victim's room and we have taken that 

material will be printed and then, If you want we can also 

say the whole paper because it was not possible to treat 

it on site, because it was necessary to treat at the 

Scientific Police Service with suitable and appropriate 

(inc). chemical. 

QUESTION - Then, sheets, notebooks in this sense? 

ANSWER - That's right all those (inc.), which are attached and 

that now we will see, we have documented photographically 

... It is very slow. 

QUESTION - And yes, it is very slow, but I would ask you, Dr. 

Giunta, of ... 

ANSWER - This is the room of Mezzetti, this precisely the 

dressing room, the bathroom. 

QUESTION - Yes, however, describe the points in which the 

footprints were found, which of these footprints have been 

found useful for comparison purposes, which are not 

considered useful. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - So that each room, please. 

ANSWER - Yes, yes. 

QUESTION - Even if it says, in short, though. 

ANSWER - Yes, I wanted to just see ... if we can see them 

too.Here, these findings are those taken. 
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QUESTION - That is in print. 

ANSWER - Those paper. 

QUESTION - Of which spoke first. 

ANSWER - That's right.Excuse me but I can not, my computer is 

obviously slightly different, I can not ...This is 

precisely the room, the door. Here, this is the room where 

the corpse had been found.This is the pillow I mentioned 

before.Here, these are the remains of the corpse and a 

room, front and back, the camera body, here are all these 

paper finds that required a finding particular technical 

with using (inc.) the anidrina in this case. 

QUESTION - Then the results of the investigation, are others who 

relate to it right? 

ANSWER - Please? 

QUESTION - I say on the results, sull'attribuibilità or not ... 

ANSWER - So that's a business, if you like, I can somehow give 

you some more specific information, but we say ... 

QUESTION - But has not she done? 

ANSWER - No, we have only enhanced the fingerprints. 

QUESTION - That's right. 

ANSWER - The activity then utility and award comes from another 

office, another division that is against the office, then, 

Dr. Rinaldi et cetera. 

QUESTION - All right. 

ANSWER - Anyway, I wanted her to see the footprints, if we 

can.Here, this is one of the first footprints found, marked 

with the letter 'A', the pillow, the pillow. 

QUESTION - What footprint? 

ANSWER - So this, if I am not mistaken, is the mark that has been 

attributed to Guede, here it is. 

QUESTION - I say palmprint? 

ANSWER - It is a palmprint, palmprint is a. 
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PRESIDENT - Where was this imprint, said the pillow? 

ANSWER - On the pillow.We found 4 traces on pillow case marked with 

the letter 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D'. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - ECCO, describing them all. 

ANSWER - In fact, the 'B', we have already seen, the 'C' is this 

one. 

QUESTION - "The 'C' is this here" I do not see. 

ANSWER - Wait a second, Doctor, because this  I am not very 

computer. Here it is. 

QUESTION - And this would be? 

ANSWER - It seems to be a footprint left traces of blood on the 

pillow.And this is the D ', here, this is the last 

impression as papillary. 

QUESTION - yeah. 

ANSWER - Is it okay? 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - We have, however, I believe, photographed - I do not 

know if it is present in this report - even the shoe 

prints. 

QUESTION - Indeed. 

ANSWER - It should be this one.But here goes too far, I do not 

know why.Here, this is the second. This is the second and 

this, Doctor, is the first. 

PRESIDENT - Excuse me, where is that these prints were? 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - on the pillow. 

ANSWER - On the pillow, President. 

PRESIDENT - Even these. 

ANSWER - Yes, they were 4 and 2 papillary fragments of footprints 

shoe prints. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - you remember if these prints, then, 

subject of course to investigate more deeply with the 

doctor Rinaldi, et cetera, do you remember if that shoe 
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print were large or small, that is, if it was measured, in 

other words. 

ANSWER - I remember, I remember a shoe impression, to say the 

truth, petite, and a rather larger. I remember this, but 

then again it is an activity that is beyond a little 'out 

of my expertise. 

QUESTION - All right, all right. 

ANSWER - Here, however these are the marks a bit 'better, you see 

much better, it seems almost a  negative, because we were 

able to photograph better, and here they are.This time. 

QUESTION - It is always that of the pillowcase? 

ANSWER - Yes, they are seen as virtually the negative the 'A' has 

become dark, the 'A' has become clear that it was dark and 

so in this case we can better see the papillary heads.It is 

only, say, a ... a change ... 

QUESTION - I mean those signs ... Excuse. 

ANSWER - A change of color, please. 

QUESTION - Excuse me doctor, to show up better because otherwise 

... 

ANSWER - There it is, this is, is this one, the 'A' is this 

one.But I can easily ... says. 

QUESTION - So say those signs, those lines, those white strips 

inside those black spots, darker, darker are the lines of 

the hand?So to speak. 

ANSWER - No, the furrows of the hand, should be ... 

QUESTION - And are the furrows of the palm of your hand? 

ANSWER - They are the grooves, the ridges are black, the palm of 

your hand.If you see, is a palm of the hand made ... I 

repeat, I'll tell you but you should tell someone else, put 

it upside down in this way. 

QUESTION - Just like that 

ANSWER - Is it okay? 
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QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - We reversed the color from white became black than 

before to better see the footprints, and that if I am not 

mistaken is attributed.This is the 'B', and see if you see 

a lot better than it was before. 

QUESTION - Well, yes yes. 

ANSWER - It is much improved, the 'D' and 'C' here they are. 

QUESTION - All right.But the finger belongs to the same palm 

above?No. 

ANSWER - One moment, the palm is a type of work we do and 

although we distinguish papillary ridges of the papillary 

ridges in two categories: capillary ridges digital - 

because they come from your fingertips - and fingerprints 

papillary handhelds because they are the impressions that 

come from the , say, middle of the hand.The impression 

given was a handheld, not a handheld camera.Okay? 

QUESTION - I understood. 

ANSWER - And then there are, here, highlighted fragments November 

2, 2007 in the bedroom.Here they are, he runs too much and 

do not understand why. 

QUESTION - "Input Port", which means door though? 

ANSWER - It is the first .. .The bedroom, on day 2, if you 

remember was the doctor's Mezzetti.Day 2 began, we, with 

that of Mezzetti. 

QUESTION - Then try to go in order, though, because otherwise we 

are confused. 

ANSWER - Yes, in fact, day 2, day 2 I'm saying. 

QUESTION: - Perfect, then back to day 2, this is the door of the 

room Mezzetti. 

ANSWER - Yes, perfect.Is that ok? 

QUESTION - All right.And what you found there? 

ANSWER - Well, again, as part of Mezzetti we found fragments of 
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fingerprints 7.The number 1) marked with the number 23, the 

external upright left of the entrance door 

dell'antibagno.No, I'm sorry doctor, I'm sorry. Then 22 

marks, not watching the numbers 9-3-1 in reality is the 

documentation, the number 9 ... characterized 1-9 outside 

the input port and, therefore, should be this.The outer 

part. 

QUESTION - Yes, that are darker than those highlighted words. 

ANSWER - Here they are. 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - Look, when we talk about fingerprint fragments note that 

photography can also contain fingerprints, so they are 

then actually reliefs.Is that ok? 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - So they can also contain fingerprints. 

QUESTION - Y es. 

ANSWER - Okay, this one here.Here, you see they are all footprints 

that we have highlighted.We have tried to see, in this way, 

where they were placed.Here they are, in more detail: the 

1, 2, 3 ... 

QUESTION - Do you remember if they were awarded to someone? 

Always subject then ask specifically ... If you remember 

otherwise it does not matter. 

ANSWER - No, we check it.Look, the important 1, 2 relief, relief 

... 3 I apologize. Relief l), Relief 3), Relief, 4), 6), 

8), 91, 10), 13), 15), 18), 19), 2 0), 21) and 27) 15 

fragments of imprint are been attributed to Laura 

Mezzetti, who was born in Viterbo on 9/5/1980. 

QUESTION - Y es. INTERVENTION - Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - Please? INTERVENTION - Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - 15 fragments of imprint.But, I repeat, is an activity 

that I am giving, but do not tell me this is an activity, 
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an activity is always comparing the office of the Second 

Division, so I can also say things are not completely 

correct. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - We continue with the list of surveys. 

ANSWER - Here, we have 10 to 12 always the door, in this case, 

the inside of the door of Mezzetti and,  us, then after 

having made them see in general, we show in detail. 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - Always stop the fact that if I can easily ...Here they 

are, or goes too fast to be O too slow.These are the top 3, 

121 ...Photo 121, 10), 11) and 12) is fine? 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - This is the last perfect.Here, this is the fragment 

number 13), 124 and 125 this is the number of photos.I can 

not ... Here, this is in general ... 

QUESTION - This is always the door Mezzetti? 

ANSWER - Yes, this time they are more ... 11 fragment with the 

number 14, in more detail, and we showed earlier, if you 

managed to see him, with much difficulty, I think, the 

door and this is the real detail. 

QUESTION - All right. 

ANSWER - This is 15, where he was found and then more usual 

footprint real, more detailed, here it is. 

QUESTION - I mean, so it's on board? 

ANSWER - On the edge, so the edge on the edge, but ... If you 

want to see it, here is this one, here it is. If you can 

see, in short. 

QUESTION - All right. 

ANSWER - I apologize, I said nonsense, we are here on the desk 

top.Sorry but I find myself with this. These are 16 and 17, 

this time are 16 and 17 are on the edge this time. 

QUESTION - Of the door? 
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ANSWER - Yes, the drawer I apologize. 

QUESTION - Here. 

ANSWER - In the chest. 

QUESTION - The fingerprints on the edge of the door I remember 

them  however. 

ANSWER - Here are some 'seeing ... 

QUESTION - All right, but we also go forward. 

ANSWER - And yes, Dr. agrees it here otherwise we do not stop 

with this ... more 

QUESTION - No, go ahead, go on to describe. 

ANSWER - Yes, however if you want to see can see it in more 

detail why I take issue with. 

QUESTION - But I was interested so much in fact that the Court 

saw in other words, even if the photo is not available, 

which are enhanced. 

ANSWER - However, in other words, we have found virtually 108 Dr 

... from 108 measurements of footprints, 56 useful, non-

profits, we are talking about surveys, 52 as regards 

profits and this time the fragments of footprints have 

been identified 47 fragments of unidentified footprints 

13, 17 fragments were assigned to the Kercher; 5 to 

Sollecito, at the Knox, but I think that of the glass, 

then maybe we see more detail, fragment 1 to Guede, 15 

pieces - as I said before - to 5 Mezzetti and other 

fragments Romanelli and 4 at some of these silences , say, 

at, say, General.Okay? 

QUESTION - All right.And indeed, especially since we see what are 

the impressions that have been attributed to today's 

defendants and where were they? 

ANSWER - Well, I can always give him repeat this with the data 

that I report the fingerprint against fellow office.I begin 

the ...I think we have said Kercher, right? 
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QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - We can repeat, are 17 - we have said such remarks are - 

5 fragments Raffaele Sollecito are the important 12), we 

can also say the ring and left little finger, was found 

... 

QUESTION - I know but not so much the number that I ... Here, 

where it was found this stamp? 

ANSWER - Inside the door of the bedroom behind the living room 

with kitchenette downstairs. 

PRESIDENT - In the bedroom ... 

ANSWER - The ground floor is the only plan that we did because 

... 

PRESIDENT - Excuse me, what the bedroom? 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - So, in short, the famous board room 

Mezzetti, of Mezzetti door of the room, right? 

ANSWER - The 12) should be that of Mezzetti.Then the 68), the left 

palm, outer side of the door of the bedroom of the victim. 

QUESTION - Do outside? 

ANSWER - Make outside, then at the outer face. 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - The relief 70) left thumb, the outer face of the door of 

the bedroom of the victim and 1'86, surveying 86) the left 

palm to the refrigerator door. 

QUESTION - All right, these are the ones that were, by his 

colleagues, attributed to Sollecito? 

ANSWER - Yes, 5 fragments etcetera, etcetera. 1 fragment was 

attributed to Knox, and is the major 103) found on the 

right index glass kitchen sink. 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - 15 fragments, okay, we've already said, it's useless ... 

Oh no, excuse me, 17 is the major fragments at Kercher 31) 

left index finger, hair dryer in the room of the 
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victim.Survey 33) a and b, left middle index of the glass 

window, right side. Survey 34) left palm, right side window 

glass.Survey 3 6) right index finger, the heater 

higher.Survey 37) left palm, sliding door closet, but 

clearly we are talking about victim's room, I mean. 

QUESTION - Yes, just fact.Here in the cabinet doors, we want to 

talk for a moment the doors of the cabinet as you have 

found the fingerprints of the cabinet doors. 

ANSWER - After running the business of fumigation using (inc.) 

anacrilico, the (inc.) anacrilico is a substance that must 

be asked, must be heated inside, inside the room by 

appropriately heating plates because This spraying liquid 

into froth and binds to the lipid components of sweat to 

form a white polymer.If she sees, in fact, even the doors, 

in this case, the room of the victim were white, it was 

necessary then, somehow, try to create the right contrast 

and so we used black and silver dust, and dust Magnets 

always black, this gives precisely the possibility expert 

photographer, documenting the power and then photographing 

footprints marked with, say, the same ... the same system 

that you use with the fotosegnalamento with black ridges 

on a white background, ie, because the polymer that is 

white in reality these systems becomes dark, and thus 

makes the ridges dark on a light background. 

QUESTION - To do what was necessary to disassemble these doors? 

ANSWER - As the doors were opened and placed on the track, when 

we sprinkled, then, this, this substance, exalting this 

powder was necessary to document them.To be able to 

document a system we use, a lighthouse, a Crain-scope, a 

light system, besides the natural light, because there was 

the window that allowed us to have a certain brightness, 

but when this brightness, unfortunately, is lacking we 
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have seen that need to be able, in fact, is not a simple 

task, as is the case in surveys, namely the acquisition of 

the impression using the adhesive, thus taking away the 

impression it was necessary, because this substance, this 

reagent acts directly as a glue object implies virtually 

document it photographically.When we document 

photographically we document in black and white, that's 

why it was useful for us to use these powders esaltatrici 

black on white.That pretty much put us in the same 

condition as when you do the so-called fotosegnalamento.To 

be able to do this, however, Doctor, it is clear that the 

photographer could not get in the condition of discomfort 

in the photograph, because the time of photography prints 

are very long, so it is necessary, but we do a little 'to 

all objects You must pick up items, place them under 

certain conditions, including light, grazing, or where an 

accident or even under spotlights, and consequently to 

photography in the documentation that we obtain the same 

result you get to look directly on the object, then, we 

have find all the ... 

QUESTION - And where you have physically put these doors? 

ANSWER - These doors we have, therefore, raise, bring up, and we 

tried to make, putting them under conditions that we kept 

us in some way that the photographer could record them one 

by one. 

QUESTION - So the two kept. 

ANSWER - Two people we kept them, yes, or ... 

QUESTION - And one photographed? 

ANSWER - Yes, maybe leaned on the few chairs, I can not remember 

perfectly, still leaned in the way that they could be in 

some way horizontal power in some way to document, for 

each one, here, I mean that each footprint was documented. 
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QUESTION - And where you have held?Inside the room, you've 

photographed? 

ANSWER - No, we ... 

QUESTION - O out of the room? 

ANSWER - After doing this .. .Keep in mind that when we use these 

systems, we document before us the room, already 

photographed, as I said before, that is what makes my 

photographer?To crystallize the situation, as they are, as 

they are, you are ... we find them in the survey, the 

first of our, of our assessment activities are always 

documented, so much so that we did, if he sees, also used 

photographs of colleagues in the Cabinet of Scientific 

Police of Perugia, the As we learned in our room and was 

still present in body, in this case, and we have repeated. 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - But we still do not stop there, however we continue to 

do our work of photographic documentation, can also occur 

because of different things, I repeat, from the moment 

perhaps came the coroner, now for example, and then the 

first to the technical assessment we document our 

activities.Once this is done we start to do the real 

technical assessment, in this case using the (inc.) 

anacrilico.Then, close the room, seal it, somehow we keep 

closed, and we allow this to be fumigated. After this 

fumigation ... 

QUESTION - This? 

ANSWER - Fumigation of esters, ie that foreign ... 

QUESTION - So, I say, you were in the room when ... 

ANSWER - No, we were out, because we close. 

QUESTION - Outside the room, then out to where? 

ANSWER - We leave the room, we put ourselves out of the systems 

we have, I repeat, heaters, we give some time to warm up 
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to the plate and spraying takes place. So, clearly, we 

leave for a time 15/20 minutes to heat the plates, the 

current split off after 15 minutes and then expect that 

this reaction awenga.That this ester, it is sprayed directly 

on the turn from lipid components of the exudate, and we 

stop there, we stop for a while.When we return, one, 

maximum two persons, of course, opens the door, if you can 

even open the window to make this go away and sprayed 

immediately after floor plan with us if we do not hear 

clearly the smells of this ester and then after we get to 

make the so-called documentation, in this case ... 

QUESTION - Why are toxic. 

ANSWER - ... we have not done at all, because sometimes you can 

see the mark as it is, also white, white with this 

polymer.When it is necessary - again - the contrast in this 

case we use the powders esaltatrici and, therefore, we 

color, pigmentiamo, we make these dark papillary ridges, 

this is the end. 

QUESTION - But when, my question was different, maybe I expressed 

badly.When you have covered with this substance, which I 

understand, you have waited for this reaction and toxic 

chemical or other substance that ... 

ANSWER - Yes, it is a certain chemical reaction. 

QUESTION - Well, this substance act you've already removed the 

doors? 

ANSWER - No no no no we have the doors removed later, we still 

had not ... 

QUESTION - And when you photographed, where you ... Where were 

you when tenevate? 

ANSWER - So after you spray ... 

QUESTION - Do you understand? 

ANSWER - I understand your question.After you spray when we left 
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so we could see the contrast, as was the impression, when 

it was not possible to do so we used the dust 

esaltatrici.Without this, the sides, we have taken these 

doors, we have placed, we kept us because the photographer 

was, in fact, document them using, maybe I do not know if 

there was a chair, now I can not say, using ... and the 

photographer with the lights, because someone needed to be 

able to also provide lights documenting those footprints 

that otherwise was hard to do, because in low light 

becomes difficult to get a mark that has the same 

characteristics of what we see, then virtually all the 

print that we have documented the documented and we placed 

these two doors, when we finished, we're talking about 

this in the end of the activity, we rested on the front 

door of the room the victim, poggiandole the door. 

QUESTION - On the entrance door. 

ANSWER - Yes, the front door. 

QUESTION - What was open or closed? 

ANSWER - It was open, was opened. 

QUESTION - So the door wide open to the wall, anyway? 

ANSWER - Yes, perfect. 

QUESTION - You, you know that these doors were also analyzed by 

someone else of his colleagues at different ends? 

ANSWER - You look at the doors as I say, maybe you see from the 

photograph, I believe, had traces of blood, it may be that 

they also did, surely they will also have the fact, 

however, we repeat this activity we have not made , we 

have only done the activity that was related to the 

establishment of latent prints, then, probably will have 

it done so, of substances from blood spray I remember me, 

maybe you can see here. 

QUESTION - Doctor, excuse me, when you spoke, I think 13 or 14 
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unattributed fingerprints, can not remember ... 

ANSWER - No, there were 13, then at least the date of this 

report, there were 13. 

QUESTION - Here, refers to the entire apartment or the scene of 

the crime? 

ANSWER - No, I mean the whole apartment. 

QUESTION - Inside apartment? 

ANSWER - Yes, of course. 

QUESTION - Do you remember how many impressions were not 

allocated, how many fingerprints are not found in the 

assigned room, instead of murder? If you do not remember 

it does not matter. 

ANSWER - No, no I do not remember, but no, I'm remembering right 

now, no.I repeat, is more like a business colleague or 

colleagues, we just provide the photographs and 

fingerprints do not even know whether they are useful.We 

brought a dattiloscopista because it often happened that 

certain tracks were even excluded from the photograph, 

because they did not in itself the power of these tracks 

at least have the minimum of some fragment, then went to 

look at those who could, in some way, perhaps be useful.We 

maybe believed useful fingerprints photographed and then 

maybe we will not have been more. 

QUESTION - Look, you also .. . you who use the Luminol? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - "NO" who? 

ANSWER - I think Luminol is a substance, at least what I know, 

need to go in search of substances such as blood, blood 

substances. 

QUESTION: - Perfect. 

ANSWER - It is an activity of fingerprints. 

QUESTION - But footprints along the corridor have been found? 
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ANSWER - Well, the fingerprints of the corridor, though she 

refers to as' fingerprints corridor yes, you are also 

found in ... However, papillary impressions, right doctor? 

QUESTION - Yes 

ANSWER - Yes, I suppose, something I think I said yes. 

QUESTION - So maybe I have not heard I'm sorry. 

ANSWER - No, no, do not worry.Here, in the area, running from the 

kitchen to the living room, I found 7, and ... So the 

entry, living room, kitchenette, no this no.Not enough, I 

find 7. 7 and the entrance to the living room, kitchenette 

...I am, yes I 7, I find myself 7. 

QUESTION - Where? 

ANSWER - Then with a marked number 93) on ... Excuse me ... on 

the TV left side in the kitchen. One marked with 94) on 

the switch plate light point, place ... 

QUESTION - No, but I say we say of the corridor area  night, so 

to speak, after the gate that divides, but rather two 

rooms have a bedroom in the living room actually, because 

even that of Romanelli's in the living room, but I say in 

the hallway from the living room separated by a door, then 

the corridor leading to the rooms of Knox and Kercher. 

ANSWER - No, 7 ... No, wait! 

QUESTION - They were not made there or surveys? 

ANSWER - No, no, no surveys we have done throughout the 

apartment. 

QUESTION - All right.President considering that then there is 

already available to you the report for me, for now, no 

question. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, yes it already acts in this regard. 

ANSWER - No, excuse me, I think they are 25) but ... no this is 

the bedroom, no, no no ... look 

PRESIDENT - No, this corridor, the prosecutor asked her ... 
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PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - But that's OK, that's great. 

ANSWER - No, I have found. INTERVENTION - Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - NO. 

PRESIDENT - The Civil Party? 

CIVIL PARTY - no questions. 

ANSWER - In the living room ... but I've found 

PRESIDENT - Yes, yes, okay, then maybe we might come back. The 

defense of the accused if there are any questions. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Yes 

PRESIDENT - So the head is common, I think, Knox defense 

only.Please Lawyer. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI

QUESTION - You first, Doctor, you spoke - at the request of the 

prosecutor - the palm of the hand of Rudy Guede who was 

found on the bedspread. 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - On the pillow lawyer, right? 

DEFENCE - AVV.MA ORI - on the pillow, the pillow and apologize 

also spoke of a finger, the impression of a finger. 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION: - so I've heard. 

PRESIDENT - The question, however we do here and if the witness 

is clear. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - I seem to have even heard of a fingerprint 

of a finger, if the confirmation or otherwise. 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - Then I must have misunderstood me.I seemed to have 

understood ... 

PRESIDENT - So only the imprint? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - PDA and not a finger. 

PRESIDENT - On the pillow. 
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DEFENCE - AW.MAORI - on the pillow. 

ANSWER - There were other footprints, I'm sorry, but I know I do 

not seem to have been granted and nor even that they are 

so useful. 

QUESTION - So I heard, I've probably misunderstood, however, she 

only confirms palmprint attributed to Rudy Guede and not 

that of a finger.You have come before or after the 

geneticists? 

ANSWER - We will intervene after the geneticists in the room ... 

victim's room and this is due to the fact that when we do 

this, it is now established practice in the investigations 

that we do, we are picking activities that are performed 

on a biological level, now by protocol, by their 

colleagues in biology, after activity, which specifically  

collection of their tracks, then we come in and do the 

technical assessment, which specifically mark. 

QUESTION - So in other words it can happen under certain 

circumstances that the tracks are completely absorbed by 

the sampling done by geneticists, and so in other words 

... 

ANSWER - We are talking about what tracks, Excuse Lawyer? 

QUESTION - Let the blood traces. 

ANSWER - But I do not ... 

QUESTION - Let's make an example, the handle of Meredith's room. 

ANSWER - Y es. 

QUESTION - You have made of the findings?Have you found, you have 

exalted the tracks, footprints? 

ANSWER - And no there, there we did .. . So the investigation was 

done on the entire room. 

QUESTION - Yes, I'm talking about ... 

ANSWER - But there was not found, or rather we have highlighted 

footprints. 
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QUESTION - We know, from the movie we saw that this handle was 

... She was also the view will be soaked with blood. 

ANSWER - Yes, Yes 

QUESTION - So that the blood was, so to speak, and found in it 

taken by geneticists? 

ANSWER - I think so. 

QUESTION - And so consequently it was not possible for you to 

enhance any kind of impression? 

ANSWER - Yes, I agree, however, must .. .Lawyer must understand 

something very important, when my fellow does this type of 

activity, this activity should be done (with grunu salt), 

that is, see if there are footprints in the blood 

substance, if there are clearly sampling does not. 

QUESTION - But the prints are ... 

ANSWER - Meanwhile stops, is clearly documented photographically 

and then also the imprint is taking, this is the practice. 

  

PRESIDENT - But, excuse me, the lawyer asks the imprint is 

visible? 

ANSWER - Yes, blood is visible. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Always Visible? 

ANSWER - It is a footprint, a footprint in the blood is visible, 

as if she is ... 

QUESTION - And if there had been a first impression? 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry that you mean before? 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - So if there was an imprint on the handle 

and then later a second impression with blood, also the 

first impression that is not visible because it was not 

... 

ANSWER - I'm sorry, as I noted above I have the impression if the 

blood, that I would not have even been able to detect it. 

QUESTION - The question is this: if the geneticist has 
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intervened, of course, has taken the whole substance and 

has been impossible for you to find and highlight the 

existence of any impression. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry but there's a Lawyer passage, that the 

blood that is left of this handle, under the handle if 

there was an impression, not of blood, the blood left to 

us clear that imprint on the original? 

ANSWER - The covers do not know if the clear, but certainly 

covers it. 

PRESIDENT - You can go back to that ... more 

ANSWER - It would not be possible for anyone. 

PRESIDENT - It would not be possible.Please Lawyer. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - can not be reinstituted  question of the 

President, because it has already been removed in the 

withdrawal? 

ANSWER - It would not be possible because she covers it with 

blood, it's like ...Excuse me, I take this mark we put 

blood or paint, you do not find anything.It's the same 

thing. 

QUESTION - The same thing can be said in the bathroom, that any 

fingerprints ... 

ANSWER - Lawyer ... 

REQUEST - Finger prints on ... 

ANSWER - The fotosegnalamento you ... 

  

PRESIDENT - Excuse me a moment, and then we end up.Please, go on 

then. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - The same thing, I mean what you said 

before, it may be reported to the bathroom, if you push 

the switch, then switching on the course is left an 

impression, which may be bloody, if there is of blood, or 
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an imprint normal and therefore not visible if it is not 

... 

ANSWER - The I was trying to say this, if I was dirty hands. 

QUESTION - Excuse me. 

ANSWER - I pray. 

QUESTION - If she spoke before the geneticist and took the sample 

on the switch of course you could not jump the tracks.Yes or 

no? 

ANSWER - If you say yes or no ... 

PRESIDENT - No, no answer, she is not responding ... 

DEFENCE - AW.MAORI - I must say yes or no, then explain later. 

PRESIDENT - I pray. 

ANSWER - All right, we do see when I visit I've made a lot before 

... As I said the Mezzetti, because we've covered before 

the arrival Dr. Stefanoni? Because we realized, in the 

activity that we have done with the survey we did that 

there was no blood substances, there was no activity, we 

saw no biological traces and then we did the activity, the 

finding of footprints .I think the same way Dr. Stefanoni 

if he had seen a track, because we speak clear if she is 

dirty ... 

PRESIDENT - Doctor Dr Stefanoni is the geneticist? 

ANSWER - It is the geneticist, of course. 

PRESIDENT - Just to recollect the diction first used.Please, go 

on then. 

ANSWER - I mean, we arrived at 17 in Via della Pergola, she 

arrived later, but she did before finding biological 

activity, or rather a collection of biological activity 

because this is, is not a finding she ago, and we then 

make withdrawals performs the inspections. If you .. . If 

I was covered in blood and dirt I paint my papillary ridges 

which have acceded in itself, have acquired the blood or 
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paint, if I touch an object leave the impression with the 

blood, or the paint on the object , so if he saw the 

footprint would not subsequently withdrawn. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - And if he has not seen the mark and had 

been taken?No talking is because of ... 

ANSWER - if he had not seen if there is, if there is an 

impression taken it seems logical. 

QUESTION - Are you certain that was the only doctor Stefanoni to 

perform these types of withdrawals? 

ANSWER - Yes s ì she made them, made them her ... 

QUESTION - Even in the bathroom? 

ANSWER - Look, she made them in the bathroom, in the handle, 

because we too were present.So, I do this already  I've 

seen, so did she. As for picking a few, I think the removal 

of Mark Sabatelli I did it, what was perhaps the only, and 

another I think he did Ms. Gioia, I think the Cabinet 

Scientific Police of Perugia.The. other blood samples 

seems to me that all she has done.Addition of these ... 

PRESIDENT - All right. 

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - You mentioned also questions of the 

prosecutor, as the doors. The doors of which have been 

removed to make these pictures and then put back on the 

spot.These ... 

ANSWER - No, I did not put back on the spot. 

QUESTION - Do you not remittances? 

ANSWER - I have rested, we have rested on the door that was open 

in the room of the victim. DOMA NDA - and were supported 

in part, so to speak ... 

ANSWER - So the door ... 

QUESTION - Inside or outside of the door? 

ANSWER - The door was open, so open in this way, leaning on the 

door that was open. 
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QUESTION - And so it means, because I did not understand ... 

ANSWER - On the outside of the door. 

QUESTION - "The outside of the door." 

ANSWER - The outer part. 

QUESTION: - Perfect.One last thing, you knew that you would have 

to make a second visit on December 18? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes. 

QUESTION - And you know why? 

ANSWER - Please? 

QUESTION - Do you know why?Why was prompted this second visit?You 

know who has requested it? 

ANSWER - I think they were colleagues in biological 

investigations, but further repertazioni do, do well ... 

  

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, she has participated in this second ... 

ANSWER - No no no. 

PRESIDENT - did not participate. 

ANSWER - He said if they know, and I said, I have not 

participated. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - He's right, Mr. President, I asked if he 

knew, and then after it has participated. 

ANSWER - I have not participated. 

QUESTION - He said he told in advance who was not involved but 

I'd like to know if he was aware of the reasons for which 

should have been done ... 

ANSWER - I think the repertazione and more activities, more 

research. 

  

PRESIDENT - Yes, here, if you know for sure, not with deductions? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes it is my deduction if not ... 

PRESIDENT - With deduction they can say. 
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ANSWER - ... would make sense to do an inspection. 

PRESIDENT - As his assessment, but not sure how ... 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. MAORI - Are you aware of the letter that was sent 

to the doctor Intini the Prosecutor on 13 December 2007? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - Thank you. 

PRESIDENT - Please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI 

QUESTION - Look, just a question of highlighting the activities 

of fragments of papillary impressions you have held within 

the scene of the crime in 3 days? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - So it is. 

ANSWER - On 3, you look with fumigation at 15, I give their time. 

QUESTION - How many of you were in the room? 

ANSWER - Look, we like, like ERT, ERT group were 4, our survey 

began with 4.In fact, the first phase was that of the 

photographer to crystallize the situation as it was with 

his photographic documentation, the experts highlight 

fingerprint me and the expert Francaviglia, and especially 

the two of us.The dattiloscopista, at this stage, it is not 

addressed, because the dattiloscopista intervenes only at 

the end to see which should be photographed fingerprint or 

not. so actually 2 most 3. 

QUESTION - Excuse me, photographs of which you are talking about 

... The photographs you mentioned are immediatamenteprima 

of this ... 

ANSWER - Yes, those colors.I'm trying to describe this: the 

activities of crystallization in the survey, in this case 

- she said - specifically, in the room of the victim, 

before you photographically documenting everything that 
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you can take photographs, so you have a clear picture of 

the situation crystallized with color, then take action, 

you run the technical assessment, of which I have spoken 

with the fumigation, then you make a black and white 

photograph taken of the imprint. 

QUESTION - I understood.Listen, and when she did this  

determination has seen, within the room, the floor a piece 

of cloth with hooks bra? 

ANSWER - Maybe, I do not know, yes I remember the bra, but I do 

not know. 

PRESIDENT - The bra has seen it says? 

ANSWER - Yes, I saw the bra. 

PRESIDENT - Ask the Lawyer a hook, a piece, he noticed that? 

INTERVENTION - Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - There was so much stuff, President, sincerely .. 

.Perhaps, too, that there was, surely, surely there was 

indeed, but surely there. 

PRESIDENT - Excuse me, when ... just to ... When the victim's body 

was moved she was in the room? 

ANSWER - NO. 

PRESIDENT - It was not present. 

ANSWER - NO. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI - It's the next day. 

PRESIDENT - Y es, it was the next day. 

ANSWER - Is precisely the next day. 

PRESIDENT - It was 3 when he intervened. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI - But she does not remember seeing him. 

ANSWER - NO not honestly see, my activity is to go look for 

fingerprints, then go see if there is a key or 50 cents 

honestly. 
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PRESIDENT - Yes, yes we have heard. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. ROCCHI - then reentered the room after this 

analysis?Other times in this  room? 

ANSWER - We remained in the apartment up to 5 days. 

QUESTION - And just then did not come back? 

ANSWER - After not been back since. 

QUESTION - Thank you. 

PRESIDENT - Please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. Ghirga 

QUESTION - I make a call to his memory on the day of the November 

4, 2007, she was in Perugia said that he did the last 

operation on the corridor. 

ANSWER - Yes, if you want. 

QUESTION - If he wants to repeat. 

ANSWER - Yes ì s. 

QUESTION - Where did it come November 4?At 3 he started 15 of the 

chamber of the crime, can not remember the 4 I think ... 

ANSWER - On November 4, we have documented photographically 25 

fragments, highlighted the day before in the bedroom where 

the body had been found and I can tell you what, at the 

level of photographic documentation.Let me explain why that 

is. When unfortunately there is no light, we also need a 

natural light to make ... 

QUESTION - No, I understand very well, maybe I'm not helping. 

ANSWER - No, I'm sorry. 

QUESTION - I wanted to know from you that transactions made on 

day 4, the reliefs are not things, that room looked and I 

thought ... 

ANSWER - I'll I'm saying, then we have ... 

QUESTION - No, he said. 

ANSWER - We have documented 25 fragments of footprints in the  
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bedroom where the body was found. 

QUESTION: - Perfect, day 4. 

ANSWER - So we went to run the photographic documentation of the 

footprints in the room where the corpse was found, 

initially. 

QUESTION: - Perfect, if I speak of the late afternoon of November 

4 and wonder: she was in the house on Via della Pergola, 

is roughly. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Do you remember if there was the holder of the survey, 

Dr. Mignini, for example? 

ANSWER - I think so, I think so and there was maybe ... 

QUESTION - Dr. Mignini was, if there was someone in the Flying 

Squad in Perugia Section homicides, if recalled. 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - Why do we have ...You ERT were also '4 Nov. 4? 

ANSWER - In total as a group we had 4 impressions. 

QUESTION - Yes, I ask if you were also on November 4 in 4 say? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - "Yes, and if by chance he saw Amanda Knox was present 

at the apartment? 

ANSWER - I think so, I think. 

QUESTION - Do you remember if another roommate, who does not care 

what the name, however, Filomena Romanelli was present?Do 

you remember? 

ANSWER - No, maybe I look with great memories ... A performer as 

well as Amanda Knox. 

QUESTION - an interpreter, so roughly, to question, I close this 

brief explanation, how many people were in the afternoon. 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - In what ... Just you ... 

ANSWER - I do not know 6. 
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QUESTION - "6" and remember Amanda Knox? 

ANSWER - If I am correct, yes. 

PRESIDENT - There are other questions, please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA 

QUESTION - Look, returning to one of your relationships, 

particularly this technical report, fingerprint checks, 33 

pages, I do not know how it was repertata from you, in 

short, in that your report, I wanted some clarification.She 

said they had made some remarks and listed activities, ie 

photographing, then you have found fragments useful for 

comparisons, the fragments that you have found it useful 

identified and unidentified fragments useful to the 

state.You remember this? If you need to do to see the 

document. 

ANSWER - No, look I've got this, is not it .. .Again, however, is 

an activity which I reply, but this is not my business, I 

would draw attention to fingerprints, if you want me .. .I 

am convinced because, I mean, I have here before us, if we 

also want to see them together if I can help. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, but being that questions were asked. 

ANSWER - But, I repeat, are questions that should be given to 

those who are more competent than me, I'm not a 

dattiloscopista, here, this is the speech, if he wants to 

have these ... 

PRESIDENT - Yes, yes we have heard. 

ANSWER - But I just wanted to say a thing, mind you, does not 

mean photographing fragments of imprint. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Sure. 

ANSWER - Okay? 

QUESTION - Of course. ? 

ANSWER - It is important, at least let's agree on this. 

QUESTION - But in fact, for example on page 2 of this document. 
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ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - You state: "photographing 108". 

ANSWER - That's right but I am not, repeat ... 

QUESTION - Of this 108 ... how? 

ANSWER - I do not say 10. 

PRESIDENT - That is, she did this activity? 

ANSWER - I did not, in fact. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - But she still is the director of 

this office? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - Then I may well explain its jurisdiction 'in relation 

... 

ANSWER - So we do, we perform investigations ... 

QUESTION - Perhaps I missed President, excuse me but ... 

PRESIDENT - We are here to ... 

ANSWER - We perform tests using non-repeatable reactive specitici 

technicians, chemists, to highlight and detect latent 

fingerprints that are otherwise, and I will 

photographically document.This is the activity from a 

chemist I do at the Department of Scientific Police. 

QUESTION - Here are the results of its operations, is then 

transmitted to whom and how and with what skills? 

ANSWER - It is transmitted to the Office Comparison of the Second 

Division, I am the Third Division of the Department of 

Scientific Police. 

QUESTION - Also in Rome? 

ANSWER - Also in Rome. 

QUESTION - A Tuscolana? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - I understood.Since, however, has been addressed, I 

always just wanted a clarification on page 5, where they 

are listed ... 
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PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - But it's a relationship that did not 

write him anyway.That is, we insist on a report that has 

not prepared him. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - The Public Ministry has analyzed, 

so I'm in cross-examination ... 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - NO, I have not analyzed the ... 

PRESIDENT - All right, we ask the question and then we feel that 

the witness can tell. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - The question is this ... 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - NO, I have analyzed that of Doctor 

Administration, that this is much more substantial. 

PRESIDENT - Yes in fact is the most ... 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - not one that has drawn Dr. Giunta. 

DEFENCE - AW, DALLA VEDOVA - But there was a question on the 

subject of the Public Ministry on unidentified fragments 

useful. 

PRESIDENT - We hear the question, then maybe if the witness can 

not answer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - You said that there were 13, 14 is 

written in this report? 

ANSWER - Because this is prior to award. 

QUESTION - And then? 

ANSWER - This report is the previous allocation, so much so that 

the relevant 'B', I mentioned, I actually think it was the 

piece that was later attributed to Rudy Guede. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, so we bought this clarification. Well.  

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - But the footprints on the pad were 

more than one, she is sure that the fragment 'B' has been 

attributed to Guede? 

ANSWER - Look, I'm sure you know why?Why were 4 fragments, the 3 

and 1 was useful not useful, then. 

QUESTION - Yes, but that was the 'B' to help? 
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ANSWER - It was the 'B' to help, of course. there was the 'B' 

useful. 

QUESTION - So this here .. . 

ANSWER - the only useful one was the 'B' since it was first 

awarded then ascribed, is the only one, alas! 

QUESTION - Look, and then .. .On the knives, you have done 

analysis on knives to search fingerprints? 

ANSWER - We've covered everything in the determination of 

inspection that was present in the house, using the 

reagents that I was right.Then again, if we took every 

single object, if there were fingerprints fotografavamo us 

the impression that the object was present. 

QUESTION - So you have seen, in this context, given the manner of 

the murder, the knives in the house? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Did you notice any footprints? 

ANSWER - No, I do not remember that. 

QUESTION - On all the knives, the knives you remember where you 

found it, what? 

ANSWER - Look at us we've covered the entire kitchen.That is not 

that I went to watch every single knife, then, then - at 

some point - when we found the footprints we took them one 

by one, if there was no footprint fotografavamo otherwise. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, there were still calls i'Avvocato  knives 

were out on the sink, in this kitchen? 

ANSWER - Yes, yes we have them checked. 

PRESIDENT - On those leads ... 

ANSWER - Yes, yes we have checked, I repeat: we have them both 

checked and both of those we took pictures. 

PRESIDENT - In the drawer maybe there were other knives, behold, 

if you ... 

ANSWER - We, of course we tried to see everything that was 
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possible to see if there are no footprints in this report 

and tell her about knives for me ... 

PRESIDENT - You have discovered footprints.Please, go on then. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - feel, but when she says: "we have 

them inspected and nothing found" did the same activities 

it has conducted on the doors of the cabinet with the 

chemical effect of which said first or ... 

ANSWER - So in ... 

QUESTION - ... or made a different business? 

ANSWER - Yes, I'm trying to say, so the activity is different in 

that we used powders esaltatrici in the kitchenette in the 

room and the kitchen.Again, we had permission of Dr. 

Mignini, to make technical assessments using reactive on 

only three rooms are the bathroom, the room and the room 

where the victim was present in the rock.Therefore, we 

used the chemical reagents to obtain fingerprints.In other 

cases, in all .. . All the rest, in the remaining rooms of 

the house we used powders esaltatrici. 

  

PRESIDENT - Did you use please? 

ANSWER - Powder esaltatrici.That is hygroscopic powders, dusts ade 

... That gives the opportunity to show finger marks in a 

direct, very simplistically using brushes.Those ... 

analysis of those systems now established classics that 

are used in normal surveys. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Listen, always on the knife, she 

remembers when there were more than the kitchen knives in 

the other rooms in the house? 

ANSWER - No. 

QUESTION - You've never seen? 

ANSWER - No, I do not remember. 

QUESTION - You do not remember. 
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ANSWER - I do not remember. 

QUESTION - If I say that there were knives in Knox's room in a 

suitcase, she does not remember? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - Look instead for what concerns the work done in Rome, 

in part because I've also attended, so I got to see your 

professionalism, your skills and your laboratories, only 

if you can remember the exact protocols and procedures for 

storage and transmission of various findings, by those who 

take them to the office of its jurisdiction, or otherwise 

Tuscolana, in various departments, because ... 

ANSWER - The findings we have captured us and we photographed them 

too.We've even photographed front and back, I seem to have 

made them see, if you want to see you even now. 

QUESTION - Here, the transmission of the finds from Perugia to 

Rome ... 

ANSWER - We acquire these findings by placing them in bags of 

security, which we carry with us.We have a certain  

supplied by latex gloves, disposable coveralls, tweezers, 

brushes, dust esaltatrici of various colors, in short, we 

have a set in a briefcase, just to be clear, we call the 

case of inspections a little 'different from, say , which 

is generally used in the normal visits because it is 

targeted to also use, for example, fluorescent powders, 

just to be clear.And, among other things, we also have a 

range of safety equipment bags, where we write what we put 

in and what comes out of security envelopes all the 

findings that we believe ... 

QUESTION - These envelopes ... 

ANSWER - ... suitable for laboratory investigations. 

QUESTION - These envelopes are then sent as? 

ANSWER - We've brought us. 
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QUESTION - Yes, but how?Inside the boxes? A box? A suitcase? 

ANSWER - Inside ... The security envelopes are sealed inside the 

scatoli inside. of the briefcases inspections and then we 

bring them directly in the laboratory. 

QUESTION - "In the lab" when they arrive in the lab come with 

these boxes? 

ANSWER - They come with these boxes. 

QUESTION - Can you explain how is the box?It is a box or 

briefcase? 

ANSWER - That depends, depends on the size, the volumes that we 

have. 

QUESTION - President confirms wondering why ... 

ANSWER - Please? 

QUESTION - I have been there, so actually I'm doing a question 

that I know the answer, but I wanted it to be brought to 

the attention of the Court, this information is relevant 

in part on  discourse. 

PRESIDENT - I pray.So, then in such containers have been put these 

envelopes. 

ANSWER - If containers are containers of small volume, small 

weight, small size put them inside the case and if they 

are objects of higher dimensions we put them in a 

cardboard box, some thing for them then lead, in short, 

that's all. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - But she remembers having received 

the boxes of at least 1 feet / 1 meter cardboard boxes 

with a set of objects inside, to be examined?Finds that 

they were all placed in cardboard boxes? 

ANSWER - But were our, sorry Lawyer? Our fingerprint? 

QUESTION - They were in boxes that were on your office Tuscolana, 

remember him? 

ANSWER - I mean those of which ... 
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PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - These are all on Tuscolana. 

ANSWER - ... We're talking about now? 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - yes. 

ANSWER - Those who are here? 

QUESTION - I do not know if they were, was a series of .. .He 

recalls, for example, the examination of the guitar or 

gray sweatshirt, the stripes? 

ANSWER - No. 

QUESTION - You do not remember.Do you remember how these two 

elements were preserved, these two findings? 

ANSWER - I'm sorry, I do not treat clothing to show finger marks 

so I do not know. 

PRESIDENT - objects that are not within its assessment 

activities. 

ANSWER - I do not remember this. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Yes, but you are responsible for 

compliance with the protocols and procedures for the 

conservation of the features repertazione? 

ANSWER - That depends on what elements and keeps them, though she 

speaks of the elements of artifacts and objects that I 

need for my business I can say I have a room we use as a 

warehouse for the findings before treatments, a room we 

use as a warehouse after the treatments, just to diversify 

the activities of analysis. 

PRESIDENT - Okay, if there are other questions on another topic. 

DEFENCE - AVV. BY WIDOW - For example, in reference to the 

artifact 103, which is a glass found on the washbasin in 

the kitchen, where there is an imprint of Knox. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Do you remember this finding? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Do you remember how it was analyzed ... 
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PRESIDENT - Treaty? 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA -. .. That day, at the ITS office?The 

mode? 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - It has not examined him, said until now 

that he is not analyzes. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, sorry.This glass if she remembers him? 

ANSWER - Yes I remember it. 

PRESIDENT - You work it has done the same? 

ANSWER - The search for fingerprints. 

PRESIDENT - He then fingerprinted and then the finding has 

wrapped, as he said, and forwarded it? 

ANSWER - But it seems strange that I had packed, I ... 

PRESIDENT - And what did he do?Say it. 

ANSWER - No, because it is a finding that no envelopes, I mean. 

PRESIDENT - And then what did? 

ANSWER - If anything we put in a box, in a rigid container to 

avoid ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, this glass of that activity? 

ANSWER - So we on this glass, if I remember correctly, we have 

highlighted the footprints, right?Correct if I'm wrong, 

because ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Yes, I was there. 

ANSWER - This is, in fact. 

QUESTION - But the question I do it to him. She confirms that the 

glass we have examined that same day, was contained in 

that thing in an envelope or box?If you remember. 

ANSWER - I remember a box, maybe I'm wrong, I do not know. 

QUESTION - Do you remember that day when other findings were 

examined in the same room? 

ANSWER - I do not remember, look. 

QUESTION - You do not remember. 

ANSWER - If it helps me maybe ... 
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PRESIDENT - Okay. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - You mean that in the same room, 

same day can be examined more specimens? INTERVENTION - 

Outside microphone. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - NO. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - But President ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, sorry ... Interventions overlap between 

the parties. 

PRESIDENT - Excuse me, please, if maybe we can clarify the 

question.When she says: "in the same room," ie in the 

laboratory or ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Watch President, maybe I'm missing  

a passage. When the findings were sent to Rome, were 

initially viewed and, therefore, there was an opening ... 

ANSWER - Excuse me, can I ask you ... Lawyer 

QUESTION - I pray. 

ANSWER - But what remains is talking about the pillow? 

QUESTION - I am speaking for example of glass. 

ANSWER - The glass is fine, so right now I sowiene, still okay. 

QUESTION - He arrived in Rome into a container. 

ANSWER - That's right. 

QUESTION - I first lab ... 

ANSWER - I'm sorry it was a hard case?It was a little box? 

QUESTION - You do not remember? 

ANSWER - I watch for me is a little box, because we do not bring 

in'altra manner. 

QUESTION - President I want to point out the procedure, so I'm 

trying to explain. 

PRESIDENT - I pray. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - You first examination in the lab, 

do a visual inspection and photography? 

ANSWER - Yes it's true. 
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QUESTION - The visual examination and photography is where?In 

which room? 

ANSWER - In the room to the right when you enter in my lab, where 

you run the photographic documentation. 

QUESTION - And this room is different from the laboratory? 

ANSWER - Yes, it is different from the laboratory. 

QUESTION - Here.The question, then returning to the first, in the 

same room when you viewed and photographed elements may 

simultaneously on the table, because I remember there was 

a table, there were more factors to consider? 

ANSWER - I'm sorry, closed and sealed, or put items in bulk?I 

have not figured this out. 

QUESTION - Both possibilities. 

ANSWER - so I closed and sealed, placed in bulk, no, I do not 

think. 

QUESTION - Do not believe or ... 

ANSWER - No, I say no. 

QUESTION - All right.Listen, then later visual examination and 

photography, then following your assessments are then 

carried out surveys in the laboratory? 

ANSWER - The laboratory findings that are, in fact, technical 

assessments with specific reagents. 

QUESTION - For instance, always returning to the example of the 

glass, since ...She remembers what it was then found on the 

glass?And if it was felt necessary to do the examination in 

the laboratory? 

ANSWER - Look, we first do any activity, repeat it before the 

technical investigation, forensic use of lights needed to 

ascertain if there are traces in clear.Thus, traces, we're 

talking about fingerprints papillary.If the outcome is 

positive the photograph, if the outcome is negative and 

chemically treat directly.This is what ... 
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QUESTION - The treated? 

ANSWER - Chemically, using specific reagents. 

QUESTION - And what exactly does that mean? 

ANSWER - It means I take the object, place it, give it to a 

person, an expert, a technician who takes it, puts him in 

a room baric or another system to search for the 

footprints and fingerprints are processed to highlight, If 

you are photographically documenting the footprints. 

QUESTION - I understood.Baric chamber she means the lab? 

ANSWER - No, I mean a tool that baric chamber  nebulization in 

high vacuum condition, or a vacuum in general, my foreign, 

there is an acrylic, and once done, the assessment gives 

me the opportunity to highlight and document, after 

highlighting fingerprints. 

QUESTION - Look one last clarification and I have done, because 

it's always been dealt with by the Public Ministry, I 

realize that this is not a document of her ... But the 

prosecutor had asked a question, these unidentified 

fragments, and I mean people would not ... 

ANSWER - Unidentified not attributes. 

QUESTION - Lei.. . 

ANSWER - The problem is that. 

QUESTION - The technical term is not identified but I mean ... 

ANSWER - No significant technical unallocated, Lawyer, excuse me. 

QUESTION - Do not attributed. 

ANSWER - Because they are relevant and not identified is not 

allocated. 

QUESTION - So just for clarification, when she says: 

"unallocated" not allocated to the people who have been 

identified? 

ANSWER - Well, of course. 

QUESTION - And so in this case, I think you have done 
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investigations Kercher, Sollecito and Knox, Mezzetti, 

Romanelli, Silence, (inc.)Lumumba and Guede? 

ANSWER - Mh, mh. 

QUESTION - So when I read: "unallocated" is not attributed to any 

of these people? 

ANSWER - Not only that, very often dattiloscopisti send these, 

these reliefs as you call them, these footprints Afis 

systems and, therefore, could then be attributed to 

others, I mean. 

QUESTION - "Others". 

ANSWER - But in this case, I think ... 

QUESTION - In particular, she recalls how many of these 

fragments, of 14, were not allocated in the room of the 

victim? 

ANSWER - You said 14, 13, is not attributed, is what I seemed to 

understand, because one then has been attributed to Guede, 

right? 

PRESIDENT - Yes So these 13 ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Okay. 

ANSWER - Yes, tell me. 

QUESTION - Do you remember how many of these were related to the 

victim's room? 

ANSWER - I Look at them one by one, if you want the ... 

QUESTION - I ask him a check: the relief 14, which is a palm and 

desk top.I assume, the victim's room? 

ANSWER - You look at me the relief 14 is to the desktop, yes, yes 

highlighted, right, well so what? 

QUESTION - Then, when he says: "scrivaniau floor desk in the room 

of the victim? 

ANSWER - No, I do not think so.No of room Mezzetti. 

QUESTION - Where is?Excuse me, because .. . I do this precisely the 

question because one of the desk top is not identified.As I 
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understand it is not specified. 

ANSWER - Here, on November 2 we found two fragments marked with 

number 14 and 15 on the desk against the wall right of the 

room. We are talking of 2 November and we are talking 

about the room Mezzetti. 

QUESTION - I understood perfectly well, thank you, because it was 

a clarification.No further questions for now, thanks. 

  

PRESIDENT - If there are further questions? 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - No president of any other question, a 

question that is not even a question that is Francaviglia 

that followed has made, has worked with her, in essence, 

identical transactions in the same, right? 

ANSWER - Yes 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - You were together, right? 

ANSWER - Yes 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - then we do come just to give meaning to 

his day.But anyway thank you doctor. 

  

COURT

PRESIDENT - Excuse Maybe it is told, but just to point out: in 

this room, I seem to recall that she said were found 108 

footprints? 

ANSWER - No, 108 surveys. 

PRESIDENT - 56 and 52 useful not useful? 

ANSWER - Well, when you talk about surveys, President, 

photographing, means that in one survey may be there at 2 

or 3 pieces of fingerprints. So not only 1. 

PRESIDENT - ECCO, in ... 

ANSWER - I mean if I do so, but I run footprints photographer 3 1 

acquisition. 

PRESIDENT - Well, then he also gave a quantitative indication of 
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these findings in the attribution of known persons. 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - Perhaps if I may point out, 17 I think I have noticed 

in Meredith. 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - And then on ... 

ANSWER - So 17 fragments, but then again, President, is an 

activity which I did, I mean ... 

PRESIDENT - ECCO, sorry. 

ANSWER - I repeat it to him. 

PRESIDENT - Just to point out. 

ANSWER - 17 fragments attributed to Meredith Kercher, Raffaele 

Sollecito attributed to 5 fragments, 1 fragment attributed 

to Amanda Knox, 15 fragments attributed to Laura Mezzetti, 

5 fragments Filomena Romanelli, 4 fragments Silence James. 

PRESIDENT - Well, then I think he also said that there were 2 

fragments on the pillow ... 

ANSWER - Well on the pillow ... 

PRESIDENT - ... shoe? 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - Well, a larger and a smaller one. 

ANSWER - I remember well. But I also documented in the report. 

PRESIDENT - Yes, but the shoes were different, in fact. a larger 

and a smaller right? 

ANSWER - That I remember, yes, but then again it is an activity 

that anyway ... 

PRESIDENT - What you did not though. 

ANSWER - I do not. 

PRESIDENT - Well. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - Dr. Giunta, sorry, but Francaviglia 

instead acted in the survey of 18, you know? 

ANSWER - Who?Yes, yes Francaviglia. 
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PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - I CAN .. even if President . 

PRESIDENT - Yes. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - And what, what kind of activities 

carried out, others have done .. . did other fingerprint? 

ANSWER - As for the fingerprints or  highlighting fingerprints I 

do not think so, but I think they both went, even to see, 

whether there were any activities to do, in fact it was 

longer control what was done in its time, but I repeat. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - Thanks. 

  

PRESIDENT - There are no other questions, just a curiosity, since 

she is also an expert and may also give an assessment on 

this activity, why has this expertise.The circumstance in 

which a house, still lived in an apartment of Amanda Knox 

and attributable to the same fragments are very few, only 

1, behold, it is possible to give some explanation?Some 

interpretation? 

ANSWER - Look, see President, when we go to perform these 

investigations, cerchiarno, I mean we found over 110/112 

marks. Note that is a remarkable amount, this amount, 

among other things, is an amount much greater if you think 

so many impressions, were not documented as having viewed 

the dattiioscopista did not think either should fit the 

picture, however, because both were ... 

PRESIDENT - It was a matter to be included in this situation. 

ANSWER - So to clarify, there also exist many other prints but 

maybe they are so ill-formed, so strusciate, or even 

partial overlapping so that we can not even ... Here, 

finding a mark does not mean there's only one impression, 

maybe there will be other 5 or 6, other 10 but still we 

have not considered.That was nevertheless given therefore 

among the many that was one of those that has been used 
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and  given because it was useful. 

PRESIDENT - In this activity enhancement of fingerprints is also 

possible to identify an activity of deletion of 

fingerprints? 

ANSWER - When we see the footprints, for example, has a 

deposition of an object, but then I do in this manner, 

that I move my finger already exerting this action I miss 

my mark, in part or completely, so if the ' imprint is 

present and it is very clear then we collect, and then 

maybe we also helpful and then attaches, or is actually a 

mark that has not much meaning. 

PRESIDENT - Okay.There are other questions, is dismissed.We give 

the last heads.  

  

INTERVENTION - President of the Court has any relation? 

PRESIDENT - Yes, this has the report. 

ANSWER - If I want to leave here. 

PRESIDENT - But, still, we have at least the relationship with 

all the pictures, the more body.  

INTERVENTION - off microphone. 

PRESIDENT - With attachments fingerprint is.Please can go. 

  

DESPOSITION OF THE WITNESS - FRANCAVIGLA ANTONIO - 

  

THE WITNESS, a warning under ART. 497 CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 

THE LAW OF RITUAL FORMULA.  

GENERAL ': Antonino Francaviglia, Technical expert in service at 

the Service of Scientific Police in Rome, papillary Latent 

Fingerprint Section Highlighting.Born in Palermo on July 28 

'64. 

  

PRESIDENT - I pray, the Public Ministry. 
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PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI

QUESTION - So considering that Dr. Giunta has already described 

the operations that you did, but if she summarizes them 

there and especially if we could, quickly, and describe 

how such footprints were found in various rooms, with 

particular emphasis, with particular reference obviously, 

the scene of the crime, the hall, the room of Romanelli. 

ANSWER - So ... 

QUESTION - And the bathrooms. 

ANSWER - Yes, 2 to 5 November, I am, I went several times into 

the apartment on Via della Pergola number ... 

QUESTION - You come along with Dr Giunta? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Well, times, days are identical. 

ANSWER - They correspond, in conjunction with the Board and Dr. 

Pearl and to the Assistant to the Assistant Manors of 

Scientific Police Service, who oversaw the home Manieri 

the photo, and Pearl was an aid and supervised the 

fingerprint part, that we ... Examined the fragments of 

papillary footprint and practically gave us judgment if 

they were deserving or not, and photographic 

documentation, so that, in fact, the amount of work to do, 

then at the service.So, we went several times in the 

apartment and we made the findings required in the manner 

described by Dr. Giunta and documented in the technical 

report, with the instruments.So, we have, especially 

since, after repertazione biological, curated by Dr. 

Stefanoni, we entered the room of the victim, and we, in 

the case of the victim's room, the room in the bathroom 

and the fact that treatment of esters with cyano- 

acrylics, which are details of the findings, they highlight 
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a significant number of impressions, while the remaining 

part of the apartment the investigations were performed 

with sprinklers, silver with black powder. 

QUESTION - sprinkling of dust? 

ANSWER - Silver black, silver sprinkling of black powder is a 

type of magnetic powder that is used with a magnetic brush 

that allows us to use larger quantities of dust and to 

protect our health, because less dust (inc.). Scan, we 

hope so, at least, to be able to continue working for 

several years.And then, once we have requirements, indeed, 

healthiness.The investigations lasted this many days 

because there were demands, in fact, job security, than 

just to protect our thing, and there was a need, however, 

occasionally stopping to be able to view, according to 

lighting conditions, the footprints.So even in the 

numbering of fingerprints sometimes there is a continuity 

because according to the lighting of the day, maybe, 

sometimes because of fatigue, for conditions of light 

could not just physically but also to see that we have 

portable systems allow to fully illuminate the scene of 

the crime, sometimes we really have difficulty, and then 

maybe some time we had a need to return, at some point so 

maybe something that seemed at first was worth, to 

document the 'then we have documented.So, we have 

highlighted a series of footprints. We have documented 

photographically and prints are enclosed in the report of 

which is ... With regard to total in the apartment were 

highlighted a series of impressions and has been, in the 

relationship we had, practically, of the footprints in the 

room, we have shown that of Mezzetti 22 fingerprints.The 

chamber Mezzetti was the one who was behind the living 

room, I mean, what was with the drawer open, where we 
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acted immediately on the first day, because there were no 

special needs, pending the intervention of my colleague, 

we started with the black silver powder was told that 

because there was virtually set aside our attention, in 

particular, in the victim's room, the room where the stone 

was in the bathroom and the front room of the victim.Then 

we have, practically, highlighted other (inc.) in the 

bathroom where fingerprints were found in the faeces and, 

later, we found 46 and then 46 ...We recorded 46 tracks on 

day 3 in the room of the victim and then later, on day 4, 

still in the victim's room, we found 25 other marks, 

why?Because we had the need, after the first day, because 

we saw that the room we reserved the victim's special 

attention, we also had the need to disassemble the cabinet 

doors, because we saw that there were fingerprints on the 

inside, which was difficult to document photographically, 

so we removed from home and we spoke.The investigation 

took place in several stages. Us every time, virtually, 

acquire, and then if the result is the case virtually 

removing an object, we provide dissect it, because there 

are always those needs first to acquire the result, once 

we are sure we keep what we got.In that case, practically, 

we have dismantled ... 

PRESIDENT - The more loudly. 

ANSWER - And so we, we continued.We then We then went into 

Amanda's room, where we showed 9 fragments of papillary 

impressions and then we went into the kitchen and finally 

we have, in the end ... Then later after the repertoire ... 

printed material that he was worthy to wear in the 

laboratory was found in it and was later brought to the 

laboratory where we made a treatment of these findings 

with laboratory techniques.And even there we have 
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highlighted the footprints so overall between the 

apartment, the paper finds that mobile phones and we were 

repertati highlighted a total of 122 fragments of 

papillary impressions. 

QUESTION - What phones? 

ANSWER - There had been delivered later in the laboratory two 

mobile phones in particular a mobile phone brand Sony 

Ericsson and Motorola that were so, repertati in the 

garden of a neighbor, and say these guys after the 

findings from other laboratories were delivered to us 

where there's been asked to do more specific laboratory 

investigations, in order to highlight fingerprints useful 

for the investigation and, of these guys, we showed 3 

fragments of papillary impressions, on the phones. 

QUESTION - "3 pieces", 3 fragments of both? 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - That is a total say. 

ANSWER - A total of 3 fragments.And no, 3 fragments were detected 

on the papillary impressions branded Motorola phone, 1 

marked with the number 120 on the front, upper left, 1 

marked with the number 121 on the rear cover of the 

battery cover and 1, with number 122, inside the cell, in 

fact, for as I said before then, once we treat the outside 

of an object we also go to work inside, had 3 small 

pieces, say, normally, not normally .. Maybe they were not 

even worthy of photographic documentation, however, in 

order to provide any relevant information for the purposes 

of a trial justice also working on these minutiae just to 

try to have more and more items.Now, these fragments, then 

they were with the report, the report transmitted by 

beginning immediately, photographs brevimano hand hand 

evidenziavamo fingerprints dattiloscopisti we spent our 
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colleagues, who have the opportunity to examine more 

closely, these fragments and fully to incorporate them 

into our system that allows Afis, practically, to do a 

search for the station and, of course, eventually traced 

to people who have been reported for previous offenses.They 

have done precisely the match, made the identification of 

these fragments, are precisely determined which of these 

are useful for comparing fingerprinting and some people 

have attributed to these fragments. 

REQUEST - Grant did not you? 

ANSWER - Grant that I did on which absolutely do not like ... 

QUESTION - All right.Look, aside from the paperwork that she said 

to have found in it, say, and taken to the laboratory for 

necessary investigations. 

ANSWER - Yes. 

QUESTION - We have examined other objects removed?That is so small 

objects, on which were enhanced fingerprint? 

ANSWER - So there, inside the apartment in these cases, when we 

treat the dust, we treat all objects with dust and with 

cyano-acrylic esters, we treat all objects within  the 

apartment because the apartment is being considered, then 

all objects contained within.The moment we go to deal with 

cyanoacrylate, because it is done?This technique is 

preferred because it allows us to acquire as much data as 

possible.Then, once we intervene, this side being a 

technique is more selective, allows to highlight a greater 

number of fingerprints. 

QUESTION - I HAVE understood. 

ANSWER - What happens with the cyanoacrylate in contrast with the 

dust?That pretty much mistake that happens sometimes, the 

footprint is a soft surface, so when ... the first 

approach, the first approach by the operator with a brush 
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and dust is essential because it allows you to consolidate 

these ridges, and then hardens into practice in a first 

approach, we risk losing many details, many minutiae 

that's important, then privileged because it is the 

technique of cyanoacrylate?Because there allow to harden 

these ridges.So, in this case, even if the operator commits 

an unintentional error on display, that maybe he 

accidentally falls more dust on the fragment is an error 

that is almost canceled because then maybe in the next 

step is to remove the brush that excess dust, is to define 

good design.The design of the footprint, ie throughout. .. 

Ie, is a series of curves, interruptions of lines, of the 

minutiae that identify the particular person, then, it is 

important practically the first approach. So, why was the 

investigation only of the privileged few rooms so we had 

to get the most results.Then later we have, we intervened, 

we continued with the dust because it was more important to 

acquire as much data as possible, precisely, to provide 

greater support investigative activities.This one is done 

and ... 

QUESTION - I said, remember if you were shown useful fingerprints 

on items other than cards? 

ANSWER - Yeah, have been highlighted, in fact, of impressions ... 

that list ... list of objects that are highlighted the 

footprints there are only so to speak immovable objects 

such as cabinets, furniture, things but there are also 

items that were placed there, perhaps, for example, we 

have highlighted the footprints, going in part of Annex 

photography so I'm going to see even better.We have shown, 

then the pillow we have highlighted the famous footprints 

4, marked with the letter A ',' B ',' C 'and' 'D' whose 

mark 'B' was then attributed to Guede, who is Another 
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object of criminal proceedings.Then there are virtually, so 

... 

QUESTION - In the kitchen? 

ANSWER - In the kitchen, here we go, in particular, in the 

kitchen was one of the last rooms. Then, we have 

highlighted in the kitchen, then an impression with the 

number 99, who is on TV, on the left of the post pretty 

much the TV screen.Then there is an imprint marked with the 

number 94, which is on the switch of the light, near the 

entrance door of the apartment, then the stamp 95 and 96, 

which was practically on a container for DVDs which was on 

the shelf; then there is an impression, almost 3 fragments 

of imprint marked with the numbers 102, 103 and 104 on a 

glass found on the kitchen sink, just because I said 

before, this one here, the finding is not only about the 

objects, say is of all objects. All the objects have been 

subjected to treatments without exclusion, in order to 

acquire the largest number of data. 

QUESTION - But my question was intended to say this later, so 

immovable objects not removable, so the furniture in the 

proper sense, even in the legal sense. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - Well, not even in the legal sense, say small objects. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - As the glass, as said before - I do not remember - the 

pillow, etc., of these objects and the exaltation of the 

footprints you have made with that technique you described 

... 

ANSWER - Yes, in this case we have treated ... 

QUESTION - ... where things were. 

ANSWER - Yes, yes we got on the subject. 

QUESTION - Then, once verified, through that process, that there 
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were footprints that could be useful. 

ANSWER - Yes 

REQUEST - Take the case of the glass, the Federal or any other 

object, the repertati you and you have brought to the lab 

or you left there? 

ANSWER - Well, the pillow has been ... 

QUESTION - Photographed here, left ... 

ANSWER - The cushion was repertata and flow in the laboratory 

because the tramatu ... we tried to record it there and 

then the pillowcase, but we saw that there were 

difficulties of documentation, there were lighting 

problems and, therefore, the risu ... 

QUESTION - The documentation that is? 

ANSWER - The photographic documentation, we stood on one side and 

right there in the room,  we tried to photograph these 

prints that were on the pillow.We, the operator has shown 

that, in those lighting conditions, had difficulty getting 

a clear image, and then told us, says: "I have to bring in 

the lab and I have pictures below (reprovit)" then in that 

case we reperted. 

QUESTION - I understood. 

ANSWER - As for the glass, the operator has properly documented 

the mark, there was no difficulty, the three tracks, there 

was no need for repertare the object, we interested in the 

track, the track was clear could work, simply, the object 

was placed where it was, because there was that need.Also 

because there's a problem of management of the exhibit. 

QUESTION - Of course. 

ANSWER - I owe it to acquire the find, and then I return, pretty 

much the find, in that case, it was there inside the 

apartment.I did not need anything but ... I used the 

'fingerprint is not the finding. 
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QUESTION - All right.She has also participated in the survey of 

18? 

ANSWER - Yes, I for an inspection of 18, but since I knew that 

... 

QUESTION - Of December 18. 

ANSWER - The December 18, I came in, in fact, twice in that 

apartment, that is, 2-5 several times, and then the 18.On 

18 I knew that there ... I have been involved in this next 

site visit and are only entered the apartment, there is a 

report which was made in which, I have signed, in which he 

reported my entrance, and was limited to only a visual 

inspection if anything as there was an opportunity 

returning said: "If you ever do come there is something 

more to do."I came, I viewed the crime scene there was 

nothing else to do and I did.Leave it. Upon this occasion, 

but I did not even need my input on 18, because there was 

this thing I got, again, with all due caution, always 

wearing overalls, gloves and, in fact, to try to at least 

not to take anything or take anything from inside and 

outside, in times of tracks, we're talking about, because 

each input is normal that the operator has a (inc.), there 

are movements and then somehow can, This is part human. 

QUESTION - inadvertently of course, was present when it was found 

in it the piece of fabric with bra hooks, or had already 

left? 

ANSWER - No, no, because at that .. . I did not go into the room 

of the victim, because there, in fact, had been made only 

am I back there in the room of stone, well, just wanted to 

check some things just a moment, there in that room did 

not get into because when I was there, it was pretty 

crowded by other operators who were doing an examination, 

in fact, had returned, repositioned the closet doors, in 
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their original location and were making an examination, in 

fact, these spots, so there was a need of mine.There had 

been acquired with all relevant information, because I had 

worked on plenty of both me and the other players and then 

there was the technical requirement.It had already been ... 

That is, I repeat, was not needed was an opportunity to 

return and that's fine, because, as we had, lasted several 

days precisely because we wanted to make sure you get at 

most, all that was possible. 

QUESTION - Look, on the sill of the window, back to the previous 

survey. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - On the windowsill of Romanelli. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - And on the envelope containing the stone. 

ANSWER - Yes 

QUESTION - were highlighted fingerprint? 

ANSWER - So the envelope containing the stone was repertata and 

flow in the laboratory, and I do not remember now, I see a 

heartbeat if I showed fingerprints.There, on the 

windowsill, I'm going to see, a moment, on the report. 

  

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, the relationship is of course entitled to 

see what it is, that filed June 9, 2008? 

ANSWER - That dated, because I do not know when ... It has been 

PRESIDENT - Yes. 

ANSWER - I Dated January 31, 2008. 

PRESIDENT - The time where it is? 

ANSWER - The date is on page 12. It is signed by me and Dr. 

Giunta Agatino. 

PRESIDENT - To ensure that ... January 31, 2008, page 12 yes, 

we've already acts, then, please. 
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ANSWER - Then we go into this room, we see a little 'way ... 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - Actually I have not checked if it was 

... 

ANSWER - How? 

QUESTION - It is a question we say in the dark, in the sense that 

I did not check first if you have found, that does not 

know the answer, in short. 

ANSWER - Yes, okay.Okay. Then there we showed practically the 

footprint 971, 98) on the outer side of the door of the 

room; 99) on the inner side of the door of the chamber; 

100) the imprint marked with the number 100) highlighted 

on the outside of the door to the window.Then there was an 

impression with the number 101) on a mobile, on the wing 

upper left of the cabinet, which was near the window, so 

they were one, two, three, four, five surveys.For when we 

are sometimes more important impressions, always precisely 

in the case of 98) we have 3 pads. 

PRESIDENT - But Excuse the PM had asked ... INTERVENTION - 

Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - not on the window ledge. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - On the ledge not. 

ANSWER - No, but it is an area with marble sill. 

PRESIDENT - But on the envelope, the envelope near the rock and 

the rock ... 

ANSWER - Yes, the envelope was repertoire ... 

PROSECUTOR - d'r. Ssa COMODI - The stone sill, as I think it 

fails to catch on the mark. 

ANSWER - Yes, no, but that is a marble is an area ... 

PRESIDENT - So it is not possible. 

ANSWER - NO. 

PRESIDENT - AND on the envelope asking? 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - The envelope containing the stone, said 
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he repertata though. 

ANSWER - Sislei The envelope, containing the stone, should be 

Sislei the envelope, containing ... Let 's see, what I have 

to check on whether the envelope was Sislei, these things 

are here then ... So let's see '. 

QUESTION - The plastic bag was then or was ... 

ANSWER - Yes, it was an envelope containing Sislei the rock, on 

this envelope was brought to the laboratory and as I know, 

let's see ', then on these items here ... So on paper 

objects to the laboratory have revealed fingerprints on a 

notebook, ring striped with blue cover called College.we 

have highlighted the footprints ranging from number 105 to 

number 116.Then we showed a mark to number 118 on another 

pad.An impression of a 119 ... a registration request to the 

town of Perugia.Leave it. So the envelope has not been 

highlighted footprints.INTERVENTION - Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - So when an impression, when one says ... INTERVENTION - 

Outside microphone. 

ANSWER - Yes, when we say no .. .We can not say that there is an 

impression, an object that is touched usually say ... We 

can not say that was touched.We can say that have not been 

highlighted traces useful for making an inquiry 

fingerprint, that an object is normal, maybe an object to 

be present impronti on an object, the object, the finger 

must have a certain percentage of moisture precisely 

because the sweat the finger must move the object.In 

practice the finger acts as a stamp. Think of a stamp 

though ... a stamp which practically does not wet the pad, 

if the stamp touches, is placed on the card never leaves 

the drawing, and then what we do physically, the first 

step, are stamped on a pad and then timbriamo the 

object.The same thing happens with the footprints.The 
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finger should be wet.So many times when we touch a object 

what happens?That the finger, maybe, we covered three items 

in sequence, we highlight the first impression but the 

third does not, because the time frame not allowed to 

taste, in fact, to secrete the amount of sweat from 

leaving the object. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - For me no more questions President.  

  

INTERVENTION - There are questions 

 PRESIDENT - There are no questions.Please, go on then. The 

witness is common to Amanda Knox defense, as I recall, 

there are questions.Yes, please Lawyer. 

  

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA

QUESTION - Listen, you said to have made an exaltation of the 

footprints. 

ANSWER - I do not understand, can store it better to ask, I did 

not understand. 

QUESTION - You made the activity and excitement of the latent 

prints were taken, his attention to some objects.I wanted to 

know ... 

ANSWER - Not some items, I came inside the apartment and I have 

done that activity that was required, so there is that 

some objects, all objects within dell'appartarnento were 

examined. 

QUESTION - Then I ask: have you looked at the knives that were in 

the house on Via Pergola? 

ANSWER - The knives that were ... 

QUESTION - The knives that were in the house on Via Pergola she 

examined them for the purposes of assessing whether there 

were latent prints? 

ANSWER - The knives were there, inside the kitchen, were kept 
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inside the drawers and were examined.Were examined with the 

powders but the knives, however, had a surface that ... say 

no ... were ... was made with a sprinkling of dust there 

were footprints, enough. 

QUESTION - Do you remember how many knives you examined? 

ANSWER - Why do I need to count them?For me it is an object, 

because to me an object is, say, worthy of my attention at 

the time when there is a trace, if they were ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, but I ask: why a knife is usually used, at 

least in the handle. 

ANSWER - Excuse me ... is 

PRESIDENT - There were no fingerprints?That is a knife ... That is 

... 

ANSWER - Then go back, I'm going to document a track that is 

useful to me for something, if there is ... if there is a 

pattern that is partial, that is undefined, it is 

meaningless to me is not, say, worthy of attention.It is 

worthy of attention at the time of this object, if there 

are these items that I deal up here, if I document an 

imprint on this subject, this one is worthy of my 

attention, so I photographer, I describe it. why?Why is it 

important then later maybe try to know as much data as 

possible on this imprint. But if there is one, some 

papillary crest line for me is not worthy of attention. 

PRESIDENT - "If there" excuse me, some? 

ANSWER - Some line, a boundary mark, some line, a mark that still 

does not touch me for the survey is useful fingerprint do 

not need. 

PRESIDENT - So on these knife handles what he found? 

ANSWER - (inc.) traces were worthy of my attention and I moved 

on.It's normal. 

PRESIDENT - I mean there were traces worthy in what sense? That? 
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ANSWER - That there was no photographic evidence of activities to 

be performed.That's it. 

PRESIDENT - As there were no traces, in short? 

ANSWER - Because there were no traces, and these traces were so 

small, so small that no ... 

PRESIDENT - And how can you explain this, it is a knife that is 

.. . because it is washed and then carries away the water 

... Because obviously a knife in the least  handle is used, 

here is a person who was killed with stab marks, then the 

knives could somehow detect them. 

ANSWER - So there, now and then washes, I hope so, she sometimes 

almost washed the knives when they use them, fine. 

PRESIDENT - And wash the knives things go away? 

ANSWER - So what happens after she has washed them many times, 

because maybe it does, to make the first instead of 

putting them in school, maybe take a cloth and wipes it 

directly, instead of leaving them on the kitchen puts them 

directly in the drawer. Then if that knife was, yes, she 

has handled, however, takes the cloth, the dry and puts it 

there in the drawer. 

PRESIDENT - Well, the mark will go away and why it is necessary 

that in addition to e'ssere steps we washed the cloth, or 

even just water to carry off the mark? 

ANSWER - So why the imprint remains? 

PRESIDENT - Yes. 

ANSWER - Why the imprint remains on the object must first bring 

the imprint, the imprint on the object to bring the finger 

must be wet and then, then, in this case the imprint will 

end up on the surface of the object.Okay. If your finger is 

wet, if the finger is dry, the stamp is not going to end, 

but there she touched the mark because the mark - I repeat 

- the footprint is what remains, is virtually trace of 
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sweat that is shaped by the papillary ridge.So if there is 

exudate on this finger, because it is dry, because maybe 

... So in this case there is not, or perhaps there might be 

a problem of washing, or a problem that in this case, even 

when the object that is handled, in this case, there is a 

twist then in this case, highlight a spot, if I have a 

stain that has the center of the figure confusing, 

undefined in this case I did not document the stain, 

because it is a waste of time for me as an operator.I have 

documented the stain and then have a judgment by the 

dattiloscopista that I gave it a good track for his 

work.So, we do three jobs. 

PRESIDENT - I understand. 

ANSWER - First description ... 

PRESIDENT - All right, please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Listen, always on the objects that 

you have examined, I guess, I ask: have you checked the 

books that were in the room of Amanda? 

ANSWER - Yes 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry lawyer who is the question? 

ANSWER - We checked out the books. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - If you have checked the books that 

were in the room of Amanda? 

ANSWER - Yes, we checked the books, we have also repertati some 

books.Included on the list, which I think she has a copy. 

QUESTION - And then there are the objects of these latent prints? 

ANSWER - So these items were treated in the laboratory and, 

again, of these objects have not been highlighted ... 

PRESIDENT - The more loudly. 

ANSWER - These items were taken to the laboratory, okay, fine.We 

have them subjected to an investigation, the techniques 

that we use normally in the laboratory and have not been 
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highlighted tracks to be documented 

photographically.Perhaps these findings we are now 

considering maybe, she can see that there are partial 

prints.But in this case if the design is  undefined, if you 

do not need further investigation we stop them. 

QUESTION - I understood. 

ANSWER - If I touched a mark of a hand, a fragment of baby 

footprint that is devoid of the central figure, her ... And 

remember that it takes to identify 16/17 feature points. 

QUESTION - Of course. 

ANSWER - Well, if I did not, and with my experience I see that I 

have a fragment that still has these 16/17 feature points 

I stop, because it does not aggravate my work, to document 

everything, I do not go .. . It should be documented what 

it takes. 

QUESTION - Look, it's clear that you need to be documented, 

however, I understand, of all the objects that you have 

examined the house, some - you said - they only had the 

track lines and ridges were not significant and therefore 

we did not considered, one can say - from his experience - 

which, however, of these objects were of fingerprint 

impressions were not good but they can be identified and 

then you have not considered, but there were footprints, 

we can say that? 

ANSWER - This ... 

QUESTION - Of the bad impression, you can say? 

ANSWER - Y es, if there are ... I have already said, I confirm 

what you're saying, but if there is ... To me, the track 

must be useful, I'll have to be able to work, but I can not 

work on the document. 

QUESTION - Let me understand, then you've identified the tracks 

only ... 
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ANSWER - So I have not identified. 

QUESTION - Wait, wait. 

ANSWER - No, it is important.It's important. 

QUESTION - You have exalted. 

ANSWER - Well, it is important to differentiate between 

activities. 

QUESTION - You have enhanced the traces useful, you may say - for 

us laymen - which means good profits and then find a 

track, and that does not have instead unleashed the other 

tracks that you have found, however, that you considered 

not good?I speak in simple, so that understand.It can be 

said? 

ANSWER - Well, we return, we try to understand.Then we have 

pointed out the tracks and we've documented those who were 

worthy of making the next fingerprint verification, then 

the identification was done by the technician.So, I 

document only those tracks that I need for the subsequent 

investigation, but those tracks that do not serve me, that 

is partial, as there is not indefinite and the document 

does not describe because I do not need. 

QUESTION - Thank you.Can I ask, then, if she has found traces 

partially unidentified in the house? 

ANSWER - Yes In other objects. 

QUESTION - How many? 

ANSWER - And why I need to number them?I do not need, I need the 

... 

QUESTION - More or less, I can say because ... 

ANSWER - No. 

QUESTION - Do you remember how many you have found useful 

instead? 

ANSWER - A lot.And then I showed many traces, and therefore those 

documented are those mentioned in the report. 
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QUESTION - So are they? 

ANSWER - I mean the tracks that were there in the apartment, as 

there was no need to document, because they were not 

useful for the investigation and fingerprinting have not 

been mentioned ... 

QUESTION - Do you remember for example the guitar?There were  

guitars in the apartment, you have done this test to 

determine whether there were fingerprints and if you have 

exalted purpose of what we just said? 

ANSWER - Well, if an object were the fingerprint was documented, 

otherwise not. 

QUESTION - The guitars. 

ANSWER - The guitar, we have between all objects in the apartment 

there were all treated. 

QUESTION - And then he remembers in particular the guitar thing, 

which gave a result? 

ANSWER - The guitar, the guitar for me because it gave a negative 

result is not mentioned in the report.I remember that. 

QUESTION - I understood.She looked at a guitar in Rome in the 

laboratories? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - But the glass of the glass examined in Rome? 

ANSWER - Then the glass beaker, was treated inside the apartment 

and was left there, inside the apartment.Later, in Rome I 

found two glasses with another report that was filed, a 

reminder that now .. . I have it somewhere if I remember 

correctly, here it is.Then I treated and I signed three 

reports.A report on a glass negative and, virtually, then I 

made another report, dated this 7/3 / '08, the glass 

beaker, and another report dated 28/5/2008 in which I was 

resubmitted to the hairdryer treatment, petroleum jelly, 

Vaseline container, MP3 player, the foundation, the pencil, 
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the pen .. .(Inc. for voice overlay.) ... 

QUESTION - (Inc. for overlapping of voice.)? 

ANSWER - Where there are 5 tracks from that dattiloscopisti  were 

found to be not useful. Now, the glass if the glass is 

pretty, if she wants to eventually link this glass cup to 

the sink or something, I do not know, I only know, a glass 

was treated with another report, and on that glass beaker 

there were fingerprints.The glass beaker that has been 

treated there in the apartment we were 3 footprints and 

was treated with the powder.In the laboratory, the glass 

beaker was treated by another technique, because in the 

meantime had spent time and then had to do a more thorough 

technique, most suitable for the type of .. . 

QUESTION - But excuse me, was the same glass? 

ANSWER - I do not know if it's the same glass, I was given a 

glass beaker, was given to me a glass that I treated, and 

in that case is negative.I do not know if she wants to 

connect, I do not know what does ... inside the apartment 

was treated a glass beaker and 3 were identified 

fingerprints, then to me, in Rome, I got another glass 

beaker. 

QUESTION - So it was different, is another beaker, remember him? 

ANSWER - I assume it is another, I was handed a glass "treat it" 

and I treated it, where it was found in it this glass-

glass, on which I have already answered, I do not know.It 

is not my problem. 

PRESIDENT - Okay we get it. 

ANSWER - For me, from a technical point of view I do not care, 

let's say I do not care where it is found in it an object, 

where an object is found in it as an opportunity, I'm 

interested to treat a technical point of view the exhibit, 

and document whether there are traces useful for further 
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investigation.So much so that many  Sometimes the request 

comes to me: "number of criminal proceedings."Okay. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - The choice of objects to be 

analyzed, as they were inside the house?It was his decision 

or the instructions were clear, and also the places she 

went into every room to make these analyzes? 

ANSWER - So in this case, as is the choice?The choice is made 

during the site visit as saying that I am delegated to the 

activity of inspection, I am, is who decides which objects 

sopralluoghista repertare repertare and what not.It is the 

operator that assumes virtually no liability in the number 

of objects to repertare and treatments to be performed, 

based, practically, to courses, the professionalism, 

experience. 

QUESTION - Yes, but for example when you arrive in front of the 

sink, there were glasses, knives, cutlery, dishes and how 

those who have chosen?Which of these objects you have 

chosen?Who told you and how? 

ANSWER - We have chosen them, we have treated them all these 

objects. 

QUESTION - Everyone, even all the cutlery? 

ANSWER - All, everything that I see I have drawn.Where is the 

problem? 

QUESTION - And there's some excitement of a footprint on a piece 

of cutlery that has been of interest to you?Or her about 

all the cutlery did not find anything? 

ANSWER - But she has read the report I gave? 

QUESTION - Yes I'm asking a question she did not ask questions. 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, but here she answers questions, because 

the test is formed at this stage here, so we ... 

ANSWER - I'm sorry but she asks me a question that already knows 

the answer. 
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PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, please excuse the proof is formed at this 

stage, although she has written, even if the party knows, 

even when the texts are examined have already heard 

several times, the parties, however, are the same texts 

submitted to further questions, because the test is formed 

at this stage before the Judge who will then decide what 

is and is what the witness says here.So for this demand, 

the parties may pose questions on which they have already 

received notice of the reply of the witness, the person 

being tested nevertheless the application should be placed 

equally, because the test forms, in fact, at this stage 

and, therefore, are not questions wearisome, useless but 

move in this situation, here, the case.Then, please. 

ANSWER - There are no utensils, cutlery fingerprints on. 

DEFENCE - AW.DALLA VEDOVA - And the clothes? Have you checked the 

clothes of Miss Knox in his room? 

ANSWER - The dress is not a finding suitable for highlighting 

fingerprints. 

QUESTION - Even the underwear?Panties? Bras? 

ANSWER - Not at all. 

QUESTION - Why? 

ANSWER - Watch when I be able to highlight an impression of a 

dress I'll write a good book and will be a best seller. 

PRESIDENT - So you can not show finger marks? 

ANSWER - NO. 

PRESIDENT - Please Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Hear the latest thing, computers,  

She has got to do analysis on the computer? 

PRESIDENT - With reference to the impressions clearly. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Of course, always certain about his 

competence. 

ANSWER - Yes 
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QUESTION - And exactly when and where, how ... We remember ... 

ANSWER - 11 computers has been treated there in the apartment 

during the course of the first inspection. 

QUESTION - The computer, which means the computer? Do you 

remember? 

ANSWER - All computers, all the laptops that ... all objects that 

I stumbled on hand were all treated.All without exception. 

QUESTION - Do you remember how were the computers?This? 

ANSWER - Look, I do many surveys and for convenience I remember 

only the findings on which I am going to document the 

traces, the others I just forget them because then I also 

have a private life, and therefore, the job I did not 

bring home. 

PRESIDENT - I pray, there are other questions? 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Yes, the question is, at this 

point, do you remember when someone on the computer she 

found valid impression of attention? 

ANSWER - No computer. 

QUESTION - Then on 4 computers, why is there be 4 of us are not - 

according to her - found no trace of an impression of 

people who have been examined, it was worth? 

ANSWER - NO. 

QUESTION - This I must necessarily continue, President, I realize 

it's late, but ... 

PRESIDENT - No, no absolutely Lawyer. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Why ... 

PRESIDENT - The answer he provided was useless to go  st'esso on 

topic. Please, go on then. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Yes, but then you can say is that 

the computers were still depending on the quality of the 

prints that I understand, so they were not good enough to 

be considered useful for ... but that there were 
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fingerprints, we can say that? 

ANSWER - But if an object is touched, I repeat, I never get tired 

of repeating it, and neither she nor even at any other 

professionals with whom I am speaking, if an object is 

touched it is normal ... The surface must be receptive, 

must be such that, practically, the trace remains.Then what 

happens, that if the surface is not smooth, though there 

are virtually knurls ... 

PRESIDENT - I'm sorry, but the computer, the computer surface is 

a surface suitable to receive ... 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - For example, look at this area here 

if I do I have left an imprint in your opinion, or is 

likely to then say a bad impression. 

PRESIDENT - I pray. 

ANSWER - So maybe she has touched, she has touched in this case 

we see and many times, and surely she is convinced that he 

has left an imprint. 

QUESTION - There we go. 

ANSWER - No, she is convinced, and I say that to me she has 

treated as a technical point of view, she has left a 

biological, okay.Well. But this is the problem here, what 

she has left a trace organic does not mean that she is the 

one that left an impression, because if the pressure she 

put on her finger, which has left the imprint, is strong 

her when I go for treatment I would draw attention to a 

spot so I would draw attention to a contour which is 

traceable footprint but for me it is not useful as a 

trace. 

QUESTION - I understood. 

ANSWER - Why is devoid of papillary lines, the central figures of 

the minutiae that I need to do the fingerprint 

investigation.If I would draw attention to a spot in what I 
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need?I need to say, to prove they are been good.NO, I do 

not need me to tell me that you were good at highlighting 

the stain I need, I need to identify a track that could be 

useful for further investigation. 

QUESTION - But I'm sorry .. .I seem to her a good track is 

something absolutely perfect is neither a stain nor is a 

ridge, or is a line (inc.), as said before, so I mean if I 

put my hand here, do you think the likelihood of these 

5/10 my fingers have really left a mark, that after his 

exaltation is considered useful, as it is?According to her 

.. . From what I have ... 

ANSWER - So maybe she leaves 10 fingers, okay? 

QUESTION - Yes - 

ANSWER - You might leave 10 fingers, I make the treatment I 

highlight 10 tracks, 10 tracks document any of the 10 

tracks is perhaps useful for the investigation fingerprint 

because it is partially defined, maybe she did when he 

removed his fingers from the surface has a rotation and 

then ruined the design, ie it must be the pressure, the 

surface must be receptive, must be smooth, the pressure 

must be correct. 

QUESTION - This has already said. 

ANSWER - And then there is the moment of attack and the time of 

posting.If she at the time when she detaches the finger 

wheel slightly ruin the drawing, because said before, the 

ridge is soft, and then this is the reason why then ... 

QUESTION - But then Mr. Francaviglia, you can leave the track 

with a flood of impressions but no earnings? 

ANSWER - But she has no idea how many, how many reports of how 

many impressions we remark how many times over the years 

and maybe we are told that the fingerprint is not useful by 

dattiloscopisti.We, many times, we highlight hundreds of 
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footprints on the reports.We have attached photos of the 

very large and then the dattiloscopista tells us that 

perhaps only a few of them are useful, or even tell us 

that none of this is useful, then what is?Perhaps serves to 

show yes the object was touched, but the track is not one 

that is useful, we must also make savings. 

QUESTION - So in conclusion, for example, speaking of Miss Knox 

you can tell that she has touched so many objects in his 

house but that does not ... 

ANSWER - The Miss ... 

QUESTION - But that did not leave a footprint in its purpose, so 

perfect, so good and so useful to be able to then be 

transmitted to the typist ... then do the exam, you can 

say that? 

ANSWER - then Miss Knox lived in the house and, therefore, it is 

normal that surely his presence inside the house was a 

constant, continuous, however it is normal perhaps for 

reasons that I do not know, at that moment, perhaps the 

object She has touched and for some reason did not leave 

the track or the track was not good was not deserving of 

photographic documentation, and in that case and what I 

do?Also because if I would draw attention to a fragment and 

this fragment is not .. .Has characteristic 2 or 3 points 

from dattiloscopista is even considered for the comparison 

fingerprint. 

QUESTION - That is clear.She's desk Knox has analyzed for this 

purpose?Do you remember if there were  stains, tracks, 

lines, or fingerprints important? 

ANSWER - All surfaces, I repeat, have been treated. All without 

exception. 

QUESTION - And then? 

ANSWER - And so if ... 
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QUESTION - Do you remember if there were still traces that had 

touched or ... 

ANSWER - In the room of Amanda Knox has been highlighted, the 

counseling relationship. 

PRESIDENT - I pray, is authorized course. 

ANSWER - So Amanda Knox's room, which is the bedroom adjacent to 

the room of the victim, were identified fragments of 9 

papillary impressions.Then the stamp marked with the number 

74) was seen on the wing left the cabinet, the 

distinguished imprint, the 5 traces marked with the number 

75 to 79, were observed on the wing right. 3 fragments of 

footprints, marked with the number from 80 to 82. 3 

sidewall footprints were identified on the front of the 

radiator, just to reiterate that all objects, even the 

radiator that is attached to the wall, it is a treat, the 

windows, the windows were all treated.All objects, all 

surfaces suitable to highlight fingerprints. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Senta when she .. . a 

clarification, when she says, have been treated, she 

refers to a chemical treatment as explained? 

ANSWER - So it is detected by chemical type and then with 

cyanoacrylate, in the victim's bedroom, the bathroom 

adjoining the bedroom and the room where the victim was 

found the stone. 

QUESTION - And in the bathroom?The small one. 

ANSWER - The bathroom next door to the bedroom,  the small one 

was treated with cyanoacrylate esters. All of the 

remaining, all the remaining part of the apartment, and 

then also these three rooms mentioned were treated with the 

powders.Therefore, in this case, the treatment was double 

in the chamber of the victim, in the bath and into the 

chamber of the stone has been done before with esters 
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cyano-acrylic and then the contrast with the color powder, 

silver powder with the black, because the white , 

precisely, is contrasted to highlight, in fact, the 

papillary ridges. 

QUESTION: - Perfect, thank you.Thanks, I'm done. 

PRESIDENT - There are other questions.I pray the prosecutor, to 

exhaust the examination. 

  

PROSECUTOR - dr.Mignini

QUESTION - How many points must coincide for identification? 

ANSWER - I am not a dattiloscopista But from a standpoint of law 

16/17 feature points are, in fact, established by case law 

to allow, in fact, the identification of a person, the 

match between an impression derived from the crime scene 

and an impression of a person suspected there must be 

matching these 16/17 feature points.For feature points 

includes break lines, various minutiae that dattiloscopista 

determines how the peculiarities of that design. 

QUESTION - I have no further questions. 

  

COURT

PRESIDENT - Excuse me, I just wanted to ask for a clarification 

because before responding to any questions she Advocate, 

he touched with a certain  forces the exterior of the 

computer she said, in this manner does not necessarily 

leave a mark, you can leave a biological trace it? 

ANSWER - Exactly.To say the biological trace exudate, however, is 

a biological trace of exudate interesting to me precisely 

the drawing, just the impression, so I ... For me the 

impression is latent, the latent fingerprint is defined 

unless it is apparent, the imprint is evident when there 

is ... precisely when a door, maybe you have your fingers 
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dirty with grease and ink and touches an object, in this 

case the footprint is evident, but if the finger is dry, 

the stamp is latent and must be treated with a technique, 

with one or more techniques according to the type of 

substrate. 

PRESIDENT - I understand. 

ANSWER - So the skill of the technician is to choose the 

technique or sequence of techniques appropriate to 

highlight the type of track. 

PRESIDENT - Well, there are no other questions, the witness is 

dismissed.There are other texts and reference should be 

made at the hearing ... C 'is any acquisition, please. 

PROSECUTOR - Dr. COMODI - Produrrei copy of the DVD of the second 

survey, viewed and commented on November 3 by Cantagalli 

and ... I do not remember the other, (inc.), and a copy of 

Sferon, that sequence of photographs. 

PRESIDENT - Well. 

DEFENCE - AVV. DALLA VEDOVA - Can I also ask for a clarification 

and authorization, only the clarification in relation to 

property owned by the Knox found inside the house 

apparently ... END AUDIO 
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